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ANNEX1 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 1628 (XVI) OF 26 OCTGBER 1961 

An international investigation into the conditions and circumstances -----_ --11_ 
resulting in the tragic death of Mr. 

---TX---- Gag HaDYnarskjold and of members p_-_I- ---v--p --- ---be___ 
of the party accompanying him --_iAml_ -il_-- 

The General Assembly, --------- -I 
Recalling that on 18 September 1961 the aircraft carrying Mr. Cag Hammarskjiild, 

the Secretary-General, and fifteen United Nations officials on a mission in the 

service of the United Nations crashed in the vicinity of the Ndola airport in 

Northern Rhodesia resulting in the tragic death of Mr. Hammarskj'dld and his 

entire party, 

Having regard to the world-wide public concern over the disastrous end of -- 
this flight undertaken on behalf, and in the service, of the United Nations, 

Noting that much concern prevails in the world in regard to both this tragedy -- 
and the circumstances surrounding It, which warrant an international investigation, 

the absence of which can only lead to the continuance of the present undesirable 

speculation, 

Noting further that inquiries have been or are being conducted by -_-- 
or parties concerned, 

Governments 

inquiries Considering it desirable and necessary that, irrespective of such ---em-_L--- 
and investigation of such incidents, which concern the United Nations, should be 

carried out under the authority and auspices of the United Nations, 

1. . Expresses its profound shock and sorrow at the death of Mr. Hammarskjijld - - -- 

and the following persons who died with him in the service of the United Nations 

as a result of the air crash: 
Mr. Heinrich A. Wieschhoff, 

Mr. Vladimir Fabry, 

Mr. William Ranallo, 

Miss Alice Lalandc, 

Mr. Harold M. Julien, 
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Mr. 

Mr. 
Mr. 

Mx. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

14x . 

xx* 
2. 

Serge L. Barrau, 

Francis Eivers, 

S.O. Hjelte, 

P.E. Persson, 

Per Hallonc~uist, 

Nils-Eric i!ahrkus, 

Lars Litton, 

Nils G&an Wilhelmsson, 

Rarold Noork, 

Karl Erik Rosen; 

Offers its sincere condolences and deep sympathy to the families of 

&, Hammarskjald and the other victims; 

3. Decides that an investigation of an international character, under the 

auspices of the United Nations, should be held immediately into all the oondW.ons 

and circumstances surrounding this tragedy, and more pm+icularlY as to: 

(2) IJhy the flight had to be undertaken at night without escort; 

(b) Vhy its arrival at Ndola was unduly delayed, as reported; 

(s) I*Jhether the aircraft, after having established contact with the ~OWC% 

at Rdola lost that contact, and the fact of its having crashed did not become 

knolm until several hours afterwards, and if so? why; 

(_a> Whether the aircraft, after the damage it was reported to have suffered 

earlier from firing by aircraft hostile to the United Nations, was in a proper 
condition for use; 

4.. Further decides to appoint a Commission of five eminent persons to -c-I___ 
carry out such an investigation, and requests the Commission to report its findings 
to the President Of the General Assembly within three months of its appofnkment;; 

5. Requests all Governments and parties concerned and the appropriate 
speoialized agencies Of the United Nations to extend'their full co-operation and 

assistance to the said Commission in making this investigation; 
6. Decides to consider, in the appropriate Committee during the current 

s@s4~on, the question of offering suitable remuneration to the families of the 
Vid.dmS of this grave tragedy. 

/ .*. 
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Brief sum.!;.ry of events lea&-g up to the accitiunt 

Authority convening inquiry, appointment of 
6zoredited representatives, etc. 

1.6 

* A11 appendices axe not seproduced. Those which appear as annexes 
to the United Nations Cormnlssion report axe indicsted. The 
others areon filewith the Secretariat and may be ConSd'kea 
by Interested delegations. 
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ACOIDEI'T DZTLILS .-- 

1.1 Location From Fdola aerodrome control tower 
8.05 nadical miles on a true 
bearing 27~~. &i&p reference 
lirIol& 122eS3 grid position 652657, 
gecgraphicaJ. position - 

Latitude 12°58V20'tS 

Longitude 28°31'23'% 

1.2 Date and time (ayprox.) 17th September, 1961. 2215 GMC 
18th September, 1961. GC15 local 

1.3 Operator Transaur Sweuen A.B., &b.l1!!0 ) swea en. 

1.4 Aircraft Q2e .XKI 
registration ~oug1e.s uc613 SC&EDY 

1.5 EMent of damage Destroyed 

6.6 number of crew Pour, all killed, See appendix 3.1 

1.7 Ember OS passengers' !hvelve, all killed. See appendix~.2 

1.8 Type of operc'2;ion Fubl.ic trans~xxrt - non-scheddd 
(chzrter) flight. 

1.9 Phase of cpezation 

1.10 Type of accidei2t 

Sl.mfrnY 

reproach preparatory to landing. 

&uffj.c+j.ent eJtitu3o in approach: 
collision with trees. 

2.1 Brief suna~qy~f events IL&?E up to the accident. ---w 

2.1.1 The aircraft SE-PDY departed from Leopd.dvil.le at 

1551 hours C&T on 17th September, I$1 with the blight 

plan destination stated to be Luluabcurg. After clearing 

LeopolW.lle tower frequency, radio silence Wis appesently 

ma5&&&i until the abxraft callea Sslisbury E'IC st 

2002 G&Z fgir;g a revised Flight Plan which indicated 

the aircraft destination to be Rlol~;, e&timated time 

of arrival 2235 GC?. J,t 2035 Gn;T the aircraft reported 

over L&e Ts.qa&ks, ~ldicating that it WIS not flying 

on the dixwct route from Lcopddville to Nfiola. See 

app~ndti I.3 

2. q .2 ~~di.~ c0ntnct YES ~~2~33 vdth 2Iol.2 tower at 2135 

GLT . During &bsequent ConVerSAtiollE weather ana 

ldbg information, ana descent chmnce from f6,OOO 
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to 6,000 feet, Fiers given. The aircreft xpoxted when 

it was overhe& i\:dola &scend.ing, with sirport lights in 

sight. 'I'he d.timeter setting wes confkneci by the 

aircmf? ami et 2210 C&Y the aircraft w.9 requested to 

report reaching 6,000 feet, No such report and no 

further reZio communicction v:as received from the airorsf~. 

2.1.3 Eye witnesses stw the lights of tte aircraft pass 

over K&ok airport on a \ksl;erlg heading xx3 6isappear from 

view, The aircraft failed to report for ftiin:L2 l~~&&g 

kXItr~ctions,....~~cI althou& it cias than be1ieved.Qx.t It' 

had change3 its intention and WAS procoding clsewhero, 

OVCrduc m$ion VW nwcrtheloss initieted. 

2.1.4 The ~;reckage OF the ai~.~~ft w&s locakd abqut 

eight nauticsl miles from bidola airport on a bearing of 

2;/Y” True. Police arrived on the scene of the occident 

at 1345, WT. Oily one of the occqsnts was found to be 

dive and he subsequently died. 

2.2.1 21 view of the importance of the parsonality 

involved and the viidespreab interest in this serious and 

tragic: accident, the Federal Government req+red the 

Director of Ci.vil Avii*tion personally to lead the technical 

investigation, assisted by hling Commsnder Evans, K.L.F., 

of the British High Commission to the Federation. The 

inveekigating bosxd consisted of :- 

Lt. Col. k.C.E-;. Barbd, D.P.C. Director of Civil. Aviation, 
Federation of Rhodesia and 

2~yassland (Chai?xnan) 

Senior Operations M’ficer, 
Federal Department of 

Civil Irviation. 

Chief Lnspec~or of Aixcrsft, 
Federal Depsrtment qf 

Civil Atiation. 

Y@3r. 3. Pvane, l2,b.F. Air Adviser, Eritish High 
Corixnissioner to the 
Federation. 



2.2.2 Rep.esentatives from Sweden - the State of Registry, 

the International. Civil i.vietion Organisation on behalf of 

United Iktions, the International Federation of i&line 

Pilots ilssociations, and Tran.sair the operators of the 

aircraft, :r%re invited to participate in the investigation. 

These persons li,ere:- 

Locredited Representatives : 

I&. E.L, Lrndin 

hii. J.F. Pournier 

Capt. :. , G. l\ichfoe 

Technical ;dvisers : 

To l4k. L&in: 

Dr. 2, Bxitt 

Inspector of Civil :.viati.on, 
i?oye.l Swedish Eoard of Civil Lviation. 

liiternational Civil Aviation 
Organisation/United Nations 

International Federation of Mrline 
Pilots Ihsooiations 

Z.nister for Sweden to the 
Republic of South izrioa. 

Legal ddviser, Rogsl S-Jiedish Board 
of Civil i.viatiOn. 

Temporarily attached to the Royal 
%-edish Board of Civil kiation, 
as Swcior Inspector of b-craft. 

Superintendent, Swedish CriminaJ. 
State Police. 

liii. l%. Lendin, K.Sc. rissista.nt Director of the sweaish 
Iktional tistitute of Technical 
Police, 

Mr. L,'C, Jar&Son Temporarily attached to the Royal 
Swedish Doard of Civil clviation, 
as li-ispector of krcraft. 

TO Cr. Fwnier : 

Yiri P.R. Nelson 
I~.F.R,L-~.S. KC+‘.. I. Internationdl Civil iiviation 

Orgsnisction/United flations 

On behalf of Trcns~ir SWedcn, ;*.B., the owners and operators 
of the aircraft : 

Capt, S. Persson Director of Plight Opexations, 
Transair Sweden, ~L,B, 

kc. C.G. Bellberg 

Seoretsry to the Boerd : 

Chief Fli&t YJih&iwer, 
Transaix Sweden, ti,B. 

Ike I'.J, Berry Senior kerodromes Officer, 
Federal Department of Civil isviation. 

/ . . . 
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3.z 

3.2 

Registiation marking 

Idrcraft type and makers 
serial number 

3.3 

3.4 

Engine type, airfrkune 
positions and makers 
serial raurbers Pratt d Whitney R2800-CR-47 

Posn. No. 1 serial I?,35865 
II II * II P.31738 
II " 3 " P.32147 
,I II 4 II P. 35867 

Certificate of Registration 
number and validity No. 1508 - validity unlimited. 

Certiticate of Urworthiness: 
number and date of expiry, 
azx!l Flight Msnutil number. 

Certifioate of kintenanot; 
date and time (GM?) of issue 
ana pericd of vnliaity 

3.7 Date of construction of 
airframe 

3.8 Nme and address of owners 

3.9 Gross weight: maximum 
permitted by the C of i. for 
this flight,. and at time of 
accident 

SEEDY 

Doug3as PC6B serial number 
43559 

3.10 Loaaing - , 

3.10.1 Centre of Gravity 
limits from Flight 
hlanud 

The temporary C of i. has no 
number, and is valid until 3dst 
October, 1961. The FlipJ~t 
h?ollu_al has no number, it is 
attached ta the tetnporsry C or i,. 

Issued 17th Septc!:iber, 1961, 
at 1100 GM? and valid for 24 
hours, 

1952 

?xrtsaw Sweden, LB. ita3nt0, 
Sweveden. 

J+k.xtil authorised take-off' 
weight 107000 lbs, 
Mxal take-off weight go594 
lbs, 
M~irmuii authorised landing 
Weight 88200 lbs. 
i.ctucl neight at time of 
accident 76762 lbs. 

Gross weight up to anon 
inolud9ng 87503 lbs: 

.EJoivard 3i.@.t id% limit 
11 *c$ hlJ2 337; hiI& 

Gross w0ight up to alld 
inclu&ng 103800 lbs: 
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Gross weight up to and 
inclu&ing 107000 1bS: 

hctual C of G 
position at 
corryncncenicnt 
of flight and, 
at time of 
accident ,C of G position at f&e-off 

bobreen 20.0 S.XI 26.9~ l&‘-C. 
d of G position at time of 
accident between 17.1 ad 
25 ,3yi h5i.c 

3.11 Lirframe history - 

m. I (p.35865 5521 hours 
" 2 (P.31738 
rt 3 (P.32147 i 

5886 1: 
7927 

" 4 (~35867) 4848 ” 

3.11.1 Flying time 
since mxxl= 
factwe 16340 hours 

3.11.2 Flying time 
since last 
overhaul 7210 hours 

3.11.3 Flying time 
since last 
periodic check 105 hours 

3.11.4 b1odifications 1~1. ~p,l?li~&le FA drworthi- 
nesb Directives have been 
complied v,4.th 

3.12 Z!x~gine history 

3.12.1 Flying time 
since m0xiu~ 
facture 

3.12.2 Flying time 
since last 
overhaul 

3.12.3 Plying the 
since last 
peridic ,oheck 105 hours 

IO.5 ". 
" 3 P.32147 105 " 
" 4 P.35867 t 105 " . 

3.12.4 ~oodifications J;L~ applioable I?& .iktVOr~i- 

ness Directives have been 
00mpliea with 

4. 
Hdillonquist, f?er-Erik Do, 

1 
pxlot ill comrllana !'. 

,, . 
rl' r F,,:: 

. . -.' 
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Age 

Type of' licence 

35 years 

SvJedish Airline Trmisyort 
Pilot's liccnoe number D-l 93. 

Lircrzft class Single- and multi-engined land 
aircraft. 

Qpe Ratings Douglas DC-3, Curtiss C-46/ 
Ck20-T, Douglas DO-6. 

Jhstrument Rattig and 
dt-.te of 1cst check 

Date of last medical 
exsminetion 

&piry date of licence 

l!ypes flown 

Included in the licence, 
28th June, 1961 

24th iqril, 3961. 

31st October, 1961. 

Eucker Eestmann, Harvard, Bocke 
Wulf "Stieglitz", Pieseler 
Storih, Saab Bq 7, Saab 521, 
Douglas CC-3, Curtiss C-46, 
Lou&s IL!-6, Doug& DC-6E. 

Time on accident tiye: LC-6 1266 hours DC-6E 179 hours 

Time on type in past 90 days DC6/6B 205 hours 

Tike 011 type iii past 24 
hOLWS 7 hours 

Grad total 7841 hours 

Capt&n Eallonquist started his flight training in the 

tiedish R.i,.P. in 1946 where he semained until. 1953. 741 1947 he 

was issued with a Private Filet’s licence. 1. Conmerc~al Pilot I s 

licence ir‘as issued to hinl in 1953. Irk about this time he had 

further flight traini~; for 4 months with i&z Service Training 

Limited, England. I% obtained his Airline Transport Pilot's 

licence in 1955. He wets also the holder of a valid Flight 

Radio Telephony Gperator's licence number l&+7. He was employed 

by Transair as a co-pilot on DC-3 in 1954, and was promoted to 

captain on DC-3 in 1955 and on Curtiss 0-46 in 1957. During 

October-Nxomber, 1959, he was given theoretical. and practical 

tra,ining on CG-6 aircraft under the supervision of Scandinavian 

~&lines System, In. December, $959, he commenced flying as Q 

captah on Cc-6 for ?!ransair, Eis total instrument flight 

time and night flight time was 2669 hours, He had. not been 

involved in any previous flying a&dents. 
I . . . 



4.2 &me 

%+JY 

&e 

Type of licence 

Lircrc.ft class 

lkpe Ratings 

Instrument Ratiq; end date 
of last chock 

Date of last medical 
axsmination 

EXpiry date of licence 

Types flown 

Time on accident type 

Time on type in past 
90 days 

Time on type in past 
24 hours 

Grand total 
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Litton, Lars OZof. 

Co-pilot 

29 yaexs 

Swedish Srline Translport 
Pilot's licence number D-360 

Single- and multi-engined lmd 
aSrcrs:f t 

1's a captain, DouQas DC-3, 
Douglas DC-6. La a co-pilot, 
Curtiss C-46, 

Included in the licence. 
6th qriI-, 1961. 

17th July, 1961 

~1st January, 1962 

Cessna 14.0, Luscombe Silvaire, 
Riper Cub, &coupe, Auster V, 
D.H. 69, d&speed Consul, 
Klemm 35, Douglas DC-3, Curtiss 
c-46, Dou$.as DC-6, Douglas w'-6B. 

DC-6 50'6 hours DC-& 216 hours 

w6/6s 261 hours 

17 hours 

2707 hours 

First Officer Litton had his first flight training at a 

private Swedish flying school, am3 obtained his Private Pilot’s 

licence in 7953.’ h Commercial Pilot's licence was issued to 

him in 1955. He obtained his Arline Transport Pilot's licence 

in 1961. Iie was ahso the holder of' a valid Flight Radio 

Telephony Operator's l.ioence number 4443. He was employed by 

Trsnsati as a co-pilot on IX-3 end Curtiss C-46 in 9958, 

During November, 1960, he was given theoretical and practicd 

train& on DC-6 aircraft under the supervision of ScandinaVian 

lirlincs System. In December, 1960, he commenced flying 

as a co-pilot on DG~ for Transati. His total instrument flight 

tjmc and night flight time was 835 hours, l-l.2 had not been 

Snvolved in my pxevious flying accident, 

/ . . . 



4.3 Nme 

DLlty, 

r+.ge 

Type of licence 

Type Ratings 

Dste of last Iaedi.cEil 
examination 

‘F(il.helmsson, Nils-Goran 

Plight Engtieer 

27 years 

Swedish l?@t Rr$gineer’s 

licence number KG129 

&rtiss C-46, Douglas DC-~ 

17th July, 1961 

&Xpiry date of licence 31st July, 1962. 

Time on accident type DC-6 1173 hoLlrs EC-6s 195 
hours 

Time on type in past 
go says DC6/6B 311 hours 

!l!i.rne on tjpe in past 24 
hours 17 hours 

Grad total 2630 hours 

I&, ~filhelmsson tirns also the holder of a valid Swedish 

~ticrdt &intenance Rngineer’s licence number NM-411. He 

completed a course* at a Swedish Kwicipal Technical School for 

ground engineers durhg the years 1949-1951, bring the 

years 1552-1957 he was employed as a ground engineer with a 

Swedish civil air carrier, and also viith the Swedish R.&F. 

He was employed as a ground engineer by Tr,ulsair in 1957 and 

started to vork as a flight engineer on Curtiss C-46 with 

Transa~ in 1958. During March, 1960, he completed theoretical 

ana practical training on DC-6 aircraft under the supervision 

of Scandinavian 2irlines System. 

4.4 Name Ahreus, Nils-Erik 

Duty 

Age 

Reserve Captain 

j2 years 

Type of’ .licence , Swedish Airline Transport 
Pilot’s licence number D-199 

iiroraft class Single- and multi-engined 
ha aircraf’t 

Douglas I$-3, Curtiss C-46, 
Douglas DC-6. 

Instrument Hating anft 
date of last check Included in the 

3rd tiLay, 1961. 
licence 



Date of last medical 
examination 

Expiry date of licence 

Q-pes flo3l-l 

!iime on accident type 

Time on type in past 
yo days 

Time on type in past 
24 DOLTS’ 

Grma totEd 
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28th I-pcil, 1961 

31st October, 1961 

Tiger bath, Yocke itif, 
"Steiglitz", 6'ieseler Starch, 
Klerrrn 35, Harvm‘sd, Bucker 
Cestmmm, 5r.e.b Sdir, Saab B. 17, 
Vsmpire, 5aab J23, Piper Cub, 
Luscombe Silvaire, jtirspeed 
Consul, DougJ.as N-3, Curtis~ 
C-L&, Douglas DC-~, Douglas DC&B. 

m-6 736 hours 1x-613 122 hours 

nc6/6~ 241 LOWS 

10 ha~lrs 40 minutes 

7107 hours 

Captain ihreus started his flight training in the Swedish 

R.L,P. in 1947, -{ihere he remained until Kay, 1954, In 1947 he 

obtained his Wivnte Pilot's licence. 1. Comr.crcial Pilot Is 

licence WFIS issued to him in 1948. Around June, 1954, he was 

employed as a pilot Nith a Swedish air carrier angeged in 

agriculturcl flying. In 1955 he obtained a Senior Commerciti 

Pilot's licence. he aas given sn Airline Transport Pilot's 

licence in 1956. He was also the holder of a valid Plight 

Radio Telephony Operator's licence number 4402. He was 

emplojred by Trwsair as a coLpi1o.t on W-3 in ? 955 an8 was 

promoted to captain on GC-3 in 1956, and on Curtiss C-46 in 

1958. During Cctober snd Wxmber, 1960, he completed a course 

of theoretical sn.d pra~ti'csl. training on DC-6 aircraf't under , 

the supervision of Scandinavian Airlines System. In Novenibar , 

1960, he commenced flying as a captain on UC-6 aticraft for 

Transnir. His total instrument flight time and total night 

flight time Was *I 500 hOWS. He had not been involved in 

any previous flying accident, 

5. - XUTiTEFt INIKTclL~XiYO~T --a 

5.1 The last routine weather observation t&en prior to the 

accitient was n@e by the Meteorologicd. Office staff at Hdola 

at 1900 GIi!l! on 17th September (3& hours before tine accident). 

This observation ws recorded on a Form KG, 48 (serial 
/ 9.. 
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nwnber 17) and passea to the i'.ir 'J?affic Control Officer. 
It 

co&&& the following information: - 

?Eola - 17/9/61 1900 GEL 

Surface wind - d~ection II OO(hi) speed IO knots 

Visibility - 5 miles 

Present weather - fine, slight haze. 

Cloud - nil 

yisi - lo1 9.9 mbs (30.12 ins) 

@Ii - 875.6 mbs (25.86 ins) 

5.2 The follo+;iing is an extract born the autographic record far 

%%WZ on 17th September, 1961, 

Surface pressure 876.7 mbs i.e. 25.89 ins giving a 
&!,Tl of 30.15 ins (1021 mbs) 

Screen temperature - 70' F. 

Surface wind - 120/y kts (True) 

5.3 The follo~hilg is the Weather report transmitted by I&ola 

i.ir heffio Control to the aircraft SE-BDY at 2137 (38 minutes 

approx. before the accident). 

Surface xind ~20~) 7 knots 

Visibility 5 to 10 miles with slight smoke haze 

Control QI9li 1021 mbs 

@7Jj 877 mbs 

5.4 Moonset - 0024 GM! - 1st kbarter 

6. N~VJXLlTOi~ JXi 

6.1 l&%i available on tnis flight 

LeG-QOldVille - l'DB and VOR 

Xola - NOB, VLS and DIYE 

6.2 A3 fitted to the aircraft me.. 

1 ea US &my Type BE-16 kagnetic Compass 

2 Eh Pioneer Bendix Dl20 &aster Direction Indicator 

2 ea Qllins Type 331&2 Course Line Indicator 

2 cs. Pioneer Bendix 36105-IJ-15~1 Nagnetic ;~ndioator 

2 ,ea 51Y-1 LIX? Receiver 

1 ca 16002-1 -C Flight Path Cbmputor 

2 ea 51 R-FJ Receiver (VOR/XS) 
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2 en 51 V-2 Cs Receiver (ILS) 
1 oa IdZ-7i~ 2:srkcr Xeccivcr (IIS) 

I ca L.VJ-IO Bcceivcr Transmitter (RR&~) 

6.3 Aids used and their effectiveness. --*..U*-r-Tslill. -- 

6.3.1 %:c,vigetion YOS not a signif'icant factor in this 

accident T.S the aixcrcft srrivcd safely ovox the destin- 

ation airport of Rdiola. AU the aids et 6.1 above were 

fully. serviceable throughout the duration of the flight, 

6.L, s i-sdio facility oherts etc _ I*-- --- --A,.&% 

6.4, ‘r: It vm not possible to ascertain what maps were 

actu&Ly used during the flight. Ho~ovor, as the aircraft 

‘completecl a flight from Lcopoldville to 1wol.a via the 

Southern en2 of L&e Tanganytie, the me%ps used were 

obviously suificient for the puyosc. 

6.4,2 The operators of the eircraft, bassrs. Transnir, 

havve stated that all let-dajn and destination infoxmation 

badly buxncd, it was possible to ascertain tPt it had 

been mended by "IL" on II/g to include a~nendment number 

34. The approach chart sheet for NGola was missing, and 

it is possible that it was removed by the captain and 

placed in front of him T;hil.st carrying out his approach to 

the airport. It was asoortained from a complete copy of 

the manual that the information regarding RGola %a8 

correct. 24 addition, a copy of the LJ.9; Air Porte 

publica.tion "E'light Information Publication - Terminal 

(LOW ~rltitude)" dcted,July, 1961, was found in the 

wreckage. There is no mention of Ndola in this 

publicrtion but Ndolo aerodrome, situated. on the out- 

skirts of Leopoldville, is included. Certein.notes appear 

in gxem on the Ndolo sheet en& on the top cover of the 

publication. These notes may be siginificant in that 

there is reason to believe that Edolo W.S not used by 

large aircraft at any tjme after the issue of this 

parti.ouI.ax Rublicetion (July, 1961) and. in that at 

lcast one of the notes on ths: Kdolo sheet appears 

to relate to Xioln. 'The relative approach oltitLIdes, 

sho?m on the Wolo sheet axe substantially lower than 
those ap$.ics.ble to NdoZa. 

/ .*. 
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10.1.1 &sminati.on of the s,ite of the accident indicated that 

the sixcmf't had first struck the tops of trees when on a 

heading of about 120'(M) t a a shallow angle end a moderate 

rate of descent, The first point of impact with the tree tops 

is 66 feet higher than the poi.nt of impact of the nose of the 

aircroft with the ground. The linear distance between the two 

points is 760 feet, giving an average an&e of descent after 

the fzirst iorpoct of 5'. 

10.1.2 The pxop&lers of the ezixo&&t cut through the upper- 

most branches of the trees, and the severed branches, to- 

gether with pieces of rubber from the propeller de-icing 

boots;were the first items to be found along the wreckage 

trail. The left wzing tip was severed from the aircreft at an 

early stage indicating that the aircraft was probably in a 

slighkly left wing-low attitude and the swath cut by the 

sircraft through the trees indicated an increasing angle of 

left bank, As the left outer mainplane of the air'craf't 

collided with the trunks of the trees it was progressively 

demolished. At the seine time the propellers and the fuselage 

suffered increasing damage by impact eth tsees and detached 

pieces were scattared along the wreckage trail. 

10.1.3 The nose of the sircreft, with the fuselage, oentxe 

seotion empennage and right wing largely intact, struck a 

12 foot-high &hill and the fuselage cartwheeled about the 

anthill swinging through approximately 180° end suffering 

complete demolition from further impact with trees and 

@T&round. Fire, fed by fuel from the burst tenks, COVered 

the main wreckage and spread 350 feet back along the 

wreokage trail. 

V 

IO.? .4 The intensity of the fire melted and fused most of 

the Kl.luminium alloy of the wing centre section and fuselage. 

The four engines were broken from the.ir mountings and severely 

damaged by impact and the subsequent fire. See Wreckage 

Plan appendix 1.1. 
9,. I* .y.' ~z':: 



10,1,5 A ~cn& search was organised using more then 160 ' 

policemen ccrveri.ng the area iniiccted on the rflap at 

appcniiix 1.7. The seah faiLLed 'to revod any perfs Of 

-&,e airc,yyi% which had bcon detaoheci prior &Z&EC% 3v5th 

the twesr 

13.2.1 The main vwckege'was contained in .%I area 

approximately 60 feet by 90 feet and its disposition is 

shown on %hc wreckage plan at appendices 1.1 and 1.2. 

i:iith the exception of' the empennage, the fuselzge aft of 

the row pr~sswe dome, WXZ the left hand outer (No, 1) 

engine, the whole af' the concentrated main wreckage YJ~.S 

baaly a-gca by fi13. The photcgraphs a& appendix l-9 

shOi,J the extent of 6estrwtion. The v&g assenKLy, 

compris- lcf$ ad right +ner sections an3 right l-&id 

outer, came to rest oorreot side uppermost and hsd ?30exb 

attached to fusclagc and power plants prior to impact. 

The right, hnnd wi.@ and f';lying control surfaces were Imdly 

damaged by imps.ct and t;his occurred as the wing s'4.l an 

to *he frees *?n a vertical movement. The empcnn&ge ws 

inverted with upper halves of the vertic,& stabiliser and 

rud.derbroken off, the complete right hand etahilder ard 

elevator ?#exe also $letached. The left hzd inner (No. 2) 

end the right bed. $nner (No, 3) engbes, together with 

their respccti?re propellers s~ti nacelles were extensively 

incinerated. The fuselage nose section iincluding the 

cockpit was broken up and scatterell jn an area cc&red 

approximeteljr 100 feet before the newest part of the 

main wreckage. 'The fuselege forward of the ccex 

pressure dcme wss completely aestroyed by impact aa 

subsequent fire, the seats, interior f?i"c~ings and galley 

equipment I;eLng scatterea over a wide area, The landing 

gear assenblies were located in the main wreckage. Tho 

left 1~~ai-d v,ing tip XBS recovered some 600 feet from the 

main wreckc:~e 0 t parts of the left hsnd outer wing beim 
/ . . . 
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located in the flight path between these two positions, 

Fire had not occurred -prior to impact. The tie tailed 

technicti report on the condition oi the wreckage vrillbe 

found at appendix 1.8. 

10.3 Technical &=amination of the Wreckage. 

10.3.1 The accident site was surveyed by two'land surveyors 

of the office of the Morthern ticdenia Government DivisionaJ 

Surveyor, Mola, who prepared a grid reference of the site 

showing contour liucs at one foot intervals, position of 

18~ge anthills end heights of some trees in the >%reckage path 

~hi.ch had been out and damaged, The grid reference was 

marked out on the site by the surveyors using stakes and 

string, iocation of damaged trees scferred to on the grid 

dewing being indicated by indexed pegs. The area covered 

by the grid was 168,000 square feet (84.0' x 200'). 

10.3.2 Lll items of the wreckage Were examined at the site 

for unusual features, relevsnt settings were recorded where 

applicable and the parts marked or IabelIcd with the grid 

reference in which they had been found. The position of al1 

significant parts of the Tceckage are plotted on the Wreckage 

m'an at appendices 1.1 and 1.2 

~0.3.3 VSA.OUS SSJ@CS of ash, metal and fabric were taken 

from selected Locations in the wreckage by the Chief Besearch 

Gfficer of the Rhodesian Selection Trust, Xaldlushi, and 

subjected to laboratory examination and analysis to check 

for evidence of explosive agents. i. copy of the report 

prepared follcs?ing this analysis is contained at appendix 1.10. 

10.3.4 r, de-t&ted technical report is at appendix 1.8, 

However, exrxtiation of signific~ant wreckage produced the 

following' facts - 

10.3.c;1 Landing Gear. The left hand gear assembly 

was in the %own" position, shown by both pairs of 

down latch locking lugs in contact and fully engaged 

with the actuating strut piston at bottom of stroke 

(fully extended). The sight hand gear nssemtibly 

/ . . . 
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actuating strut piston was also fully extended, 

but the down latch locking lugs were Broken; 

this t;pe of bxcakago would occur only il” the lugs 

were in the fully lo&ed Yhnt~ positioll. In the 

case of the nose gsax s5sembly the e.ctw.tin~, strut 

piston, rod. had f;rrcturcd at the cylindes with the 

piston at the top of the stroke, indicating that 

this essemblbly ,WCS &SO in tha fully dam position. 

The k&ing gem control Icvex was recovered spr7lng 

loailed in the la&iilg gear “down” position. The 

door opera-bing ~mechanism was also found in the "open" 

position. There is no doubt that the landing geax 

was selected “d~wn’~ ar& f’ul.ly locked “Down” at the 

tiinc of impact. 

10.3.4..2 i WL.ng FlaLwE, The flap operating 

handle ws recovered damaged and burn!, the plunger 

housing was loose on its quadrant which was bent and 

i.rdic~.tcd that the operating handle plunger was in the 

5th sl.ot at the time of’ impact; this represents the 

3Q0 fl2.p down pus it ion. The quadrunt has eight 

positions 200, 150, 2Q0, 25O, 3o", 35O, 40~ =~d 50~. 

The plunger asser&Ly was detached f’rom the operating 

handle, therefore no positive indication is given 

by this oontroI, although it is probable that the 

.seleotor was in fact ai the ,30° position at the 

time ‘of impact, The flap position indicator had 

markings on the dial at the 30' position consistenS 

With +he pointer bnvtig probably been in this 

pos Lttion. Lll i’oux flp.p actuating struts were 

reoovcred -. left hard units loose, right bend units 

in position. Piston rod extansions were checked 

but wore considered unxcliable since the left hand 

units -W&X wenched from the wing in the cxash 

m-d the right ha& units were in the fuZl flap 5.1p’~ 

position. The right hand wing flaps would be 

/ . . . 

-- 
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forced i&o the %pr position in the orash and since 

the hydraulic pipes to the actuating struts were 

broken the pistons would move with the fl~,pps. 

10.3.4.3 LlYlUdng Controls, It% considered that 

nothing signifioan\ can be deduced from the position 

of any of the flying controls end surf aces. The 

.only components that might have given some indication 

were the trim t&-II $ch.letors. However, these are 

cable cperated and were forced to the extreme in 

one dirsetion; the direction beirq dependent on 

the order of breaking of the opereting cables, 

the eq,ines a-d propellers revealed no sign of 

failvi-c or malfunction prior to hpact. Jhspection 

of the propeller stop ring assemblies confirmed 

that the angular setting of all. propellers was in 

the constant speed range. Therefore, it is 

considered that the enFines and propellers were 

operating in a normal manner an& developing power 

at the moment of ftist impact, 

10.3.4,Jj Altimeters, Ll.1~ three eJti.meters were 

set at approximately the correct dices for Fdola 

airpat et the t&e of the accident. The controller 

had given 1021 mb (30.j5ii Hg) and the altimeter 

pressure settings *vvere :- 

1 st P3lot’s instrument 30.14" 3:. 

Zncl Filet's instrument 30.16~~ ii& 

Navigator's instrument 30.17” He. 

The pointers on a11 altimeters ‘were loose end the 
I 

readirp unreliable, See appendix 1 .I 1 for a 

report by the United States Civil. I-eronautics So&L. 

10.3.5 During the period 24th to 30th Scptcrnber, the 

wreckage was trensportcd from the crash site to the 

hangar at I’Kiola airport where the major components and 
/ a.. 
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those puts which could be recognised were placed in 

their relative positions on the hangar floor on a planned 

layout of the aircraft. Lee appendix 1.12. 

10.3.6 Follc~ing remoual of the ilreckaga from the accident 

sits, the ~l’ee. vrhere the wrecksge and bodies had lain 

between grid line 64 at-d the track (show on q.perCLx 1.1) 

wzs then raked eti sifted using 2” sieves. This operation 

produced A&her pieces of the aircraft, cartridges, cart- 

ridge’cases, bullets, coins 2nd SlilKLl item5 of personal 

prOpertjr. Vi?;11 the excepticn of the aircrr#t parts all 

iteIrE‘X?re ixlriled to i:orthern Rhodesia Government C.1.D. 

representatives. The raked residue which did not pass 

through the sieves V&S collcctcd and moved to the W.ola 

airport’ hangar fop further ir~vcstigation. 

10.3,7 The large fused blocks of metal sslvaged from the 

fuselage ml centre wing carea were broken intc small pieces 

aud eny visible urmelted parts suspended in the blocks 

removed for identification and examine.tion, The thinner 

sections of blocks were broken by sledge hemmer and 

chisel, but it -r~as necesssry to break up the heavy blocks 

by 9 teem hemmer. 

10.3.8 CU. filsed items and burnt rubble still adhering 

to the vzeckage TLS removed and t&is, together with the 

residue from the breakiq operetion and heaps of debris, 

shpvellcd from the crash site, ‘iiere sifted throu$~ ” sieves. 

This seco& siftiq; operation produced further pieces 

of the aircraft, cestridges, cartridge cases, bullets, 

coins and smell items of personal property. 

10.3.9 To assist in the detailed technical exemination 

of the we&age all items removed from the crash site 

were segregcted in the hanger in the following divisions:-’ 

All structural pads of the aircraft that could 

be idehtificd together with the power plants and 

propellers were pleodd in approximate correct 

positions in the aircraft layout mentioned at 

10.3.5 above. 
/.. ALL 
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The respective hydraulic, pneum&tic, eleolxicd 

systems, etc. 

Sw.11 unburnt pieces that could be iaentifiea 

AS some psrt of the wing struc~c. 

kdl burnt pieces encl pieces embedded in fused 

blocks that could be idenfrir'ied c?s parts of the 

wing -tructure. 

8mallwburnt pieces that could be identified 

as pwts of the fuselage structure. 

kk~ll burnt pieces sna pieces embedded in fused 

bloclcs $het could be identified as parta of the 

fuselage structure. 

Broken pieces from fused blocks from \:rhioh EJLL 

visible unmelted pieces bed been removed, 

Dust from sifting operations. 

ihn~X miscellaneous parts, bolts, nuts, smdl 

c&bin w-tides, etc. 

10.3,11 &scial Tech&cd, Investip,ati~ ana Tests 

10.3.11.1 The three altimeters recovered from the first 
1 

ard second pilots snd navigctor's flight panels u&r-e 

formrace for detc,ilea speoicU.sl; examination rnd 

seport to be carried out under the auspices of the 

Civil Leronautics Boc.rd, Fvashington. The relevant 

report is at qpenC;ix 1.11, 

10.3.'lei,2 Samples of ash and burnt weckcge taken 

from selected positions at the acci&ent site were 

enslysed end checked for the presence of explosive 

agents, with negative results. The relevant report 

is at appedix 1.10. 

i' 

10.3.11.3 ill residue from the wcident site WAS 

r&ed together zrd sifted to reideve al.1 mmnitiOlI 

repdrtod to have been Carrie2 j.n Me aircraft, and 

to sezxoh for aqr bullets or missiles inconsistent 

with the weapons worried in 'the aircrd't, J-i; the 

same time G search Was mde for any foreign dbjeots 

i 
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or parts of such objc;cts viiiich could have contained 

explosive agents. The result of these senrches 

was negative. 

10.3.11.4 Lll fire-arms and aimmition recovered fran 

the wrcckc.ge were t&en by the Northern Phodosia Police 

who carried out appropriate investigation. This 

investigation proved that none of' the bullets in the 

fire-arms had been fired. AI report of the ballistics 

expert is attached at zppmati 1,13. 

10.3.11.5 iiLl pwt8 of' the aircraft Wre examined 

for bullet holes or signs of eXplosion or sabotage. 

Gertain items were segregstcd alid formed the subject 

of special invoetigations by the Korthern'Bhodesia 

Police azd by Swedish GoveriX~~ent experts. Ko bullet 

holes or evidence of sabotage vrcre found. 

10.3.12 At; 1430 GLT on 2nd T~overnber, 1961, the hangar at 

Naola aiqort, o&xiniq the wreckage, was locked and 

sealed in the presence of two members of the Investigating 

B&Xd. 

PiX! 3 COldCENTS iJ?D Fi.F~II~Gs I." -YY 

11. RECONSTNiiTIO~ Cd? ELIGHT UP TO TEL? iCCDtiU 

11.1 The information available to permit a reasonable reoon- 

struction of the flight is vague and incomplete, The unle 

of departure from Leopoldville Faias 1551 G?i:$Y and the following. 

position.reports 'I‘JBXO made during the flight:- 

Over reporting point 432E: (07’4.o’S - 30033’S) at 2035,GMl' 

i.besm Kasam~~ at 2106 GILT 

i,besm iVd010. (RDB) at 2147 GXC 

Over Eiol~. airport at 2210 Gz!! 

Consequently, there must be some conjecture in ar,y attempt to 

seconstiruct the flight or whet should be considered as the most 

likely route followed by the aircraft. See apgiendix 1 .j. This 

ail1 be psxticulnrly true for the portion of the flight betuieen 

Leopolaville and the point vfhere the position report was made atj, 
1 "y 
ts; 
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203.5 GM!. The IX&t plan indicates that the initial cruising ,G' 

altitude should have been 13,500 ft (8% 135) but at 2035 C-Z2 

the aircraft reported cmisin~‘it 27,500 feat (FL 175). Since 

there is no incXcation as to v:hen the aticraz?t cXmbed from FL 

135 to l?L 175, this part of the flight has been computed as 

if the climb to FL 175 was m&de innnedictely after t&e-off 

from Leopoldvilic. ,It hts dso been cssumcd the climb ~as 

made in st5.U air at a true airspeed of 184 knots. This 

cltib should then have taken &out 35 minutes eSl should have 

covered about 'lC8 nauticsJ. miles over the ground. The only 

upper wind. informction available to the Board for R: 175 

covers that portion of the probable route from reporting point 

4328 to Ndo3.a airport. Uwing the peeriot: of the flight this 

vi& is believed to have been 070' - 100'(T) at IQ 'to 15 

:knots. For computing purposes a wind of'085'(T) at 15 knots 

has been used fo? tho'portion of the flight from 4325 to Pl<ola 

airport a& it has been assumed that for the portion of the 

flight Leopoldville until reporting tti~e 2035 GhT the W~YI~ was _ 

weaker and from the East; a wind speed of 5 to 6 knots has 

been used as the average for this pLWpOSC. 

11.2 Ihe most likely route followed by 5%-E%Y be-hwen LoapOld- 

ville c.& reporting po3.nt I.+.$33 ~;as aired to em awroxhate 

position 04°35t South, 2y025' J&t, then.do\m'L&e Tan@nyika 
..‘ 

, , ”  L ,q . ,  v I I ,A , .  .,&+- - ”  .  .  .  . . - . . . . - -  - - . - -  - -  

minutes before arriving over Lola. i 'll-2 bearing (&jX 279) 

taken at the time of' this report jlldioates that the aircraft 

was then due East of Rdola airport. hisd~~ the aircraft 

travelled at an aver-axe ground speed of 255 knots (240 TS 

plus 15 knot tail wind component) from where it was at 2147 

GNP unti3. it rcmhed i'~~~oln, it s;o$ld be logical to conclude, I ,... 
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that the &-cr.&t was then 98 natr~ical miles fro21 Ydole over 

position 13oOO'S, 30°.i9's, The distmce from abeen] ICc.scma to 

the assum& position >&en the alrcr:.ft reported ct 2147 C&T is 

170 nautical miles, The e&sod time for this porticn of the 

flight was 41 minutes. This W.i.c~.tes 2 ground speed of 248 

?mOtS which V0uZi.d appear reasonably consistent vrith kno%Q md 

assumed cirm +x;l1ces. The distance fsom abeam Kasema to 

reporting point 432~ (on a dirtct line frOlli 4328 to position 

assumed at 2147 Gi T) is 15C nautic,a miles. This portion of the 

flight task 3? miilutes a& indicates that the groun? apced would 

have been 290 kno-ks, This &Found speed is not consistent wiith 

the other section of the flight and in vicar of rt;-poited rind 

conditions appearo to be unlikely. &ince the gyocild speed 

South'of' the point &ez:i:1 @sama appe~xs reasonable zld consistent, 

the computed &rovnd speed of 290 knots would a-ppesr to suggest 

that the aircr&t ooverod a shorter distcnca than 150 nautical 

tnilc~ between 2035 CXl! alld 2+fO6 GiJ!, t&d was grcbably 22 IL1u.ticE1 

miles to the South or South Zest of 432iI when it reported ES 

being over this reportiw point. 

12. DIScUSSI~'T OF TIl3 2XllXrJC~ .-.w...sY.-_I 

12.q There is ovidonce tha'c 0~1 intotied flight using either M-XC 

OX i3IXXX to carry Ix. H&m:mrskjold to TGola was propcstid on 

Su.nd&y mourning to stszt at 1600 GET on &-May 17th September, 

1961. In fact VSEDY WES used snd took off 9 minutes enriy at 

1551 Gia. 

12.2 Captain HaUonquist apparently did not wish to file *a 

flight plan for this I.e.st flight, snd the ;.TCO Lcopoldville 

suggested at 1500 Wi' that he should file a departure plan 

for destination Luluabourg. Bellonquist did so an< on it 

stated his enduri;nce VEX 13 hours 25 minutes. 

12.3 The U.&, 2x (Jolimencler, Lcopolciville, knew or;ly 45 minutes 

prior ta t&s-off that dest;n&tioYl was N&la. No one excopt 

the aircraft cre?r corlcerned appeared to have any knowledge of 

thi proposca route End flight level. Fhis route proved to be 

/ . . . 
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entirely ciffexent from that follou:cd by CCWIC, tie aircraft _ 

cszrying Lord Lans&vn>e, which was to arrive and dep=Wt i\iaola 

before the arrival of 5L;-EW, the aircraft carr@ng IQ. iiammar- 

sk jolcl. The route follotVed by f&XX was a:;parently Leopola- 

ville L&e Tanganyikn ati6 then South to abem Zola. 

12.1, SiS-F&Y &ic not oontact Nairobi LIC but v&s.in H/F ra&io 

contact with b,ali.sbury FIC from 2002 GKI', Vheli it %a~ still out- 

side the &lisbury SIR. During subsequent conversations until 

if -WLS hanZlad over by FM to NcSola c.pprocch at 2132 GIVE, the 

aircraft passed i&orrr,ation compr5.ain.g ~\il abbreviated flight plan 

giving flight level, routing and ET& Ndola. 

12.5 i?ronl 2135 GiQ! the aircraft \mrkcfi Wok RppXOAOh 011 m%f? 

during whidh tilme it was cleared to commence its descent at 2157 

GIQ from 16,ocO feet to 6,OGO feet, a?C; yias asked to report "top 

of descent". It did not do so but proswnably, COIIXCI~I~CC~ its 

desoent at that time and flew overhead Mola airport from Z,est 

tG '&at at approxir~atoly 2210 GhT Sunfiay 17th Septeihes at 

normal circuit altitude or less, The aircraft Jr:as asked to 

report reaching 6,0c0 feet after stating he was ovorhcacl iS.ola; 

but faiha to a0 SO. 

12.6’ when over the airport the airoraf't vfas he@ ana observed 

by a number of vjiljncsses none of v?hom noticed anything ui~~.~ual 

in its flight. The flashing rc& anti-collision light on top 

of the aircraft fin ws operating an51 the navigstlion lights 

were switch+ on "steady", It had alrcac?y indicated 

its inteution to la&! at Yciola as it had given az XL'i. of 

2220 C3.T. SL'-BJly ~pp~-~ntly f%v~ overhead Xola rc8io beacon 

2.5 nautioe.1 miles :';'ost of the airport ai4 ,apgarently continued 

on a normal IXoce$,ure turn and letdo~~n. The aircra$'t was 

reported as glow over the beacon and very low &ring the 

pxocedws turn. IJ.thoug,h it had only been cle&red dorm to 

6,000 feet KER (1840 feet above Nclola aerodrome) it did not 

repoxt as having reached that altitude and, in fact, hit trees 

axd the ground at a shallow angle of 5’ or less, at what 

appears to have been normal approach speed, at an altitude 

of 4,357 feet XT& with its undercarriage looked dovdn, flaps 
/ a.. 
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parkially extended, and with all 4 engines developing power end 

aIL1 the propellers in the normal pitch range, heading towards 

the Ndola radio beacon on a landing approach, The 3 cockpit 

altimeters were set correctly, w5hhi.n fine Zirnits, to the &NH 

setting given by Ndola: These altimeters are American instruments 

and cannot be set to QFE settings at Elhodesian altitudes; in 

addition, it is normal Transair practice to set all altimeters 

to QNK However, had it been possible to set the oaptain's 

and first officerrs altimeters to QRE, then by setting one at 

QiVH end the other at QFB a'simple subtraotion of indiaated 

heights VKW.CI have given the height of the aerodrome as a + 

check of the instruments, 

12.7 Smoke from a factory chimney near the airport may have 

been drif'tin$ aoross the approach to runway 10, but it is 

considered that this had.no bearing on the cause of the 

aCaident as the pilot of a IN4 which landed at 2035 GIM!~ saw 

the s&m but had no ditfioulty whateves in carryjllg out a 

tisUa3. approaoh and landing. As the surfaoe wind speed and 

direCtion did not alter appreciably between the time the EC4 

landed and the time k the crash, the snake conditions at 

the tinr: that SE-BDY was carrying out its approach would be 

shi.hr to those seen by the pilot of the DC!+. 

I.%8 No, 2'engine of SE-BDY yas sli.ghtl;y damaged by one small 

calibre buUat on the morning d S&day, 17th September at 

Elisabothville. It'was thoroughly inspected and repaired by 

the afternoon of the same day at LeopoldviLle. The Trsnsair 

maintenance staff carried out a very thorough inspection 

of the airoraf'f and no further damage was found. The 

fnvestigating;Board has no reason toPdoubt the serviceability 

of SF,-BDY for this flight. of SF,-BDY for this flight. 

12.9 Although Ahreus and Litton had flown from Leopoldvillc 12.9 Although Ahreus and Litton had flown from Leopoldvillc 

to ELSaabethvi~le end return on the night of Saturday, I&h to ELSaabethvi~le end return on the night of Saturday, I&h 

September, Captain Nallonquist had not flow3 for over 24 

hours prior to the flight to Ndpla and appeared rested and 
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in good spirits before take-off. In fact he was apparently 

most anxious to m&e the flight. These were crew bunks and 

sleeping bags on the aircraft. 

12.10 Captain Hallonquist was almost certainly seated in 

the ei.rcraft captain's seat at thetime of the impact anil 

co-pilot Litton was almost certainly in the starboard pilot's 

seat. The three pilots w8re well qualified and vrere 

experienced on the ~6 ail had each flown over 100 hours in 

the Congo within the 6 weeks prior to the crash. 

12.11 SE-BDY may have been carrying two parachute flares and 

while there is no doubt that the magnesium content of these 

flares would intensify the fire at the crash there is no 

evidence to show that they caught fire or were dropped prior 

to the crash, 

12.12 There is no evidence that special security mrangemnts 

for this aircraft were n&.e at Leopoldville, therefore the 

possibility for a saboteur to place an infernal dmice on 

board this aircraft prior to take off, or' to otherwise 

intel-rero with it, oannot be precluded. However, no evidence 

was found. which points to sabotage as the cause of the crash. 

There is no sign of explosion or fire in the air, and. the 

aircraft appears to have been Gnder full control unIXi it hit 

the trees, and all remaining control system parts appear to 

have been in good ordeq at the time of impact. 

12.13 NO evidence has been found to support the suggestion 

that SE-BDY was shot down by ground fire or by offensive 

aircraf?. In fact the weight of etidence is all against such 

actions hating takeh plaoe; The air@d’“c indicated that once 

it crossed $.nto the Salisbury PIR it intended to remain 

outside Congolese territory. SE-BDY had its normal night 

/E 

flying lights on when in the vicinity of' Ndola - these 

included the anti-collision light which would be visible 

for miles. It is unlikely that the captain would leave these I 

lights on if he realised he was being shot at ox chased, 

/ .*a 



or even if ho was concerned about such action being taken sgainst 

him. The one Katangese Fouga fighter boticr trainer was 

examined at its base at Kalwezi by some members of the Board and 

the calibre of its two machine guns noted. No such calibre 

bullets (or .q~ bullet holes) were found in the wreckage. In 

fact no bullets inconsistent with weapons carried in the 

aircraft vi0r0 found., LwiL witnesses at Kolvmzi have stated 

that the Fouga had never bean operated at night. After 

~xsmining information from the sirordt manufacturers, the 

Board is satisfied that Ndola is beyond the Fouga's combat 

range from Kolwezi - the only known airffela from which it 

oould operate. The aircraft cornnmder stated that he had never 

violated the Federal, border and that he had never shot down an 

drcraft . There was no radio transmission from SE-BDY indic- 

ating that it was being, or had been, shot at or attacked and 

there was no evidence of' bullet or shell injury to the crew 

which might have prevented auoh transtission. Up to approxim- 

ately 2210 GMT on 17th September the pilot was in contact v&th 

Ndola tower and was acting and talking normally end the airoraft 

was seen and heard to be flying in a normal. manner, From that 

tims on, for the remaining 5 minutes or so of the sircr&tls 

flight, it was under observation by many police officers on duty 

and by three witnesses in partioulsr, except for the last 20 or 

30 seconds when SE-BDX apparently went below the line of’ vision 

of one of them who was standing on a fourth floor balcony. No 

strange bullets or anything resembling parts of a shell, grenade 

QX rocket have been found sndno bullet holes or damage 

consistent wLth offensive &o&or+ have been found in the wreckage. 

Neither of the pilots made any transmission which indioated 

trouble or alarm from the time when it was overhead Ndola to the 

time of the crash (2215 GM!l! approx.). The sircraft crashed on 

track, and the wheels and flaps were down - which again pornts 

to a normal descent and approach. If the aircraft had been under 

attack or if the pilots kiaa been worried about such a possibility, 

the logical thing would have been for them to retract the wheels 

/ 3.. 



and flaps, inctiase power to take av0Xin.g action, switch out the 

lights aid warn the aeroclrome. The weight of evidence clearly 

predominates in favour of a situation that was norm&l. and 
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oorrect, .except that SE-BDY was about 1,700 feet lower then it 

shotid have been at this point, The Board does not hold the 

view that the pilot was flying law intentionally. 

12.14. The overwhelming weight of reliable evidence is that at 

the time SE-BDY was the only aircraft in the air in the vicinity 

of Ndola. 

12.15 There is no evidence of any &n-flight fire or‘ explosion in 

SE-BDY. There is no singeing, discolouration or burning of tihe 

tree tops prior to the beginning of the ground fire which exterdd 

back from the find wreckage point SOW 120 yards, which is some 

200 yards after the aircraft first touohed the tree tops. The 

first pieces of wreoksge of the aircraft were found in the 

direction of flight from the first point of impact with the tree 

tops. These were pieces of propeller rubber de-icing boots, then 

the port vting tip, pieces of port outer wing, propeller blade, eta. 

Tbore was no evidence of fire damage on those pieces w$ich were 

not in the area of ground fire.. 

12.16 'helical evidence shows that two bodies were found to have 

- bullets, fragments of exploded osxtriclge oases snd percussion cape 

in the skin, the subcutaneous tissues or the muscles. These bodies 

had Mtion in their vicinity in the wreckage, and the orient- 

ation of the bullets within the tissues did not support .eny 

contention that they had been Sired from any consistent direction. 

The pathologists oonsiaer that these injuries resulted from. 

explosion of anmmn5tionin the fire. The bullets found in the 

bcxlies have been mioroscopio~ly exemined by ballistics experts 

snd it was asoextained that they had not passed through the barrel 

of a fire-arm. Three or four other severely burned bodies were 

SoUnd Co have pi.eces of partially melted &.rcrnft m3tn2 super- 

ficially sited on them. The pathologists considered that this 

resulted from the incineration of bodies in the presence of dr- 

creft Wreckage and in no way suggests fragmentation from Ml 

explosion. None of' the foreign objects was found in an individual 

in sny wsy responsible for fifing the sircraft. No other bodies 

were found to have any fore9gn metdl fragments in them. The sunrmo~y 
/ 
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and conclusions from the medical report me a-t appendix 3,3. 

Is,17 The temporary survivor cf the crash made several statements 

during the T/6 days he was in hcepitcl. Medical evidence regarding 

this is that those statemsnts made on the 18th September sre unreliable 

bcoause he wss delirious at that time and that statements made during 

the last 2l+ hours of his life, with regard to sparks in the sky, msy 

also have no significance as he was then uremic and part of the pirture 

of' this disease is spots and flashes of light before the eyes, 

12.18 The route taken by the pilot OS 00-RIG was virtually direct 

from Lecpoldville to Ndola and passed within 60 &es of Ko&esi.' The 

aircraft was in radio oomrunication with both Ksmina and Elisabethville 

end had its anti-collision beacon and navigation lights illuminated. 

Until a short time before departure it was generally believed that this 

aircraft would be carrying ths U.N. Secretary General. 00-l?IC arrived 

sefely at Ndolawithout any interference en route. 

12.19 The possibility that one af the three American IX3 airwatt 

parked (2 at Ndola and 1 at Elisabefhville)-.tigbt have been in radio 

contact with SE-BDY and may have instructed it to divert or had know- 

ledge of the intention to do so was investigated. The evidence of the 

senior kmurioan offioer and of the other two aixcrsft captains is that 

there was.no co&&ion by any of these three aircraf't with SE-BDY. 

12.20 The remains of the aircraft control mechanisms, power plants end 

systems have been meticulously examined and no evidence was been found 

Of failure or malfunction. This fact, together with the evidence 

at the orash site snd of the mass of the observers1 evidence'as 

ta the aircraft's behaviour, indicate that there was no technical 

defect or structural or material failure. 

12.i.l It was noted that the aircraft captain~s sltimetar, which 

was in comparatively good condition, wss found disconnected from the 

static supply, HoNever, had there been a b&k in the static line as 

n'resiL+t of disconnection aura flight, the effects would have been 

imedriate~y apparent as <he capt~ain~ s WI would have aemainea sba%ion- 

cry, and the airspeed indicator and sltimeter would have under-read, 

i.e. the indicated height would have been lower than the actual height. 

In other lnords it would have ems’d on.th,e safe side. The Board. csnno~ 

see how this can have any significance as a causal factor in the 

aaciden%. AdCFitionally, as the co-@lot’s and navigator's 

stat&c instruments were aonnccted to a sepsrate supply any 

/ '. 
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12.22 Amounts of up to 7"/; of carboxyhaemoglobin yfere found 

in the two pilots in contxa$, the radio operator and Ivir. Serge 

Barrau as well as 8:. jll Fr, Harumarskjold's body, while all 

others which it was possible to test were negative. The 

pathologists have stated that these amounts are not significant. 

12.23 Because the aircraft flew over the airport EWJ away to 

the West, some of the witnesses thought that it was going 

elsewhere or was communicating vqith another ststion, i%milarly, 

when tie aircraft clirl not land som witnesses thou.&t that 

Mr. Hammarskjold had changed his mind and had diverted the 

aircraft back to its starting point or to ELisdbethville. 

However, the investigation has satisfied Q-E Board that the 

aircraft was almost certainly engaged in some form of procedure 

turn preparatory to a land.ing approaoh. 

13. SmCH .AIW ITEXXE ACTIOK 

13.1 The relevant docmments’ defining Search tid Rescue action 

to be taken in respect of a missing aiscr~ft era:- 

j3.1.1 YFMICEURES 3'Ol-i SEARCH AI33 RESCUE TIClil-Ill\i TEiE 

S&JSBTjRy SmcH JZD ;iY!ELUE Ai?igg - Reference 

334/3 dated 6th i)ctober, 1957. 

of @s&L Aviation dated September, 1960, 

dated June, 196-1 

13.2 The above documents state inter alia in this case 

that initiating action should have been taken by Edola 

ATS Unit t;hLrirty nkutes &i;er the latest ETA of SE-my, 

i.e. at 2245 G&O?. IQ spj.te pf the fact that the "li?~~ir" 

signal was not originated until 2342 GEC and was not 

deapatched uutil ~~16 GKT, other correct actioxn was 

taken by Fdola airport staff, I ,... 

i,. 
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13.3 The .LTCC I'Wolo continued to try ana contect SE-EDY on 

both VEl? chs.nn& from 222 5 Gb.T onha% an6 queried IWola 

police for repmts$ an atiord't crksh. He OIL&O communicated 

with Salisbury FIG and initiated a "comwunicetion search" and 

checked other aerodromes fox news. 

13.4 The IVdoPa znd iW&iLira police orginated. ground search 

action by senciing out Lend Rover patrols in the early hours 

of the morning from both places to investigate a report of 

a flash in the sky Uorth Best of Kdola. These patrols which 

started at 0145 GFC fou& nothing signif'icz~t. The K3ol.s 

control tower was closed at 0115 GlU;T and there was a comnwd- 

Cator left cn duty who knew how to contact the Xirport Nanager. 

13.5 The E?lW? seezch action vdzich stated on Monday morning WAS 

finally success&IL at about the same time as ground reports 

from idMeans resched. police and airport authorities,. 

13& If the idricans who viitnessed the crash or heed the 

explosion hcd reported the fact to any authority they could 

have led police or rescue vehicles to the scene of the accident 

before da,ylight. MO such report wfis nislae until about 1300 GXT 

14. 

on hlonday 18th. 

SBCILL TXSTS PP.-. 

14.1 h.view of the diversity of opinion amongst witnesses as 

to height abcve ground end as to v;hot Ii&ts were sho%%ng from 

SE-DIY whilst over or in,the vicinity of X'doZa airport, an 

experiment w.s carried out ustic a 5~6 aircraft belonging to 

Trsns air, and flown by 6. Transati creWwii;h one of the Bossd’s 

observers (M?LO is also the L&rector of klight Operations of 

Tramair) acting as secoti pilot. 1'Mo members of the Bow3 

were in the :Lrcraf‘t observil~ the flights. 

14.2 &ring this experi.rc.ent the airorc.ft was flown over IWcla 

airport and out over the crash site on the night of 9th October, 

1961, making five diffcrsnt runs at v~~xying heights with cliff- 

went combindions of lights shoMng, at different power 

settings and speeds. Full details of these flights we nt 

appendix 1.14, 

14.3 During these tests the&lot foXlowe the let-down 

pattern detailed in the Jcppesen route manual as used by 

Transaizc crews, and on +,ach occasion it was noted thet the 

aiscraft flew over, or very close to, the crash site and 

on approximately fhe se~e heding 2s the swath through 
/ l .  .  
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the trees. (The crssh site in the forest was Identified by 
I 

Police Land l%ver vehicles stationed there with their haad- 

lights illuminated). 

14,4 Whilst this flying was being caded out all but one of 

the relevallt.nitnesses were placed in the positions they held 

on the night of the accident and ':iere accompanied by members or 

observers of the Bo~xd. These witnesses were given forms to 

complete ?:Thihich requested information regarding height, direction 

noise and,light,s of the aircraft being used in the tests as 

compered l;ith %hat they sag and/or heard on the night of the 

accident. 

14.5 irll analysis of the results of these flights, together 

with discussion ;iiith the witnesses et the time, shoves that 

the majority of Mtncsses were emphatic that the aircraft on 

test was nelur as 1077 as SX -EiCY on the night of the accident. 

ia the lcwest flight durriug the tests was 6,000 feet (1840 

feet above ground) over the airport e&l 5,300 feet (934 

feet shove the tree tops) over the orasb site, it wQ.~d seem 

to irdicatc that SE-BDY was low over the airport and very 10~ 

during the turn to approach the airport. In fact this points 

to S&BUY being below 6,000 feet %R when overhead the airport 

and certainly much Iw;er than the obstacle clearance limit 

of 4,660 feet (500 feet above the airport) specified on the 

Ndola approach chert ix the Jeppesen Route MsnuaI, af'ter 

passtii[; over the airport end derring the turn to approach. 

The majority of the witnesses indicated thc<t Sl%E%Y was 

showing its flashing red aLIti-collision light siTi navigation 

lights on “~teady~~, with the power settings and speed 

consistent with a normal circuit and approach. 

14.6 In addition, two special Tlights were made using 

DC3 aircraft xith members of the Eoard flying in the 

aircraft as observers on each occasion. The first flight 

was made bt night, carrying out an instrument procedure 

let-aovm to X40la eerodrome, to investigate i:,he,ther the town 

and aercdromp lights my have been conf’usin~ to a pilot 

strange to the area. It ms agreed thgt the lights did - 

not casue confusion. The second flight 'i;as made imr&liatcIy 
/ . . . 
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out b procedure approach, The SFeed w&S. tiati’tained / 4% 140 

knots, In each ccse the test airorsft flew approximately 

overhead the crash site on approximate&’ the ssme hesaw 

RS the crash swath through the trees, snd the Boerd is 

satisfied thzt 5l+BLJ vi&s carrying out a procedure approach 

vihen it creshed, 

15. CC~~cLUSICh~ 

15.1 The aircraft WLS correctly certificated srd had been 

mainteiized in acccMsnce wikh the approved maintenance 

schedule, 

15.2 The rircrsft J.&S corre&ly loaaea with the C of’ G within 

prescribaci Limits, 

15.3 Ko evi&nce could be found to suggest failure or mal- 

f’unction of the sircreft control mechanisms, power plants or 

systerrs. The evidence at the .cxash site at-d the mass of 

&servers ’ evidence as to the aircraft’s behaviour irdicake 

thct there ws XI tecFxiool defect or structure1 or matcria3. 

f  uilure. 

15.4 Ibc three eitimeters instdled in the aircraft were 

recovered an3 it was p3ossibl.e to determine that the correct 

‘,Nli for X~iiola was set on each i~~~~trume~~t, 

15.5 .The crew ldd valid licenoes approFiete to their duties 

end he.4 not excac&ed the prescribed fli&t the limitations. 

15.6 i.U natigaticne.1 aids snd rsdio facilities at 

each. Vere fully serviceable and operating at the ,tirne of 

the accident. 

15.7 The >isz.tlier at tie time of the accident wss fine rrith 

slight smoke haze snd. the night was dark and there WAS no 

clout: # ‘ikic naon was in its first c&irter aid set at 2224, Gm. 

15.8 S%DY had been clesred by the UCG Mole. dovjn to 

6,000 feet 13X of’tar checking the QJH and was asked to report 

reaching 6,0c0 feet, !Iha aircraft did not ?,eport reaching 

6,QOO.ft~t but passed overhead Naola airport &di oirerheaa 

(or nearly so) the 4olu JYDE, It $aa almost cor?pleted the 

procedure ‘turn i&en it struck the tree tops. . Its vrfieels 



were extended and the flaps p&kd.ly extenlled at the time. 

The aircsd't first touched the tree tops at a height of 4,357 

feet KZR. ltdola airport is 4,160 feet MXR. 

15.9 SE&l3ZY vfas showing the correct external lights up to 

the time of the accident, 

IS.10 The psthologists have stated that no medical cau.Se 

for this accident has been found anti tkiat there exists no 
i 

medic&l. evidwce of sabotage, 

15.11 SIC sclisbury Ml IUola Tower had sufficient informa- 

tion rcg,ar6kg 5%ELY's position, destination and ET~L for 

their control purposes. 

15.12 The Control Tower w.s closed down at I\Tdola airport on 

the ni&t in question dter UWlZEUX action ha6 been initiated 

but not resolved. k 0or:m~nicator w.3 on duty throughout the 

night who -CCL&S have rccel?.ed staff if sequired. 

15.13, Certain O?ricm cha-coal burners could: heave reached 

the crash site by 224.5 GKT sn13 1eS. rescuers to the crash 

bafore d&li,@t ha.6 they so wished. 

I&. CMJSES rn 

16.1 The Investigetiizg Boer6 is of the opinion that the 

evidence avz;i.l~b.ble does not enable them to determine a 

specific or aefiliite cause. 

16.1 The Investigetiizg Boer6 is of the opinion that the 

evidence avz;i.l~b.ble does not enable them to determine a 

specific or aefiliite cause. 

16.2 Tl'm f'o%lodng list gives the Loera's opinion of the 16.2 Tl'm f'o%lodng list gives the Loera's opinion of the 

possibilities. The order of‘listing is not intmdf?d to 

indicate any degree of priority, 

16.3 The dLt%l set of sorw person or persons w.knoVn which 

might have forced the aircrAi't to desccti an6 collide 

possibilities. The order of‘listing is not intmdf?d to 

indicate any degree of priority, 

16.3 The dLt%l set of sorw person or persons w.knoVn which 

might have forced the aircrAi't to desccti an6 collide 

with the trees. 

16.3.1 Comment, The Botjrd. is of the OphiOn taking -m-1..--. 

into consideration the extent of.the aestxuction of 

the airoreft ati the le.& of ~urvivor~s ovidonce, 

that tkLs possibility cannot be corirplatcly ruled out. 

The Board is, hcwewr, satisfied, on the Weight of 

evidence avail&k to it that it is an unlikely 

possibility. 
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16.4 Some undeterrriined defect in the engines, tic airframe, 

control meoh,anisms ox systems, beyond the power of the crew 

to remedy ;iiz the air tiat might have induced the forced 

descent, of the aircreft. 

16.4,1 Comment. Eespite intensive examination of 

the wreckage no such defect has been discovered, 

The wui&t of evidence suggests that the aircraft was 

airworthy axZl fully con'crollable irnmedi.ate3.y prior to 

collision with the trees, 

16.5 Descent of e fully controllabILe aticraft into the 

lzrees due to (a) some misunderstanding of the aercdrome&tikde 

or (b) some sudden incapz,citation of the three piLots on board. 

or (c) some wisreading of the aircraft's altimeters or (d) 

some incorrect altitude indication on at lerst one of the 

aircraft's three altimeters, or some combination of (a) to 

(4 l 

16.5.1 Cometit, In the opinion of' the Board the 

probable cause of the accident lies within this group. 

Chief Inspector of 
kirCi%l?t 

‘A’ (jci&%<. 
.  .  .  .  .  * .* . . . I . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  l .* W/Cd.r, R.I.F. 
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REPO3T Ol? THE RHOIXS~~T COimlCSSTOB Ol? INQUIRY 

To HIS EXCELLENCY SIMON, EARL OF DALHOUSIE, Knight Grand Cross 
of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, upon whom has been 
conferred the Decoration of the Military Cross, Governor-General and 
Commander-in-Chief in and over the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. 

May it please Yo’ur Excellency, 

We, the Commissioners appointed by Your Excellency in terms of the Federal 
Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1955, have the honour to submit our report. Our 
report is unanimous. 

We were directed’to inquire into: 

“The cause or causes of and circumstances surrounding the accident involving 
aircraft SE-BDY near Ndola during the night of the 17$.September, 1961, including 
any matter or circumstances relating to the preparation for and flight of the aircraft, 
the accident, the deaths of the occupants, and the conduct of any person or authority 
concerned before, during and after the accident.” 

PROCEDURE 
Before entering on our inquiry we caused to be given in newspapers of the 

Federation arid to be broadcast by the Federal Broadcasting Corporation notification 
that the inquiry would be held, coupled with a request that persons who might have 
any information to give to the Commission would do so. The Board of Inquiry 
appointed under the Federal Aviation Act had before given very extensive adver- 
tisement of its presence and its desire that anyone who had any information to give 
should come forward. We also sent a request to the Chairman of a Commission 
of ,Inquiry appointed by the United Nations Organization asking him to notify us 
of any facts which he thought might assist us. We, for our part, and the Federal 
Government before and during our inquiry have made available to that Commission 
all known information. At the end of our public sessions a reply was received to 
our request which indicated that that Commission had no further information. 

Evidence was led on behalf of the Commission by Mr. F. G. Cooke of the 
Government Solicitor’s Department. Counsel who appeared were: 

Mr. Roland Adams, Q.C., on behalf of the Swedish Government to have a 
general care for the interests of the Swedish persons, whether individuals 
or companies, who might be concerned in the matter and who were not 
separately represented. 

Mr. Geoffrey Lawrence, QC., with him Mr. P. J. Stuart Bevan on behalf of 
Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom. 

Mr. C. S. Margo, Q.C., with him Mr, R, H. Streeten on behalf of the Federal 
Government and the Federal Department of Civil Aviation. 

Dr, R. H. Mankiewicz appeared before the Commission to represent the United 
Nations. 

Evidence was given before the Commission in public at hearings at Ndola from 
16th - 20th .Tanu::.rv and Salisburv from 22nd - 29th Januarv. The evidence was 
given on oath or u&er affirmatioi, but there were two witnesses who could not be 
brought before us and earlier statements by those witnesses were’admitted. One 
technical ,report was also received without evidence. 

The procedure adopted in regard to the hearing of the evidence was that the 
evidence was led on behalf of the Commission by Mr. Cooke. Then all Counsel, in 
an order determined in each case by themselves, asked whatever questions they 
wished, Then the Commissioners asked questions. Counsel were not Iimjted in any 
way in their questioning, and were allowed to question the witness again if further 
matters occurred to them as a result of other questioning. Witnesses we?e recalled 
when that was suggested. At the start of the Commission, Counsel were informed 
that if thev thoueht that anv uerson who had not been called should be called 
they hbd o>ly to?ell the Co&&ission and the person iyould be called if possible. 
No such request was made. 

At the conclusion of the evidence we had the advantage ,of addresses by 
Counsel on the issues and evidence. 

We must express our very great appreciation of the assistance we got from 
the earlier inquiry which had been held by the Board of Inquiry, That Board had 
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obtained statements from more 1’ --- 
to us. We called as witnesses i 
addition some persons came : 
assist US. We heard evidence f  
t&s over ‘7% typed Pages. ---__-- -“as- 
before us. In aaumon several lengthy technical reports were 

We inspected the scene c” ” 
inspected the Control T-*.,-I -1 
the aircraft SE-BDY Y 

11 me crash from the air and on the ground. We 
IUWC~ at Ndola Airport. And we inspected the wreckage of 

vhich had all been collected into a hangar at Ndola. 
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FORM OF THE REPORT 

The report is divided into the following parts: 

Part 1. Introduction. 
Crew and Passengers. 

Part 2. 

Part 3. 

Part 4. 

Part 5. 

Part 6. 
Part 7. 

Part 8. 

Part 9. 
Part 10, 

Part 11. 

Geography and Navigating Aids. 

The Weather. 
Planning and Preparation for the Flight. 

Conduct of the Flight. 
The Accident. 

Examination of the Scene and Wreckage. 

Causes of Death of the Occupants of the Aircraft. 

Alerting, Search and Rescue Action. 
Causes of the Accident. 

Conduct of Persons and Authorities after Accident. 

Appendice@ 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Examination of Eye-witnesses’ Statements. 

List of Witnesses. 
Map of Countries and Routes. (See ANNEX XII> 

Map of Ndola and Country to Crash Area. 

Photographs of Crash Site. 

Wreckage Plan. (See ANNEX XIV A) 
Enlarged Portion of Wreckage Plan. (See ANNEX XIV El 

Times 

Throughout the report times are given as Greenwich Mean Time, The local 
time at Leopoldville is one hour iu advance of G.M.T. The local time in the 
Federation is two hours ahead of G.M.T. Where there is need to refer to the date 
in September it is set out. 

Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations are used: 

A.T.C. 
C.A.S.O. 
E.T.A. 
F.I.C. 
F.I.R. 
F.L. 
M, 
N.D.B. 
N.R.P. 
Q.D.M. 

Q,F.E. 

Q.N.H. 

R.C.C. 
R.R+A,F, 
T. 
VHF, 

Air Traffic Controller. 
Civil Air Search Officer. 
Estimated Time of Arrival. 
Flight Information Centre. 
Flight Information Region. 
Flight Level. 
Magnetic. 
Non-directional Radio Beacon. 
Northern Rhodesia Police. 
“Q” Code symbol for the bearing to be steered in zero wind to reach 
the radio station concerned. 
“0;” Code symbol for the pressure setting to be set on an altimeter for 
it to read z5ro on landing. 
“Q” Code symbol for the pressure setting to be set on an altimeter for 
it to read the aerodrome height on landing, above mean sea level. 
Rescue ‘Co-ordination Centre. 
Royal Rhodesian Air Force. 
True. 
Very High Frequency. 

* All appendices are not reproduced. ?%ose which appear as 
annexes’to the United Nations Conuninsion report are 
indicated. The others are on file with the Secretariat and 
?ay be consulted by interested delegations. / . . . 
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PA,RT 1 'I B 

Introduction. Crew and Passengers 

A Swedish aircraft company, Transair Sweden A.B., in September 1961 was 
operating in the Congo Republic from Leopoldville under charter to the United 
Nations. It owned a Douglas D.C!.6B, an aircraft powered by four Pratt & Whitney 
engines. This aircraft had been bought second-hand by Transair, and delivery of 
it was taken in the United States of America. It was flown from there to Leopold- 
ville. Its registration letters were SE-BDY. 

On the 17th September, 1961, this aircraft flew from Leopoldville to Ndola 
in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. It carried the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations Organization, Mr, Dag Hammarskjold. After reaching 
Ndola it crashed in the bush to the west of Ndola Airport. 

The crew of the aircraft consisted of three pilots, a radio operator and a 
eight engineer. The pilot in command was Captain P. B. Hallonquist. He had 
flown for a little under 8,000 hours, including some 1,350 hours on the D.C.6 and 
D.C.6B types, He was a skilled navigator. His age was 35. The co-pilot was First 
Oflicer L. 0. Litton. His flying hours were about 2,700, including 720 hours in 
these types. His age was 29. The reserve captain was Captain N. Ahreus with total 
flying hours of over 7,100, including 860 hours on these types. His age was 32. The 
flight engineer was Mr. N. Wilhelmsson, aged 27, with some 1,370 hours in the 
air on these types, Mr. C. E. B. Rosen was flying as the radio operator as it was 
anticipated that Mr. Hammarskjold might need long-range communication, 

In addition to Mr. Hammarskjold there were ten other passengers: Mr, S. 
Barrau, Mr. F. Eivers, Mr. V. Fabry, Sergeant S. 0. Hjelte, Sergeant H. Julian, 

’ Miss A. Lalande, Mr. H. Noork, Private P. E. Porsson, Mr. W. Ranallo and 
Mr. H. Weischhoff, 

All the crew and passengers died as a result of the accident. 

PART 2 

Geography and Navigating Aids 

A. Geography 

The town with which this report is mainly concerned is Ndola. Its general 
situation is shown in the mau. Aooendix 3. The direct distances bv air from Ndola 
are to Leopoldville 970 n&ical~miles, to Elisabethville 115 nautical miles, to 
Kolwezi 230 nautical miles, to Lusaka 147 nautical miles and to Salisbury 333 
nautical miles. 

Ndola is a town of some size with substantial buildings and street lighting. 
Mufulira. is a town connected with a copper mine which lies to the north-west of 
Ndola, 38 miles away by tarred road. Most of the country around Ndola, and 
between Ndola and Mufulira, is thick forest country, known locally as bush, and 
many parts of this forest are forest reserves. It was in one of these forest reserves 
that the aircraft crashed. The trees are hardwood trees, growing up to some 35 
feet in height, mostIy of a diameter of eight to ten inches but some of them of a 
diameter of up to two feet. They grow from five to ten feet away from each other. 
In this bush grass grows under the trees; in the month of September it is some eight 
inches high. In the bush there are areas in which very few trees grow. These are 
the areas which in the rainy season are swampy. The nature of the bush appears 
in the photographs, Appendix 5, and the amount of bush is indicated on the map, 
Appendix 4. September is in the dry season of the year and the trees and the grass 
under,them easily catch fire. In that month it is usual to have many bush fires. 

NdoIa Airport has been a recognized airport for many years: It has a runway 
which can be used by all aircraft except large modern jet aircraft. Its runway is 
4,160 feet above sea level. The surrounding country on the whole is flat, but there 
are some small hills in the vicinity. Between the runway and the place of the 
crash, 9+. miles away on a true bearing of 280”, there is no significant change in 
.the country. The land at the place of the crash is 4,300 feet above sea level; It 
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then falls to 4,200 feet, rises again to a height which, from a very low altitude, 
would dbscure the airport lights, and then falls gently to the runway. 

Ndolo, which is also mentioned, is an airfield some six miles from the Ndjili 
Airport at Leopoldville, It was closed for use by large aircraft in 1959. Its height 
above sea level is 951 feet. The runway at Leopoldville is at 1,027 feet, and that 
at Elisabethville at 4,187 feet above sea level. 

The situation of Kolwezi, Abercorn and Kasama is shown on the map, 
Appendix 3. 

B. Navigating Aids 

Non-directional radio beacons existed at Ndola, Abercorn and Kasama; That at 
Ndola was in operation at all relevant times. Those at Abercom and Kasama 
were switched off at 1600 (6 p.m.) as there had been no request to keep them open 
and it was then dark. It was not known in Salisbury that the aircraft would be on 
a route anywhere near Abercorn and Kasama until 2040. 

All ordinary means of communication existed for communication between the 
aircraft and Salisbury and Ndola and these were effective until the aircraft reached 
Ndola and ceased to communicate, There was telex connexion between Ndola and 
Salisbury which was working throughout .the night. Normal communication with 
Leopoldville was from Ndola through Salisbury and from Salisbury through 
Johannesburg. Ndola succeeded in making direct radio contact with Leopoldville 
on the 18th in a search for news. 

PART 3 

The Weather 

The last routine weather observation taken prior to the accident was made by 
the Meteorological Officer on duty at Ndddla at 1900 on 17th September, which 
indicated that the weather was fine with slight haze and no cloud. Visibility was 
five miles and surface wind llO”M., speed 10 knots. e 

At 2137, thirty-six minutes before the accident, the Ndola Air Traffic Control 
transmitted to aircraft SE-BDY the following weather information obtained from 
instruments in the Tower. Surface wind 12”M., speed 7 knots Q.N.H. IO21 mbs., 
Q.F.E. 877 mbs. From visual reference the Air Traffic Control also transmitted 
the visibility as 5 - 10 miles with slight smoke haze. 

‘The Q.N.A. was again checked by the aircraft with Air Traffic Control, at 
2210 and a confirmation of 1021 mbs. given. 

The Q.N.H. and QP.E. were later confirmed by the autographic record for 
2200 on 17th September. Moonset on 17th September was 2224, first light on 18th 
September 0340 hours, and sunrise at 0400 hours. 

Plarming and Preparation for the Flight 

The United Nations Organization at Leopoldville, Congo, had from time to time 
chartered aircraft belonging to Transair and on Sunday, 17th September,, 1961, 
we’re requebted to provide a D.C.6B aircraft to f ly the Secretary-General, the late 
I& Dag HaTmarskjdld, and party to Ndola on that d+y. The purpose of the 
journey to Ndola was a meeting between Mr. Dag Hammarskjold and President 
i%foise Tshombe. As part of the arrangements of the meeting, a D.C.4 aircraft, 
the property pf a Belgian company and registered 00-RIC, was to take off ahead 
of SE-BDY, carrying Lord Lansdowne and party to Ndola. Lord Lansdowne was 
to take off from Ndola for Salisbury before the arrival of Mr. Hammarskjold. 

Security’ measures. were..taken at,. Leopoldville before departure to: make. it. 
appear that O+RIC-was actually ,carrying the Secretary-General and, apart from 
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the crew, few knew of the plans to use SE-BDY, and no one except the crew of 
SE-BDY appeared to have any knowledge of the proposed route or flight levels 
that were to be used. 

Witnesses testified that, in discussions with Captain Hallonquist, he made 
known his decision not to file a Right plan and to maintain radio silence throughout 
the flight for security reasons, On a suggestion by the Air Traffic Control Officer, 
Leopoldville, Captain Halionquist filed a departure plan for destination Luluabourg. 

No evideuce could be found that any briefing was carried out at Leopoldville 
by the crew of this flight beEore departure, 

There is no evidence that special security arrangements for SE-B,DY were 
arranged and it was therefore left unguarded for two or three hours before 
departure. The main doors had been locked and the ladders removed. 

Lord Lansdowne in OO-RIC did not take off until 1504 and the departure of 
the Secretary-General was thereby delayed until 1551. After taking off and clearing 
Lcopoldville Tower frequency, radio silence was apparently maintained until 
SE-BDY called Salisbury F,I.C. at 2002, while still outside that F.I.R., requesting 
information on E.T.A. of aircraft 00-RIC. 

Meanwhile OO-RIC had flown to Ndola via Villa Henrique de Carvalho (see 
Appendix 3) in full radio contact and with navigation lights on throughout 
the flight. A normal flight plan was filed and departure signal made. It arrived at 
Ndola at 2035 without incident. 

The aircraft SE”BDY had been damaged by bullets fired at it from the ground 
at Eiisabethvillo on the morning of 17th September. After a most careful search 
the only damage found was to an exhaust stub on one of the engines. This damage 
was repaired and routine pre-flight checks were carried out and the fuel and oil 
tanks filled. The fuel on board was sufficient to give the aircraft an endurance of 
approximately 13 hours. From the evidence submitted the Commission is satisfied 
that all Yhe required inspections had been carried out and all the modifications 
prescribed by the manufacturers and the Swedish Aviation Authorities had been 
put into effect, and that the aircraft was serviceable when it left Leopoldville. 

PART fi 

Conduct OF the Flight 
The information available to permit a reasonable reconstruction of the flight 

of SE-BDY is vague and incomplete. From the time of departure from Leopold- 
ville at 1.551 no further communication was recorded with the aircraft until it 
called Salisbuty F.1.C. at 2002. On request from Salisbury F.I.C., aircraft SE-BDY 
gave its destination as Ndola, aircraft Type D.C.6, E.T.A. Ndola at 2235 and place 
of departure Leopoldville. At 2040 the aircraft reported to Salisbury F.I.C. that it 
was over Lake Tanganyika at 2035 and was flying on advisory route 432 at 17,500 
feet to avoid Congolese territory. At 2049 the arrival time of 00-RIC at Ndola 
was passed to the aircraft and at 2108 the aircraft reported abeam Kasama at 2106, 
estimate abeam Ndola at 2147 and requested permission to descend to 16,000 feet. 
Permission was given. At 2115 SE-BDY was asked its intentions on arrival Ndola 
but apart from saying it was intended to take off almost immediately no other 
information was given. At 2132 Salisbury F.I.C. instructed the aircraft to contact 
Ndola on V.H.F. 119-l. Radio contact was made with Ndola Tower at 2135 when 
the aircraft gave its E.T.A. Ndola as 2220 hours. Its actual arrival over Ndola 

, Airport was 2210. 

There must be some conjecture in any attempt to reconstruct the flight or what 
should be considered as, the most likely route followed ‘by the aircraft. (See 
Appendix 3.) This will be particularly true for the portion of the flight between 
Leopoldville and the point where the position report was made at 2035. The flight 
plan to Luluabourg indicated that the initial cruising altitude should have been 
13,500 feet (FL 135), but at 2035 the aircraft reported cruising at 17,500 feet 
(FL 175). Since there is no indication of the timing of the climb from FL 135 to 
FL 175, this part of the flight has been computed as if the climb to FL 175 was 
made immediately aEter takemotE, from Leopoldville. It has also been assumed the 
climb was made in still air at a true air speed of 184 knots. This climb should then 
have taken about 35 minutes and should have covered about 108 nautical miles 
over the ground, The only upper wind information available for FL 175 covers 

/ . . . 
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that portion of the probable route from reporting position 432B to Ndola Airport. 
During this period of the flight this wind is believed to have been 070” - 100” Q 
at 10 to 15 knots. For computing purposes a wind of 085” (T) at 15 knots has 
been used for the portion of the flight from 432B to Ndola Airport. For the portion 
of the flight Leopoldville to reporting point 432B the wind was weaker and from 
the east; a wind speed of 5 to 6 knots has been used as the average for this purpose. 

The most likely route followed by SE-BDY between Leopoldville and reporting 
point 432B was direct to an approximate position 04”35’ south, 29”25’ east, then 
down Lake Tanganyika to reporting position 432B. 

The computation for the portion of the route that is most likely to have been 
followed after 432B has been made in reverse, i.e. starting from the time over Ndola 
Airport at 2210. At 2147 the aircraft reported abeam Ndola. This was 23 minutes 
before arriving over Ndola. A bearing (Q.D.M. 279) taken at the time of this report 
indicates that the aircraft was then due east of Ndola Airport. Assuming the air- 
craft travelled at an average ground speed of 255 knots (240 true air speed plus 
15 knot tail wind component) from where it was at 2147 until it reached Ndola, 
it would be logical to conclude that the aircraft was then 98 nautical miles from 
Ndola over position 13”OO’ south, 30”19’ east. The distance from abeam Kasama 
to the assumed position when the aircraft reported at 2147 is 170 nautical miles. 
The elapsed time for this ,portion of the flight was 41 minutes. This indicates a 
ground speed of 248 knots which would appear reasonably consistent with known 
and assumed circumstances. The distance from abeam Kasama to reporting point 
432B (on a direct line from 432B to position assumed at 2147) is 150 nautical 
miles. This portion of the flight took 31 minutes and indicates that the ground 
speed would have been 290 knots. This ground speed is not consistent with the 
other section of the flight and in view of reported wind conditions appears to be 
unlikely, Since the ground sp,eed south of the point abeam Kasama appears 
reasonable and consistent, the computed ground speed of 290 knots would appear 
to suggest that the,,aircraft covered a shorter distance than 150 nautical miles 
between 2035 and 2106, and was probably 22 nautical miIes to the south or south- 
east of 432B when it reported as being over this reporting point. 

The total distance covered was approximately 1504 nautical miles, 00-RIC, ,i ‘8’ 
‘v& ‘3 

b 
on the route it took, covered 973 nautical miles. 

It is clear that the captain was prepared to accept lower safety standards in 
certain respects for the sake of security. He flew over a large distance in Africa 
without any person,.other than the crew, knowing what his route or intentions 
were; he did not take the precaution of filing a proper flight plan or even a proper 
passenger manifest; he undertook the flight in conditions of radio silence and with 
no apparent information on the weather conditions en route; he did not avail him- 
self of navigation aids en route which would have been available on request; he 
did not report his presence on the Nairobi F.I.R. 

We express no opinion on whether security measures justified these actions. 

PAXT 6 

The Accident 
Following the radio contact b 

ii 
SE-BDY ‘with the Ndola Tower at 2135, Ndola 

gave the aircraft at 2137 the weat er, Q.N.H. and Q.F.E. settings and asked what 
time it wished to commence its descent, At 2138 SE-BDY requested ‘descent 
clearance at 2157 and was given permission by the Tower to descend to 6,000 feet 
on Q.N.R., and to report top of descent, At 2147 the aircraft reported abeam 
Ndola and at 2210 reported “lights in sight, overhead Ndola descending, confirm 
Q.N.H.” This was done and the aircraft was also asked to report reaching 
6,ooO feet, 

It would seem that the aircraft started its descent at 2157 and was 6,000 feet 
when overhead Ndola and the aircraft’s reference to “descending” at that time may 
well have.,related to the descent below 6,000 feet. Although requested to inform 
the Control Tower on reaching 6,000 feet no such report was received and no 
further radio communication was received from the aircraft. 

At approximately 2210 an aircraft was heard and observed over the airport 
by a number of witnesses, none of whom noticed anything unusual in its flight. 
Estimates of height varied among witnesses, one indicating he thought it was flying 

/ . . . 
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higher than usual, while two thought it lower than usual for an aircraft approach- 
ing to the airport. Several considered it was flying at the average height, 

The Commission considers that the evidence shows the aircraft to have 
approached at approximately the correct height above the airport in order to 
commence its landing approach (6,000 feet above mean sea level--1,840 feet above 
aerodrome level). Et flew towards the Ndola non-directional radio beacon situated 
2.5 miles west of the airport. It was reported by witnesses to appear to be lower 
than normal over the beacon area and beyond. Runway lights and high intensity 
approach lighting (set at maximum) were on at all times. 

The evidence led enables us to time the crash at 2213. It is, we think, 
established by the watches recovered from the wreckage which we feel justified in 
assuming stopped at the time of impact. The evidence which established the 
appearance of a flash or glow in the sky at a point in the general direction the 
aircraft appeared to the witnesses to be flying when last seen is also consistent: 
with this time. 

The wreckage of the aircraft was located early in the afternoon of the 18th 
September, 93 miles from Ndola Airport on a bearing of 280” T. The aircraft hit 
trees at an altitude of 4,357 feet above sea level at a shallow angle when slightly 
turning to the left at normal approach speed. The swath cut in the trees gave a 
clear indication of the heading of the aircraft. 

PART 7 

Examination of the Scene and Wr&kage 

From the time that the Northern Rhodesia Police arrived at the scene of the 
crash no unauthorized pdson was allowed to enter the area. It was cordoned off 
as soon as could be, and when night came lights were installed to exercise control. 
On the first afternoon and evening bodies, and papers which were lying about, in 
case there were secret documents, were removed, Sergeant Julian was taken to 
hospital. 

The Investigating Board of Inquiry was made up of the Director of Civil 
Aviation, Lieutenant-Colonel M, C. II. Barber, D.F.C., Group-Captain J, Blandhard. 
Sims, A.F.R.Ae,S,, who is Senior Operations Officer, Department of Civil Aviation, 
Mr M. Madders, A.F.R.Ae,S., who is Chief Inspector of Aircraft, and Wing 
Commander E. Evans, who is Air Adviser to the British High Commissioner in 
the Federation, Representatives from Sweden-the State of Registry, the Inter 
national Civil Aviation Organization on behalf of United Nations, the International 
Federation of Airline Pilots Associations, and Transair-the operators of the 
aircraft, were invited to participate in the investigation, These persons were:- 

Accredified Representatives: 

Mr, E. A. Landin . . . , . . Inspector of Civil Aviation, Royal Swedish 
Board of Civil Aviation. 

Mr.J,P.Fournier. . . . . . I. International Civil Aviation Organizationl 
United Nations. 

Captain A. G. McAfee , , . . I International Federation. of Airline Pilots 
Associations. 

TechnicuI Advisers: 

To Mr. Landin: 
Dr. E. Bratt . . . . , . . . . Minister for Sweden ‘to the Republic of 

Mr. T. Nylen, LL.M. . .* .’ 

Mr. N, E. F,’ Lindman . . . . . 

Mr. 0. Danielsson . . . ‘. 

South Africa. 
Legal Adviser, Royal Swedish Board of Civil 

Aviation. 
Temporarily attached to the Royal Swedish 

Board of Civil Aviation, as Senior Inspec- 
tor of Aircraft. 

Superintendent, Swedish Criminal State 
Police. 

/ . . . 
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Assistant Director of the Swedish National 
Institute of Technical Police. 

Temporarily attached to the Royal Swedish 
Board of Civil Aviation, as Inspector of 
Aircraft. 

To Mv Fournier: 

Mr. T. R. Nelson, A.F.R.Ae.S., 
M.C.A.I. , . , , . , . , 

International Civil Aviation Organization/ 
United Nations. 

On behalf of Transair Sweden, A.B., 
the owners and operators of the air- 
craft: 

Captain S. Persson. , . . ( . . Director of Flight Operations, Transair 
Sweden, A.B. 

Mr. B. Virving . . . . . , . . Chief Engineer, Transair Sweden, A.B. 
Mr. C. G. Wllberg , , . , , . Chief Flight Engineer, Transair Sweden, A.B. 

The examination of the scene and of the wreckage on the scene, the removal 
of the wreckage to a hangar at Ndola, the examination of the wreckage in the 
hangar, and specialist examination of parts of the’ wreckage were all carried out. 
There were detailed reports of every stage of the examination by those concerned. 
A wreckage plan, Appendix 6, and an enlarged wreckage plan of the area of the 
main part of the wreckage, Appendix 7, both showing the position of bodies, 
were prepared. These we have found of the greatest assistance in our inquiry, 

An accurate survey of the scene of the wreckage, with measurement of the 
heights of the trees where they were damaged, shows clearly that the aircraft hit 
the trees at a normal angle of descent. There were no holes in the ground or 
scars in the ground to indicate steep descent. The measurement from the first 
tree damage to an anthill which the aircraft struck, and from which it cartwheeled 
to rest, shows an overall angle of 5” of descent. It is clear that with damage 
to the aircraft and loss of speed this angle must have been slighter initially. So 
that it can confidently be said that the trees were hit when the aircraft was 
descending at an angle of descent of less than 5”. 

The total length of the wreckage trail from where the trees were first hit 
was 800 feet. There was no sign of fire at all except in the last 400 feet. The main 
area of incineration was In the last 80 feet, The fire backwards on the trail from 
that area was probably caused by flash-back of fuel on explosibn and by burning 
grass. 

We do not prbpose to discuss in detail the position of the wreckage or bodies. 
There was nothing significant in the position of bodies or wreckage, except that 
the nose wheel doors were found in the expected position if torn off on impact, 
and that four bodies were found with safety belts fastened, The presence of 
landiing manuals at the scene is discussed later. 

From the examination of wreckage ih the hangar the following important 
matters emerge. The engines were under power at the time of the crash. The 
landing gear was all fully lowered and in the locked position. There was strong 
indication from the way in which the flap control quadrant was bent around its 
lever that there was 30” of flap at the time of impact. 

Nothing was found to indicate that any of the controls were not operating 
before the accident. From the nature cjf the fire it was obvious that there was 
plenty of fuel. 

Examination of the wireless equipment showed no apparent pre-accident 
failure. 

The altimeters, three of which were on panels and two of which were spares, 
were gent to the United States of America for examination by the Civil Aero- 
nautics Board and the manufacturers. Nothing was found to indicate that they wdre 
not operating properly before the crash. The barometric settings on the, three 
instruments which were in use corresponded approximately to the setting given 
to the aircraft .by the Controller at Ndola. 

At the scene of the crash, in the wreckage, and from the bodies, a total of 201 
live rounds, 342 bullets, and 362 cartridge cases wete recovered. All were of calibre 
corresponding to weapons which were in tlie aircraft. No bullet showed any sign of 

/ .*. 
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having passed through a rifled barrel. Very careful examination of the Wreckage 
was made to try to discover any sign of having been hit by a bullet or other 
projectile Eventually only one suspect hole was put before us. It was of a size too 
small to have permitted passage of a 7.62 mm. bullet. Microscopic examination 
showed no presence of any metal foreign to the adjoining metal. The Board of 
Inquiry decided not to have a spectrographic examination made as the, article 
still had to come before this Commission and the United Nalions Commlsston. We 
consider that that decision was proper. We thought that it W%S important that 
spectrographic examination should be made. It disclosed no sign whatever that a 
bullet had come into contact with the metal. There were traces of cadmmm, 
chromium and zinc and iead. Cadmium and chromium are metals associated with 
the plating of bolts, which gives some indication that the hole might bave been 
caused by the tearing out of a small bolt, Bullets are not zinc or lead covered. 

The plastic radar nose cone when first found did not show signs of penetra- 
tion by any projectile. 

The one possible examination which was not made was to remelt aii the fused 
petal recovered from the place of fire, some 5 tons in weight, in order to see 
whether any projectile could be found. It had ail been broken by hammer and 
steam hammer into pieces about 8 inches square and a few inches thick. In it there 
were many objects such as bolts. It tended to break where these objects lay, We 
were informed that’ at an early stage of the Board’s inquiry a suggestion was made 
by Swedish representatives that further examination should be made. The Board 
decided not to do that, but broke up all the fused metal in the manner described. 
In the course of the hearing it was suggested to us that this examination 
should now be made, but the request was not persisted in in the final address. We 
considered carefully whether the melting of all this wreckage was justified, and 
decided that it was not. 

Apart from examination of the actual scene of the crash a search was made 
of a large area back from the scene of the crash in the bush over which the 
aircraft must have come before the crash. The extent of this search is shown in 
Appendix 4, and it covered an area of some 2 miles by l$ miles, Some 180 men 
were engaged in the search. Nothing which might have come from the aircraft was 
discovered. There was no sign of fire in the area, 

PART 8 

Causes of Death of the Occupants of the Aircraft 

Very careful post-mortem examinations were carried out on all the bodies. 
When the aircraft was found all the crew and all the passengers except Sergeant 
Julian were dead, Of the other fifteen occupants of the aircraft, nine sustained such 
injuries, apart from burning, as to indicate that they were killed in the crash. 
Included in these was Mr. Hammarskjold. He had been thrown clear of the aircraft 
and out of the area of the fire. The medical evidence is that he must have died 
instantaneously. Three of the bodies were too badly burnt to assess their injuries, 
In three bodies no lethal injuries apart from burns were discovered. The position 
of these other bodies in the wreckage, and the fact that they were not able, as was 
Sergeant Julian, to escape from the wreckage gives strong indication that if they 
were not killed by impact they were at least rendered unconscious, and so unable 
to escape. 

Sergeant Julian had a compound fracture of one ankle. He said that he ran 
from the wreckage. That is improbable; he probably had to crawl. He died as a 
result of burns, caused by the fire, and aggravated by exposure to the sun in some 
ten hours of dayiight during which he lay exposed. The total area involved in the 
burns was over 55 ‘per cent. of the body surface. There was a possibility that but 
for this expoSUre, and exposure for six hours in the night, in a shocked condition 
his life might have been saved. Ail was done for him that could be done after he 
reached the hospital. He developed renal failure and died in uremia. 

Carboxyhaemc Carboxyhaemoglobin estimations were made for twelve of the bodies including 
all three pilots. In all three pilots. In three bodies the estimation was 7 per cent,, in one 5 per cent LIIICG ucmes me f  
in One 2 per cent., and in seven bodies nil. Both in the flight deck, and in tbi in one 2 per cent., and in sev 
cabin, there were persons with and without carboxyhaemoglobin percentages. cabin, there were persons with r 
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There were no signs of alcohol in the organs of the pilots which were examined. 

Evidence of fastened seat belts was to be seen on six bodies. This was con- 
firmed in regard to four bodies by what was seen at the place of the crash. 

Bullets were found in the bodies of the two soldiers who were in the fire. 
They had been seen at the time of departure to be carrying ammunition pouches. 
All bullets were recovered and examined microscopically. None of these buhets 
had passed through a rifled barrel. In the bodies they were relatively superficially 
situated and they were not associated with any discernible evidence of bleeding. 
All the bullets were of 9 mm, calibre, a type carried by these soldiers. In the 
same bodies there was also found 9 mm. cartridge cases, and brass fragments 
which appeared to have come from cartridge cases, and a percussion cap. Per- 
cussion caps and fragments of cartridge cases were found in one other body. Ali 
cartridge cases, fragments of cartridge cases and percussion caps were superficially 
situated either in the skin or in tissues exposed by incineration. Other metallic 
fragments, such as a small cog wheel and fused alloy, were found lying superficially 
in or on tissues exposed by incineration. 

PART 9 

Alerting, Search and Rescue Action 
The procedures to be followed for search and rescue action by personnel of 

the Air Traffic Services is laid down in Procedures for Search and Rescue Action 
issued by the Federal Department of Civil Aviation and covers the Salisbury search 
and rescue area, i.e. the whole of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
together with a portion of Bechuanaland, the limits of which are not here relevant. 
The scheme therein set out involves co-operation between civil units and the Royal 
Rhodesian Air Force, but it is made clear that action in respect of overdue 
R.R.A.F. aircraft is the responsibility of that service, whilst action in respect of 
overdue civil aircraft rests with the Air Traffic Services and is specifically made the 
responsibility of a Rescue Co-ordination Centre (R.C.C.) established at Salisbury 
and covers initiating, co-ordinating and terminating the search and rescue action. 

Any emergency calling for alerting procedure is notionally divided into three 
parts: (a) The Uncertainty Phase; (b) The Alert Phase: and (c) The Distress Phase, 
which phases bear the respective code names Incerfa, Alerfa and Detresfa. Cir- 
cumstances which can create such phases are identified by the scheme as follows:- 

U~zcerrtnirzty Phase. An uncertainty phase is considered to exist when- 
(a) no communication has been received from an aircraft within a period of 

thirty (30) minutes after the time a scheduled position report or “Ail’s 
Well” report should have been received; or when 

(b) an aircraft fails to arrive within thirty (30) minutes of the estimated time 
of arrival last notified or estimated by air traffic control service units, 
whichever is the later: 

except when no doubt exists as to the safety of the aircraft and its occupants. 

Alert Phme. An alert phase is considered to exist when- 
(a) following the uncertainty phase, subsequent communication checks have 

failed to reveal any news of the aircraft; or when 
(b) an aircraft has been cleared to land and fails to land within five 

minutes of the estimated time of landing and communication has not 
been re-established with the aircraft; or when 

(c) information is received which indicates that the operating efficiency of 
the aircraft has been impaired but not to the extent that a forced landing 
is likely: or. when 

(d) information is received or it is reasonably certain that the aircraft is 
about to make or has made a forced landing; 

except when there is reasonable certainty that the aircraft and its occupants are 
not threatened by grave and imminent danger and do not require immediate 
assistance. 

Distress Phase. A distress phase is considered to exist when- 
(a) following the alert phase the absence of news from widespread com- 

munication checks in the circumstances points to the probability that 
the aircraft is in distress; or when 
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(b) the fuel on board is considered to be exhausted, or to be insufficient to 
enable the aircraft to reach safety; or when 

(c) information is received which indicates that the operating efhciency of 
the aircraft has been impaired to the extent that a forced landing is 
likely: or when 

(d) information is received or it is reasonably certain that the aircraft is 
about to make or has made a forced landing; 

except when there is reasonable certainty that the aircraft and its occupants are not 
threatened by grave and imminent danger and do not require immediate assistance. 

Both air and ground searches are contemplated. Should air search be neces- 
sary the scheme provides for the appointment by the Director of Civil Aviation of 
a civil air search officer K.A.S.O.) with duties which are therein oreciselv indicated. 
which duties include an‘obligation to keep the Rescue Co-ordination Centre fully 
informed. For ground search, the R.C.C. may request assistance from the Police and 
local authorities. 

The whole scheme, so far as it has relation to civil aircraft, presupposes 
knowledge on the part of the Air Traflic Services of the intended movement of such 
aircraft into or through the area. This is secured through the medium of a Flight 
Plan prepared by the captain of the aircraft and submitted to Air Traffic Control 
at the point of departure. Air Traffic Control carry the responsibility of trans- 
mitting this information to all Air Traffic Services en route up to the destination, 
The Flight Plan shows, inter a&z, the registration letters of the aircraft, its type, 
the name of the captain, the number of crew and passengers, the destination, 
alternate airfields which are intended for use if prevented from landing at destina- 
tion, endurance in hours, the aircraft’s radio frequencies, details of life saving 
equipment on board, etc. The plan also shows the route, check points, the 
estimated time to the different check points and the altitudes the captain proposed 
to use. In practice, it is sometimes found necessary to amend such Flight Plan 
during the period of the flight and this is done by radio communication between 
the aircraft and the Air Traffic Services. 

The information made available to the Air Traffic Controller (A,T.C.) at 
Ndola in respect to this aircraft came from four sources. He was told by responsible 
persons on the ground that the’ Secretary-Genera1 of the United Nations was 
expected to arrive at Ndola in a second aircraft leaving from Leopoldville and he 
was aware that the first aircraft, bringing Lord Lansdowne, had previously arrived. 
He was told by F.I.C. Salisbury that aircraft SE-BDY was en route for Ndola with 
an E.T.A. of 2235. From 2135 onwards he was in touch with the aircraft from 
which he learned that the E.T.A. was amended to 2220, and that the aircraft was 
descending to 6,000 feet and desired a Q.N.H. Fourthly, he was told that the 
aircraft had passed over the aerodrome heading west.north-west. 

It would appear clear in consequence that a landing of the aircraft at or about 
2220 should have been contemplated. Thirty minutes thereafter, para, (b) of the 
Uncertainty Phase provisions would apply, unless the exception justified no action. 
A.T.C. Ndola communicated to F.I.C. Salisbury at about 2242 the absence of any 
contact with the aircraft after 2210. Later, at 2342 A.T.C. Ndola originated the 
first Incerfa signal. 

We have considered the evidence which bears upon the applicability of the 
exception. So far as concerns A.T.C. Ndola, Mr. Martin, he was at all. material 
times in contact with and under the instructions of the Airport Manager, Mr, J. H. 
Williams. Mr. Martin’s personal impression at the time that the aircraft had 
refrained from reporting termination of its authorized descent because it was 
purposely holding off to enable the Secretary-General to complete radio communi- 
cation with a base outside Rhodesia was genuinely held, and sufficiently explains 
why he found no reason to question the prevailing belief expressed to him by Mr. 
Williams that the aircraft was holding off or had oroceeded to some other destina- 
tion, It is, we think, further corroborated by the fact that when a period of 
approximately an hour and a half had’elapsed, a time to which the explanation 
of possible radio communications is not patently appropriate, Mr. Martin, after 
consuhation with Mr. Williams, originated the Incerfa signal, 

We turn to consider the attitude of mind disclosed by the evidence of Mr. 
Williams. He had returned to Ndola on the IGth Seotember from leave with a 
view to commencing his duties as Airport Manager on Monday, 18th September, 
at 0700 (9 a,m. local time) but on Sunday 17th he was called to the airport to 
attend a meeting at which security and accommodation arrangements were discussed 



for a projected meeting that day between President Tshombe of Katanga and Mr. 
Hammarskjold. From 1230 (2.30 p.m. local time) onwards strict security provisions 
were in operation at the airport and the house of the Senior Provincial Commis- 
sioner, with a strong detachment of police at both places. R.R.A.F. operations 
from the aerodrome had required the crew briefing room to be given up to service 
personnel and the Airport Manager’s own office had been reserved for the projected 
meeting. From 1400 (4 p.m. local time) onwards President Tshombe and the 
British High Commissioner, His Excellency Lord Alport, had made use of this 
oflice. From their conversation, Mr. Williams had gained the impression that some 
doubt existed both as to the certainty of the arrival of the Secretary-General and 
also of the time at which he was to be expected. Later, these two were joined by 
Lord Lansdowne on his arrival by OO.RXC from Leopoldville. The further infor- 
mation brought by Lord Lansdowne confirmed the expected arrival of the 
Secretary-General and indicated a possible time of arrival after Lord Lansdowne’s 
departure from Ndola. It was against such a background that the passage of 
SE-BDY over Ndola aerodrome on a heading in the direction of Leopoldville was 
notified to Mr. Williams. He then went out and saw Lord Lansdowne’s aircraft 
leave and when he returned he learned that SE-BDY was not responding to signals. 
He instructed the Duty Controller to report to Salisbury and Lusaka and continue 
to call SE-BDY. Later he caused Salisbury to be asked to check with Johannesburg 
to secure contact with Leopoldville. No news had been received by 0115 (3.15 a.m. 
local time) when he decided to leave the airport for his hotel, leaving instructions 
for an iinmediate message to be passed to him there should any information become 
available. He assured us that al: this stage he entertained no thought that the 
safety of the aircraft was imperilled, taking the view that the departures from 
normal conventional working of civil aircraft in his area which had characterized 
this particular flight were explanatory of its continued silence, despite repeated 
requests by signal. A similar state of mind, although held by someone nat experienced 
in airport practice nor charged with any responsibility for airport operation, was 
held by Lord Alport, who told us that, knowing that a cease-fire in Katanga was 
an essential requirement for any meeting between the Secretary-General and 
President Tshombe, he feared that whilst in flight the Secretary-General had been 
made aware of some breach of this armistice, and had in consequence abandoned 
his original intention of landing. This and other speculations Lord Alport told us 
he communicated to Mr. Williams, and we can well understand that the possibility 
of accident did not up to his departure from the aerodrome present itself to the 
mind of Mr. Williams, and that the overdue action already initiated was adequate 
in all the circumstances. 

Reference has already been made to the presence of a strong contingent of 
police at the house of the Provincial Commissioner, Ndola. One of these officers 
detected what he referred to as a flash or a glow in the sky some minutes after 
SE-BDY had passed beyond hearing distance somewhat distant from what he had 
supposed was the track of that aircraft. In this area, bush fires and lightning flashes 
are of common occurrence, and no one seems at first to have associated the flash 
or glow with the aircraft, but when report was made to Ndola police station 
Assistant Inspector Begg thought the occurrence justified report to the aerodrome. 
When the communicator on duty was informed at about 0130 (3.30 a.m. local time) 
he directed the police to Mr. Williams and Assistant Inspectors Begg and Pennock 
called on Mr. Williams at his hotel and informed him of this reuorted flash. Mr. 
Williams expressed the opinion that nothing could be done until -first light (which 
would be 0340 and 5.40 a.m. local time) and sent them away. These police officers 
on their own authority then sought and obtained leave by telephone for a police 
ground patrol to be sent out, but the search proved negative. 

It was not until 0700 (9 a.m. local time, i.e. over three hours after first light) 
that Mr. Williams resumed duty as Airport Manager at Ndola, to find that F.I.C. 
Salisbury had originated the Distress Phase signal at 0445 and requested the 
assistance of two R.R.A.F. aircraft for local searches north and south of Ndola 
airfield at 0700, that search beginning at about 0800. 

It is we think, a matter for comment that Mr. Williams’ implied intention 
to initiate action at first light was not carried into practice. Though Mr. Williams 
did not suggest that it affected his action we have taken into account the fact 
that his official return from leave did not require his attendance at the airport 
until his normal duty time on that morning, but his part in the arrangements on 
the previous day and his acceptance of the police report as properly made to him, 
imposed upon him, as we see the matter now, an obligation to accept as from the 
time of .his actual return the responsibility normally borne by the Airport Manager 
during his duty times. 

/ ..* 
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By paragraph 33 of the “Procedures for Search and Rescue within the 
Salisbury Search and Rescue Area ” these duties are defined as those laid down in 
“Air Trafic Control Instructions” issued by the Department of Civil Aviation 
dated September, 1960, read together with “Station Standing Instructions” dated 
June, 1961. 

The former provides that whenever the urgency of the situation so rec@esX 
the A.T,C. unit responsib]e shall first alert and take other necessary steps to Set 
in motion a]] appropriate local rescue and emergency organizations which can eve 
the immediate assistance required. It is to be noted in this connexion that nnlrke 
the exception app]iCab]e to the Uncertainty Phase the exception to a]ertinS action is 
expressed differently for it reads “except where evidence exists that would allaY 
apprehension as to the safety of the aircraft and its occupants”. The absence of any 
satisfactory response to the signals put out by his PLC. could have served only 
to excite rather than allay apprehension, It is true that responsibility for liaison 
w]tll the R.R.A.P. is in these instructions laid upon the Salisbury Rescue Co- 
ordination Centre, but as this for its initiation would require a report from Ndoln, 
it is reasonable to assume that a report by Mr. Williams to R.C.C. Salisbury at 
first light that he was apprehensive of the safety of the aircraft by reason. infer ali& 
of a report of a flash or glow in the sky in the Mufulira direction and timed on]Y 
a few minutes after its departure from earshot would have produced the aut]lor]tY 
required to enlist the aid of the R.R.A.F. for an immediate air search of the 
vicinity. 

The other document “Station Standing instructions” is primari]y COnmrnd 
with crash landings, and although it places initial responsibility for action upon the 
Air Traflic Control Oflicer on duty, the recital of his duties, including infOrming 
the Airport Manager, is a clear indication that when available it is the Airport 
Manager from whom supervision of procedures is to be expected. 

An independent search resulted from an observation by Assistant Inspector 
Vaughan of the Northern Rhodesia Police. He on the night of September 17th 
was engaged on road patrol duties by Land-Rover from Mufulira to Mokambo. a 
distance of some ten miles. When driving towards Mufulira he saw at about 2340 a 
sudden light in the sky in the direction of Ndoln and an impression of a falling 
object. As this was an hour after the crash a possible explanation may reside in 
the bursting of a gas container during the fire. When on return to Mufulira he 
heard that an aircraft was overdue at Ndola he recalled his experience and reported 
it. At about 0140 he and another officer made a slow patrol and another officer 
made a fast patrol about half-way along the Mufulira-Ndola road to see if any 
sign was observable from the ground. Both searches proved fruitless. There was a 
further extensive search along this portion of the road next morning. 

TO assist the air search operations bearings were taken by R.R,A.F. personnel 
at the ground positions from which flashes and the like were reported as having 
been seen and map plots prepared in the hope of securing a fix. 

The air search subsequently undertaken by Flying Officer Craxford on instruc- 
tions given at 1245 (2.45 p.m.) succeeded in locating the crash site at 1310 (3.10 
p.m.). and although the information upon which these instructions were given 
included statements not available until after midday, the information given by 
Assistant Inspector van Wyk to Assistant Inspector Begg and passed on by him to 
Mr. Williams should as it seems to us have been adequate guidance for a Creeping 
search to have achieved success. 

We realixe that a recommendation for an air search involves acceptance of 
a lleavy responsibility, in that it may secure dispersal of available aircraft on 
fruitless erran& and deny the assistance they can provide if and when credible 
reports assist in identifying areas of high probability. The report of Assistant 
inspector van Wyk came from a responsible police officer and had been thought 
by his superiors suficiently cogent to justify a search by road which because of 
the extensive bush areas could not reliably exclude the possibility that.& p&no- 
menon he witnessed was associated with the apparent disappearance of SE.BDY. 
That lt could not unreasonably in ordinary circumstances be attributed to a bush 
fire or an electric discharge we would accept, but its coincidence in time with the 
10% of a]] contact with SE-BDY seems to us enough to make it a clear warning 
that an urgent situation had arisen despite non-receipt of signals from hopoldvi]]e 
until 0550 (7.50 a.m.), and certainly after that time, When to this is added the 
feature that a defined segmental area with a radius of orlly a few minutes of flight 
was recluired to be searched for investigation of the report we think that initiative 
011 the Part of so reSPOnSib]e an officer as an Airport Manager .would have caused 

/ . . . 
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him to invite R.C.C. Salisbury to authorize one of the available ‘R.R.A.F. aircraft 
to undertake the task. Discovery of the crash site might then have been made some 
hours before it was and the living survivor been given succour before further 
exposure to the tropical sun had aggravated the burns sustained in the crash. 

PART 10 

Causes of the Accident 

1. General Considerations 
A. GENERAL 

Before we come to consider particular suggested causes of the accident we 
shall set out some general considerations which govern throughout. What we have 
to try to discover on the evidence is why SE-BDY hit the ground some 9f miles 
short of the runway at Ndola Airport. It is certain that the examinations after the 
crash show clearly that the aircraft was intending to land at Ndola, and in con- 
versation with the Control Tower that intention had been indicated. The engines 
were under power at the time of impact. All landing gear was fully lowered and 
locked. There is strong indication that there was 30” of flap, a normal amount at 
that stage in a landing. Those safety belts which could give indication of their 
condition, four in number, were found fastened, and six bodies, those on which 
examination in this regard was possible, showed signs of fastened belts. The 
fastening of safety belts takes place on take-off and before landing. The landing 
lights were not extended, but the aircraft was still too far from the runway for 
that normally to have been done. 

When everything in an aircraft indicates that it was on its way to land and it 
hits ground before the runway is reached there can only be one of-two general 
causes, One is that something caused the aircraft, against the will of the pilots, to 
come too close to the ground and to hit it. The other is that the pilots, misled by 
something or by mistake, brought the aircraft too close to the ground so that it hit 
the ground. There may, of course, be a combination of the two causes: the pilots 
may have brought the aircraft lower than they should have, so that it was in a 
position in which some other causes could operate more easily to interfere with 
flight. When some cause against the will of the pilot is being considered, the 
proper initial approach is, we think, to assume that such cause began to operate 
when the aircraft was at a height at which it should have been at that stage in 
the approach. For an assumption that the aircraft was below that height carries 
the implication of mistake on the part of the pilots. 

At night an aircraft will land either by the pilot relying on what he can see, a 
visual descending procedure, or by the pilot adopting an. instrument approach 
procedure, The latter procedure, when based on the existence of a non-directional 
radio beacon, consists of Sight on a designated track in a direction opposite to 
that in which the aircraft will land, at a prescribed height until the non-directional 
radio beacon is passed. Shortly thereafter the procedure turn is made. This is .a 
turn away from the track then being traversed, followed by a turn in the opposite 
direction, both turns being executed so as to bring the aircraft along the reciprocal 
of the track on which it was travelling before the procedure turn, so that the 
aircraft is then flying in the proper direction to land. The procedure is laid down 
for each airport. In some cases the aircraft is required to maintain its height until 
the procedure turn is completed; in other cases the aircraft is required to lose 
height during the procedure turn. 

The instrument approach procedure for Ndola consists of initial approach at 
6,000 feet altitude on a track of 280” until 30 seconds after ,the N.D.B. has been 
passed, The procedure turn is then made to the right at the same height. On 
completion of that turn and when on the inbound track of 100:. to the N.D.B. the 
aircraft descends to 5JlOO feet over the N.D.B., thereafter descending to the 
critical height of the aerodrome. 

,In the high intensity lighting system at Ndola there are two short parallel 
lines of lights at right-angles to the runway at the approach end of the runway. If  
these tend to. merge into a.single line the pilot knows that he is too low, and if 
they appear to be far apart he knows that he is too high. 

The evidence of eye-witnesses establishes that SE-BDY crossed Ndols Airport 
at about 6,000 feet altitude on a bearing close to 280”. It also establishes that the 
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aircraft then turned to the right. As no sufficient time elapsed according to the 
evidence between this turn and the cra$h for the aircraft to have gone away for 
any subst&ial distance and then come back, we are satisfied that the pilot con- 
tinued his approach by a subsequent turn to the left to reach the place of crash. 

It has already been set out that when the aircraft hit the trees it was 
descending at an angle of descent of less than 5”, a normal angle of descent. The 
fact that the nose wheel doors were not detached in the air by speed, and they 
would be so detached if there was great speed, indicates clearly that there had 
not been any considerable dive towards the ground, followed by a flattening out to 
the angIe of descent which was shown 

2. The E&t of Statements by Sergeant Julian in the Consideration of the Cause 
of the Crash 

Statements by the sole survivor, Sergeant Julian, which have any relevance to 
the cause of the crash are as follows. 

Senior Inspector Allen of the Northern Rhodesia Police, on the evening of the 
18th September, had the following conversation: 

‘Allen; “The last we heard from you you were over Ndola runway. What 
happened?” 

Julian: “It blew up,?’ : , 
Allen: “Was this over the runway?” 
Julian: “Yes.“’ 
Allen: “What happened then?” 
Julian: “There’ was great speed. Great speed.” 
Allen: “What happened then?” 
Julian: “Then there was the crash.” 
Allen: “What happened then?” 
Julian: “There were lots of little explosions all around.” 
Allen: “How did you get out?” 
Julian: “I pulled the emergency tab and I ran out.” 
Allen: “What about the others?” 
Julian: “They wecc just trapped.” 

Senior Inspector Alien said that he seemed to be understanding. The con- 
versation was not simply as set out, as Sergeant Jutian was very incoherent, and 
questions such as “What happened then?” were often repeated. Mr. McNab, the 
surgeon in charge, said that in his opinion the remarks could only be taken as a 
guide and were not necessarily true, having regard to the condition of Sergeant 
Julian. There was also the possibility of retrograde amnesia. 

On the same evgning, Sister McGrath heard him say: “We tiere on the runway 
and there was an explosion”, and “We were on the runway when Mr. Hammarskjold 
said ‘Go back’, then there was an explosion”, and “I was the only one that got 
out all the others were trapped.” 

On the same evening Dr. Lowenthal said that he asked why they had not 
landed when they were expected to, and Sergeant Julian replied first in words 
which indicated that Mr. Hammarskjold had changed his’ mind or said “Turn 
back”, and then by saying that he did tiot know. He said that Sergeant Julian said 
that there was an explosion and then a crash, and a little later said that there was 
a crash and then an explosion; and also said that he had jumped from the aircraft, 
Dr. Lowenthal said that Sergeant Julian was highly sedated at the time but 
appeared to be speaking coherently. 

No attention nted be paid to r&marks, later in the week, about sparks in the 
sky. They either relate to the fire after the crash, or to a symptom of, his theh 
condition. 

In so far as weight can be given to these remarks at all they relate to the 
following: 

On the runway 

Sergeant Julian seems to have thought that what happened happened as they 
were just about to land. 

/ . . . 



Great speed 
Until the aircraft had passed over Ndola there is a body of evidence to indicate 

that it was flying at a normal speed. So the great speed, if it referred to the aircraft 
in the air, could only relate to some time during the approach procedure. The 
evidence indicates that the nose wheel doors would be blown off by unusual speed. 
They were not, but were found in the wreckage trail. I f  then this was an 
accurately remembered impression it could, we think, have been gained only when, 
by passage through the tree tops, an impression of speed could have been given. 

An explo&on in the aircraft before. it hit the trees 
There undoubtedly was an explosion after the aircraft hit the ground. In one 

remark Sergeant Julian put the events in, that order. In so far as the remarks can 
be said to support a theory there was an explosion causing the aircraft to come to 
the ground the matter is dealt with later. 

Instruction to go back 
The only indication that there was a change of plan is in the evidence of 

Dr. Lowenthal that Sergeant Julian said that Mr. Hammarskjold “changed his 
mind or said ‘Turn back’ “. It seems likely that the phrase “changed his mind” 
was the witness’s interpretation from the words “Turn back” or “Go back”. These 
words could not have been said after the crash, for the evidence shows that Mr. 
Hammarskjold died instantaneously. So the words must have been said in the 
aircraft. On both versions given the words were said before the explosion, There 
is nothing to indicate that Mr. Hammarskjold, apart from anything connected with 
the crash, would be likely to have changed his plan to land. What seems likely is 
that the first impact with the tree tops gave the impression to Mr. Hammarskjold 
that there was some designed obstruction to his landing, and that he then shouted 
words such as “Go back”, 

3. Accounts of eye-witnesses 
To avoid undue complication in this part of the report we deal in detail with 

all the eye-witnesses in Appendix 1, We have divided them into four classes. In 
Classes A and B the general picture given by those witnesses who saw or heard 
SE-BDY is of it! passing acrpss the airport more or less in the direction in which 
it should have been heading, of it being at about 6,000 feet above sea level, perhaps 
a little lower, and of it going faster than aircraft usually went, which is probably 
explained by its being a larger type than was usual in this area. There were two 
w&messes, living to the west, who heard the aircraft passing over in what must 
have been a turn to the rieht. Mr. Bermant and Mrs. Wright. Both, from the 
sound, had* an impression OF low height. In so far as witness& in Class B speak 
of some phenomenon in the sky they do not help in the discovery of the cause of 
the crash. Their evidence merely shows that there was a crash, But none of these 
witnesses, and they are many; saw or heard any other aircraft at about the 
time that SE-BDY passed over Ndola. 

Class C, persons who speak of two aircraft at the same time, is dealt with 
later. Class D comprises witnesses who saw or heard something long after the 
crash, ,Their evidence does not bear on causation. The same is of course true of 
any evidence which relates only to the later discovery of the crashed aircraft. 

B. POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Damage Suffered at ElisabethviUe 
When the aircraft left Elisabethville to go to Leopoldville on the morning 

of the 17th September it was fired on. On arrival at Leopoldville a bullet hole was 
found in an engine cowling and there was damage to an exhaust pipe. The pipe 
was replaced. There was careful examination but no other damage was found. It 
does not seem to have been hit by explosive bullets, so that even if a bullet had not 
been found it could not have caused later damage. 

What happened at Elisabethville did not, we consider, contribute in any way 
to the crash. 

2. Sabotage 
Before the aircraft left the ground at Leopoldville it was in the charge of 

employees of Transair except for a period when they went for lunch. During that 
period the aircraft was locked and ladders were removed. This would leave avail- 
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abIe for the deposit of an explosive machine the undercarriage wells. There was 
nothing in the wreckage to indicate explosive damage to the undercarriage. The 
interior of the aircraft was examined prior to take-off. It is inconceivable that any 
occupant wilfully carried some bomb into the aircraft. I f  any bomb had been 
placed in the personal luggage of any occupant the explosion would not be in the 
least likely to be in the flight deck so as to incapacitate the pilots. And if any 
explosion took place such as to disable the aircraft some part would almost 
certainly have been blown off and found short of the place of the crash. Examina- 
tion of the wreckage and bodies showed nothing to indicate that any bomb had 
exploded. 

Further to this we cannot imagine that there was any likelihood of any such 
thing being done at Leopoldville. I f  it had been done it must be assumed that it 
was directed at Mr. Hammarskjold and meant to be effective. No one could have 
timed an exprosion for arrival at Ndola when that destination was known to very 
few people, and no one except the pilots could possibly have known that the flight 
would last as long as it did, having regard to the route selected. 

We find no grounds for attributing the crash to sabotage. 

3. Circumstances of the Flight to Ndola 
There is nothing to suggest that the security precautions which were taken in 

regard to the flight, which led to a lack of information about it, were in any way 
the cause of the crash. There was no separate navigator on the aircraft, and the 
flight was for the greater part made by dead reckoning. Captain Hallonquist was, 
however, an experienced navigator, and the route taken, due east with a feature as 
enormous as Lake Tanganyika to govern change of course to the south, was not 
difficult to fly. There was radar in the aircraft which could have been used to 
determine when that lake was reached had visual conditions been difficult. 

Two of the three pilots had flown the aircraft to Elisabethville on the previous 
day, and had flown it ,to Leopoldville in the morning of the 17th September. 
Captain Litton when he boarded the aircraft in the afternoon indicated that he 
was tired. Captain Hallonquist seemed to be fit and -relaxed before the aircraft 
took off. The-flight to Ndola was a long flight but it should not unduly have tired 
a pilot, Some strain may well have been associated with the flight in that a most 
important person was aboard and precautions had to be taken to conceal the 
route. We do not thjnk that undue fatigue contributed to the crash. 

4. Erroneous Comhunica~on from the Ground at Ndda 
There was no tape recorder to record the conversation between Mr. Martin, 

the traffic controller on duty at Ndolg, and SE-BDY. The account of the con- 
versation is dependent on. his memory; the flight strip. confirms his evidence in 
part, and is in no way inconsistent with it. Information which could have misled 
the pila was an incorrect Q.N.H,, but examination of the altimeters showed that 
they were set approximately to the figure which he said l% gave, and this was 
the correct figure. After the aircraft had disappeared, and long before it was 
known that it had crashed, the information he gave to Salisbury of his conver- 
sation accords with his account of the conversation. The height above sea level of 
Ndola Airport was not given, but that information is not given unless it is asked 
for. It is not usual for a pilot to ask for this information, and SE-BDY did not 
do so. 

There is nothing to suggest that any but proper information was given to the 
aircraft, either from Salisbury or Ndola. 

5. Failure to use Ndola approach chart, or use of Ndolo approach chart 
Pilots in Transair were supposed to use the approach charts in the Jeppesen 

Manual. This is a large loose-leaf manual published in the United States of 
America. It contains a chart for Ndola which shows the instrument approach 
procedure. An individual issue of the Manual is made to each pilot. There is no 
record of the issue of the Manual to any of the pilots in SE-BDY. An inventory 
of Jeppesen Manuals, taken at our instigation, shows that three are missing. When 
they disappeared is not known. Each pilot is supposed to carry this Manual on a 
flight. 

In the wreckage only one Jeppesen ManuaI was discovered. Others may have 
been entirely burnt. That is not known. In the one Manual which was found the 
Ndola chart was missing. It is usual practice to remove the chart needed in 
landing, This may have been done. The spring clip in which it is usually put on 
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the captain’s side of SE-BDY had one part missing, so it could not be seen if 
anything had been in it, The state of the clip may have been caused in the fire. 

In Leopoldville there seems to have been freely available to pilots a small 
bound manual of approach charts, The United States Air Force Approach Chart 
Manual, which is reprinted regularly, Although Ndola has been an airport for 
many years the issues in 1961 contained no approach chart for it. They did 
contain a chart for Ndolo, an airfield some six miles from the present Ndjili Airport 
at Leopoldville. Ndolo was abandoned as an airfield for large aircraft in 1959. In 
the wreckage three of these Manuals were found; two at the scene of the crash 
on the ground, and one later amongst the wreckage in the hangar. One of the 
Manuals on the ground lay open, folded back, and showing the Ndolo chart. 

A pilot’s papers and books are normally kept in a bag. The fact that three 
copies of this Manual, when there were three pilots, were found loose in the 
wreckage seems to us to give strong indication that reference had been made to 
it. And reference might well have been made to it if the Ndola chart was found 
not to be in the Jeppesen Manual, perhaps because it hap been taken out by a 
previous user of the Manual and not replaced. It seems too much of a coincidence 
that there were three Manuals, not in bags, with the added coincidence that one 
was open at a page where a chart for Ndola would have been sought. 

In one of the United States Manuals found there was written in green ink on 
the Ndolo page the height of the Ndola Airport. And there were two barometric 
pressures. one the standard and one more or less the figure for Ndola at that time 
of year. The latter figure did not exactly correspond to the conversion into inches 
of the figure in millibars given to the aircraft on the night in question. There were 
also odd dots along the chart of the turn and an underlining of an altitude of 
2,500 feet. On the outside of the Manual the words “Approach Charts” were 
written. We arranged for this book to be sent to Sweden for quick comparison 
with the writing of the three pilots, and the report is that the writing does not 
correspond to that of any one of the pilots, So far as we were able, we confirmed 
this by comparing writings of the three pilots which were sent to us with a photo- 
static copy of the writing in the Manual. We accept that this writing was not 
that of any pilot in SE-BDY. If it had been it would, from the presence of the 
correct altitude of Ndola, have shown that there was realization that the height 
in the chart for Ndolo, 951 feet, had no relation to the Ndola Airport. 

Nor do we consider that Captain Hallonquist would have thought that the 
Ndolo chart applied to Ndola. A week before in Elisabethville, and shortly before 
he took off in Leopoldville, Captain Hallonquist had discussed the altitude of 
Ndola, and showed that he knew fhat it was about the same altitude as Elisabeth- 
ville, 4,187 feet. Quite apart from that, the Ndolo approach is shown as being 
from the opposite direction, with the beacon to the east and not to the west of 

the runway. And the clearance tc 6,000 feet by the Controller, and the sight of 
lights some 2,000 feet and not over 5,000 feet below him as he passed over the 
airport would have indicated to a pilot of his experience that he was not about 
to land at an altitude of 951 feet. In addition the instrument approach procedure 
for Ndolo is a descending procedure with passage over the beacon at 4,000 feet, 
losing height to 2,500 feet on completion of the turn. Such an approach would be 
obviously impossible to an airport known to the pilot to have an altitude of over 
4,000 feet. 

If there was uncertainty in regard to the altitude of Ndola runway it might 
have been expected that inquiry would have been made from the Control Tower. 
But it appears that Captain Hallonquist had his own ideas in regard to information 
from a controller, About a week before in a conversation with Major Ljungkvist 
at Elisabethville he had stated that he thought it quite unnecessary that the tower 
should remind a pilot of the airport elevation, or give certain other infarmation. 
It was a clear night, and the airport lights were plainly to be seen, 

We do not consider that the pilots were misled by an Ndolo chart, but it may 
well be that there was no Ndola chart in the aircraft. We discuss the manner of 
approach later. 

6. Mechanical Failure 
The evidence shows that SE-BDY was jn very good condition and fully 

serviceable at the time of the flight, Exam’ination of the engines shows that they were 
under power at the time of the crash. Some five minutes before the crash the 
aircraft was seen to be flying normally, The aircraft was a four-engined aircraft 
and able to maintain altitude with some degree of engine failure. There was plenty 
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of fuel. Examination of the controls mechanism disclosed no defect. Mechanical 
failure would undoubtedly have brought ahout some reaction in the pilots. There 
would either have been a message to the Control Tower or some sort of preparation 
for a crash landing, as by retracting the landing gear. There was no such action. 

There is nothing to indicate ‘that mechanical failure caused, or contributed 
to, the accident. 

7. DeFective Altimeters 
All three altimeters which were in use were set approximately to the baro- 

metric setting given by the Controller. They were all damaged in the crash. Very 
extensive examination disclosed no abnormal condition not attributed to impact 
damage and fire. 

There is nothing to indicate that defect in the altimeters caused or contributed 
to the accident. 

8. Intemcll Fire During the Plight 
There were two hand fire extinguishers discovered in the wreckage in a 

discharged state. Though they could have been discharged in the fire on the 
ground it cannot be said with certainty that that was how they came to be dis- 
charged. Two possibilities in regard to internal fire have to be considered: mere 
fire, or fire suddenly causing explosion. If  fire occurred it must have occurred in 
the last few miles of the flight. The post-moitem examinations indicate that both 
among those who were in the flight deck and among those who were in the cabin 
there were persons with no carboxyhaemoglobin percentage. The percentage found 
in the bodies of the pilots was such that they could not have been so affected by 
it as to be incapable of action. In these circumstances it is really inconceivable 
that, if there were a fire, experienced pilots should have refrained from taking 
obvious steps. No message was sent: the aircraft did not make suddenly for the 
airport for an emergency landing; and none of the action was taken which would 
have been taken if the fire necessitated a crash landing in the bush, such as 
retraction of the undercarriage or extension of the landing lights to choose as 
favourable a spot as possible. 

If  there had been a fire causing sudden explosion, so that either or both pilots 
were incapacitated orthe aircraft was put out of control, it must we think have 
been of such a nature that some evidence of it would have been found on the 
ground, either at the wreckage site or in the other searched area, 

There is no reason whatsoever to suspect internal fire as the cause of the crash. 

9. Incnpacitation of the Pilots 
This is suggested as a possibility in the report of the Board of Inquiry. We 

can find nothing to support it. Post-mortem examination indicated no disease in 
any one of the pilots. They had all passed medical examinations as pilots. The 
possibility of incapacitation by natural causes of any of these pilots is most unlikely. 
The chances of simultaneous incapacitation are in our view so remote that that 
possibility can be dismissed. 

10. Action by Other Aircrnft 
(a) At the outset we would say that RO reason was suggested, and we cannot 

think of one, why anyone who might have been able to attack this aircraft from 
the air should ever have wanted to attack it as it carried Mr. Rammarskjold on the 
mission he was then undertaking. We have investigated the position of aircraft 
capabIe of offensive action not because of suggestions that there was such action 
but to eliminate any known aircraft within range. There was evidence that no 
aircraft of the Royal Rhodesian Air Force was flying on the night of 17th/18th 
September. That evidence was not queried at all, In the Congo, other .than in 
Katanga, there was no aircraft capable of offensive action which was not under 
United Nations control. One,aircraft capable of offensive action was in Katanga at 
the time and was not under United Nations control, It was a Fouga jet fighter 
trainer, armed with two 7.62 mm. machine-guns. On the night of.the 17th/18th 
September it was at Kolwezi, where it was normally based, but there was- another 
landing strip which it used which was further away from Ndola than Kolwezi. Its 
etfective range, to allow fivq minutes for attack, is 135 nautical miles, Kolwezi is 230 
nautical miles from Ndola.’ Quite apart from the impossibility of the Fouga having 
reached Ndola and returned, there is evidence from several witnesses that Kolwezi 
runway was not then equipped for night take-off or landing, and in fact obstacles 
had been placed on the runway on the night of the 17th/lSth September. In 
addition, Major Delin gave sworn evidence before us that it was only he who then 
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flew this aircraft and .that he did not f ly it on that night. Maior Delin came 
voluntarily to give this evidence; we had no way to compel him to do so. In 
addition, when information was given to the Commission which might have indicated 
that his evidence was not true, he returned to give further evidence, We found no 
reason to doubt his evidence. 

One De Haviland Dove beIonging to the Katanga Government was after the 
18th September armed by removing a door and placing a machine gun on the floor 
to fire through the opening. On 17th September this and possibly another were in 
the hands of the United Nations at Elisabethville. Three Doves were then in the 
Republic of South Africa undergoing examination. 

There was one military aircraft of the United States of America on the ground 
at Ndola. 

(b) Very careful examination was made of all the wreckage recovered. There 
was only about one-fifth of the total aircraft which could be examined, This 
examination disclosed only one hole which could possibly have been caused by a 
bullet or other aroiectile. The Darts of the aircraft which had been fused bv the 
fire were; as has been said, broken up into small pieces. The fused metal tended 
to break where there was any object, such as a bolt, in the fused alloy. Nothing 
suspicious was found. The one suspect hole, in a pilot’s window frame, was too 
small for a 7.62 mm. bullet to pass through’it. Both microscopic and spectro- 
graphic examination of the metal around the hole disclosed no traces of metal of 
which a bullet might have been made. No bullet was found anywhere which had 
passed through any rifled barrel, and the many bullets which were found were of 
a type, to be used in the weapons carried in the aircraft. There were bulIets and 
parts of bullets disclosed on X-ray in some of the bodies, not the bodies of 1 the 
pilots. None of these disclosed any sign of having passed through a rifled barrel. 
They came from ammunition carried by persons on the aircraft which exploded 
in the fire. Jn the bodies they lay either on the burnt surface or slightly under the 
skin or in the muscle, There was no injury to bony structure in any of the 
bodies which indicated damage by any projectile. 

I f  any projectile of a rocket type had hit the aircraft, so as to disable both 
pilots, or so to damage the aircraft as to render it uncontrollable, there must have 
been an explosion. No witness speaks of the sound of an explosion before the 
aircraft hit the trees. If  the aircraft.was hit by an explosive missile it is almost 
certain that some part of the aircraft, blown off, or some part of the missile, or 
some sign of fire, would have been discovered on the ground in the searched area 
over which the aircraft passed before the crash, Nothing was found at all. Bxcept 
in the area where the aircraft came to rest and caught fire, and an area back from 
that in which fire could be expected, there was no sign at all of burning of any 
part of the aircraft which became detached, or of the vegetation. The area in 
which there was no fire is shown on the wreckage plan, Appendix 6, and covers 
the first half of the wreckage trail, Nor was there any sign of burning in the large 
area back from the scene of the crash which was examined. 

(c) There were seven witnesses who spoke of a second aircraft. One is not 
worthy of consideration. Three were very definite in regard to the times of which 
they spoke, which times could have no reference at all to the time of arrival and 
crrish of SE-BDY. In addition to speaking of a different time one spoke of hearing 
two aircraft at a place some 30 miles away from any place over which SE-BDY 
can have passed, and another was obviously referring to the arrival of the aircraft 
00.RIC. 

We turn now to the three charcoal burners. We give in Appendix 1 our 
appreciation of these Africans as witnesses. All three were unsatisfactory. Apart 
from that finding, their evidence discloses so improbable an attack that it could 
carry no weight. Both Mr. ‘Simango and Mr. Mazibisa speak of. the second 
aircraft being with the large aircraft immediately before the crash and then 
apparently disappearing in the crash. No sound, of an aircraft was heard by them 
thereafter, Both Mr. Mazibisa and Mr. Buleni speak of a second aircraft which 
had a light on it, which seems highly improbable for an atticking aircraft., None 
of these witnesses heard any sound of .firing in the air, a most distinctive sound, 
or any sound of explosion before the crash. If  there had been any attack it could 
have been expected that it would have been when SE-BDY was at a normal 
height in an approach to land, but they speak of that aircraft just before the 
crash when it must have been very low indeed, and speak of the second aircraft 
as still being very close to it, and, in the case of Mr. Buleni. in a position from 
which no attack could have been made. Only the one witness, Mr. Buleni, speaks 
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of the second aircraft after the crash, and in a statement he gave one version of 
what it did as it flew off, with its lights still showing, and in evidence, given a few 
days later, he gave a quite different version. 

(d) There was no communication from SE-BDY after it was over &he airport: 
I f  the aircraft was at its proper approach height and was then attacked, unless 
both pilots were instantaneously killed, or the wireless was put out of ,action, it 
is hard to imagine that there should have been no message. If  the aircraft came 
low in evasive action it could still have communicated. 

(e) Another factor against aircraft attack is the extteme difficulty of inter- 
ception at night, The first indication of a time of arrival was given to Salisbury at 
2006. The time given was 2235. At 2135, to Ndola, an estimated time of arrival 
of 2220 was given. In fact it arrived over the airport at 2210 and had crashed by 
2215. It has to be assumed that any attacking aircraft arrived either 25 minutes, or 
at least 10 minutes, before it thought SE-BDY would arrive, It has to be assumed, 
too. that it managed to arrive at a place where it could attack without being 
heard in the air by anyone as it was on its way. There were many people on 
duty in Ndola on that night who heard SE-BDY. But no one heard another aircraft 
at that time. And, having so arrived, ‘it had only some two or three minutes in 
which to attack, If  SE-BDY was at proper approach height interception would 
have been difficult enough, ;IF SE-BDY was coming in low it would have been in 
an unexpected position, and interception would have been all the more difficult. 
When it did attack the attack has to be assumed to have been such that either 
both pilots were disabled, or the aircraft was so put out of control that no 
communication could be made or emergency action taken, And this had to be 
done in such a way that no part of the aircraft was blown off, and the aircraft 
came down apparently in normal descent and under power. 

(f) Having regard to all these factors we consider that it is clear that the 
aircraft WPS not shot down in any way from the air, 

This again is a cause which has to be considered although there is nothing 
to indicate that the crash was caused in this way. Normally the aircraft could 
have been expected to be some 2,000 feet above ground and not in the area in 
which it was before it crashed. If  attack from the ground had been desinned it is 
almost certain that weapons would not have been sited to make it effect& against 
the aircraft on the course which it did take, The absence of any sign of bullet 
damage to the aircraft or its occupants and the factors relating to the improbability 
of the putting out of action of both pilots or of the aircraft again operate. So, too, 
does the absence of indication of attack in the discovery of anything short of 
the scene of the crash. Not one of the charcoal burners who say that they saw 
the aircraft speaks of any sound of firing. It is impossible to imagine that a stray 
shot from a rifle should have brought down this large four-engined aircraft with 
two pilots without there being any opportunity to communicate with the ground 
or prepare for a crash landing. 

We do not consider that action from the ground was the cause of the crash. 

12. Pilot ErfM 
We have already set out how it may have come about that a decision to 

carry out a visual descending procedure was’made. To support the view that the 
Ndola instrument approach procedure was not carried out are the facts that the 
aircraft did not pass over the airport exactly on the course it should have been on 
as it went to the non-directional radio beacon and for 30 seconds beyond that 
beacon. It flew over the house of Mr. Berrnant which is some three-quarters of a 
mile to the north, and slightly to the west of the beacon. At that stage, to make 
the noise which Mr. Bermant heard, it must have been below the proper altitude 
in an instrument approach, 6,OUO feet. Then it came near the house of Mrs. Wright, 
seven miles to the north-west of the airport. The procedure turn would not have 
taken it so far out, nor would the aircraft have seemed to be so low. 

We consider that the evidence establishes that, whether or not the decision 
was influenced by chart manuals, it was decided to bripg the aircraft in by a visual 
descending procedure approach. It was a clear night, all the lights of the airport 
were at maximum intensity, the aircraft had reported that it had seen them, and 
the aircraft had been told that there was no other traffic. There was no reason 
why a visual approach should not have been made. The absence of signals, usual 
in the instrument approach procedure, is another indication that there was visual 
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approach, for there was nothing, except silence, to suggest that the wireless equip- 
ment was not working before the crash. 

The altitude of the aircraft is it crossed over the airport has been taken by 
us, on the evidence of eye-witnesses, to be about 6,000 feet above sea level. The 
absence of a report on reaching 6,000 feet, which was asked for, may well have 
been because the aircraft had reached that altitude when the request was made. It 
is as certain as can be that the aircraft started to descend soon after it had passed 
over the airport. 

In the country to the west of Ndola there is bush, and after the lights of 
Ndola were passed and as tlfe descending turn was made to the right there would 
be blackness ahead. This is what is known in the language of the air as a “black 
hole”. And if in the course of the turn the aircraft came far too low the slight 
rise in the ground between the place of the crash and the airport would obscure 
the lights of the runway, and of Ndola, as the aircraft came back to a course on 
which those lights might otherwise have been seen to port. 

Failure to recognize the dangerous altitude of the aircraft in relation to the 
airport elevation, and the slightly higher elevation of some of the country to the 
west, is unexplained in view of the apparent correct settings of the three altimeters 
and the fact that, as far as can be determined, they would have been functioning 
properly. 

C. CONCLUSION 

It has been strongly urged on us that we should not reach the conclusion that 
the accident was due to pilot error by considering first other possible causes, dis- 
missing them, and so being left with a cause which can seldom be dismissed in an 
aircraft accident. Obviously suggested causes have to be dealt with in some order. 
We have given our reasons for saying that other suggested causes were not really 
possible. And we have given our reasons for concluding that the approach to the 
airport was made by a visual descending procedure in which the aircraft was 
brought too low. We cannot say whether that came about as a result of inattention 
to ahimeters or misreading of altimeters. But the conclusion to which we are 
forced is that the aircraft was allowed by the pilots to descend too low so that it 
struck the trees and was brought to the ground. 

Conduct of Persons and Authorities after Accident 

Civil Aii Authorities 

We have considered the action taken by each of the four sections falling within 
this category, viz, Air Traffic Control, Ndola (A.T.C.), Flight Information Centre, 
Salisbury (F.I.C.), Rescue Co-ordination Centre, Salisbury (R.C.C.) and the Depart- 
ment of Civil Aviation. 

So far as concerns A.T.C. the action taken by the Air Traffic Controller on 
duty at the material times was proved in evidence. In our view, all that was done 
by the Control Tower was in proper accordance with recommended practice, and 
the initiative shown by Mr. Martin in originating an Incerfa signal at 2342 when 
the passage of time made his original supposition for the non-arrival of SE-BDY 
improbable was, we think, proper, The reference of the police report on a flash or 
glow to the Airport Manager by the Communicator on duty properly laid responsi- 
bility for further action upon Mr. Williams and, as we have already indicated, there 
was an absence of a proper sense of urgency in Mr. Williams’ failure to initiate 
further action so soon after first light as was possible. 

The only specific matter which attracted comment at the hearing was the 
decision taken at 0105 to close the airport and tower (erroneously said to bL; 
“closing down” since a 24 hour communicatpr service was,kept in operation). It 
was explained to us that difficulties in procuring efficient staff for the onerous 
duties of Air Traffic Control and the absence of air tiaffic scheduled for ,arrival 
during the early morning justified a shut down of airport and tower SO as to 
provide adequate rest periods for tht staff. We can find no room for legitimate 
criticism of the decision so taken, which was communicated to F.I.C. Salisbury. 
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The action taken by F.1.C: was also proved in evidence and here again the 
proper observance of recommended practice was established. 

There was some confusion in the evidence with regard to the decision to close 
the airport and tower at Ndola. The message from Ndola to Salisbury was in the 
form of a request for permission, and on the evidence this request did not reach 
the Controller at Salisbury whose duty would include dealing with the approval 
sought. The Communicator at Salisbury agrees that he responded with the letters 
O.K. but is unable to recall the circumstances in which this was done. In the 
result, nothing turns upon this point and we have made no attempt to resolve 
the doubt. 

We should here take note that Mr. Thorogood, Air Traffic Control Officer, 
Salisbury, anticipated the issue of the Inccrfa signal from Ndola by arranging for 
contact with Nairobi, Johannesburg and Leopoldvil!e in an endeavour to secure 
information regarding SE-BDY, but the failure of Leopoldville and Elisabethvillc 
to reply rendered his effort nugatory, 

In addition, Mr. Knight,. the Senior Air Traffic Control OfZcer, who took over 
from Mr. Thorogood, initiated the Detresfa signal at 0445 for transmission to Ndola, 
Elisabethville and Leopoldville in order to secure news from the two Congo 
stations. 

Unhappily, these efforts were of no avail until H.F. Air Ground frequency 
signals, commencing at 0450 and continued until contact was secured, procured a 
reply from Leopoldville at 0542 that no news of the aircraft had been received. 

It appears that messages to Leopoldville were initially received by a Congolese 
national and transmitted by hand thereafter to the Flight Information Centre. This 
gentleman, at the material time, did not understand the English language and 
required the services of a colleague or a United Nations co-ordinating officer 
before he could deal with such messages. This involved serious delays. 

Despite the repeated request for information sent from Salisbury during the 
night of 17th/18th September to Elisabethville, the first communication received 
from that station was at 0816 when an H,F./R.T. message requesting news of 
SE-BDY was received by Salisbury P.LC. 

Additionally to the execution of normal duties, Mr. Murphy, the Airport 
Manager at Salisbury, maintained close contact by telephone with Colonel Barber, 
the Director of Civil Aviation, who, because of the importance of the visit of the 
Secretary-General, had instructed that both he and the R.R.A.F. should be kept 
fully advised. 

The R.C.C. farms part of the F.I.C. at Salisbury, and put into operation the 
requisite procedures for alerting the various centres from which information and 
possible assislance could be expected and in the Distress Phase procured the 
appointment of the Civil Air Search Officer and secured effective liaison with the 
officer commanding the R.R.A.F. station at Ndola. Here, again, the maintenance 
of close contact with the Director of Civil Aviation ensured the effective co- 
ordination of the various interests involved, 

The fourth section, the Department of Civil Aviation, calls for a review of the 
activities of the Director, for he it was who personally represented his Department 
in connexion with this important flight. He, like the responsible people at Ndola, 
and no doubt because of the expression of their belief communicated to him by 
telephone to Salisbury, accepted initially that the aircraft had diverted. He gave 
instructions that confirmation should be sought from Leopoldville and Elisabeth- 
ville, and when informed that neither station would respond to signals, he pro- 
ceeded to Salisbury Airport to study all available information at first hand and be 
in immediate touch with affairs and later flew to Ndola to take personal charge. 
It will be appreciated that the potential area which might have required air search 
extended fanwise from Ndola into Congylese territory, and that close liaison-with 
aircraft based on LeopoldviIle-for R.R.A.F. aircraft could not be directed beyond 
the frontier-was requisite before any effective general air search could be put i&o 
operation. The preparations for this general search, which involved the procure- 
ment of long range aircraft from as far afield as Nigeria in one direction and 
Tripoli in another, were in our view wise precautionary measures and justified 
Colonel Barber in leaving the conduct of a local search to Mr. Williams (whom he 
had nominated as Civil Air Search Officer. C.AS.0.) in association with the 
R.R.A.F. unit at Ndola. It is, as we think, from the wider aspect of overall 
responsibility that the Director’s actions are to be judged and, so far from finding 
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blame, we find that at all stages he maintained proper control of the situation and 
initiated and supervised appropriate action. 

Police 

As we have already recorded, there were officers among the police on duty 
who noted a flash VC glow in the sky shortly after SE-BDY had flown over and 
reported it. In addition, the police despatched road patrols during the hours oE 
darkness to investigate these phenomena. The distance of the crash site from the 
roadway and the thickness of the intervening bush effectively prevented such 
patrols from sighting the remains of the aircraft and we cannot question the 
efficiency with which these patrols were conducted. There was a further daylight 
patrol sent from Mufulira which,.despite careful search, found nothing. 

As soon as information was received by the police from the Africans who 
discovered the wreckage, they took prompt action to reach the site and render 
assistance to any survivors, The arrangements for the presence of ambulances, 
first aid assistance, etc., were promptly made and efficiently carried out. The site 
of the crash was well guarded. 

R.R.A.P. 

The complete log of R.R.A.F. activity at Ndola at the material time was put 
before us and this was supplemented by the evidence of Squadron Leader MusselI, 
the Commanding Officer at this station. The unit was flying regular reconnaissance 
sorties as part of its normal duties and so soon as reports were received by the 
Duty’ Operations Oficer of flashes seen during the night, instructions were sent to 
reconnaissance pilots to look for any signs of a crashed aircraft. Tn addition, 
Canberra, Vampire and Provost aircraft were detailed for search duties in areas 
recommended by the civil authorities, and at 1310 Flying Officer Craxford, flying 
a Provost, located wreckage and reported its map reference by radio. Altogether 
some 16 hours 40 minutes of flying time was applied to the specific search 
opera&ions. 

We can find no ground for criticism of the contribution made by the R.R.A.F. 
to search and rescue activities. 

The Board of Jnquiry 

In accordance with Annexure 13 to the Convention of Civil Aviation, Chapter 
5, a Board of Inquiry was set up on the 18th September, commenced its investiga- 
tion on the 19th September and concluded its investigation by the 2nd November, 
1961. Its Final Report, we are given to understand, was signed on the 11th 
January, 1962. It was assisted by accredited representatives and technical advisers, 
the names of each of which have already been set out. The team was divided into 
two groups, one the operations and one the technical, although al1 inspected the 
site and wreckage both from the air and on the ground. As a result of appeals 
issued .over the normal broadcasting service, in newspaper advertisements, by 
posters and handbills, contact was made with all persons thought to have relevant 
evidence to convey and statements were taken from 133 witnesses. Technical 
reports on instruments, radio equipment, electrical equipment, flight system 
and auto-pilot and altimeters were procured, and medical and ballistic examina- 
tions undertaken by experts, Flight tests simulating the actual passage of SE-BDY 
as spoken to by ground observers were carried out in the vicinity of the airfield, 
We have derived great assistance from a consideration of the documents collated 
by the Board which were made available to us, particularly as a preparation for 
the understanding of the oral evidence led at the hearing before us. In the course 
of that hearing, certain findings by the Board in relation to causation of the 
accident were brought to our attention and these we have thought it proper to 
consider. In so far as our conclusions are more precise than those of the Board, 
we would make it plain that no implied criticism of the Board is intended. Indeed, 
we wish to place on record our conviction that the investigation made by the 
Board is noteworthy for its thoroughness and the Report detailing it remarkable 
for its clarity. ’ We cannot conclude this section of our report without acknowledg- 
ing our indebtedness to and admiration for the patient, tedious, informed and 
precise study which the Board conducted; the results of which materially lightened 
the burden of our own inquiry. 

/ . . . 
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APPBN!XX 1 

h.-.AMINATION OF EYE-WITNESSES’ STATEMENTS 

To enable us to make easier reference to the evidence of eye-witnesses in the body of 
the report we have divided the eye-witnesses into the following classes: 

CIass A. Those in or close to NdoIa who heard or saw an aircraft pass over the 
airport. 

Class B. Similar witnesses, who in addition saw anything which might be associated 
with the crash. 

Class C. Those who heard or saw two aircraft at about the same time. 
Class D. Those who, without seeing an aircraft, saw anything which might be asso- 

ciated with the crash. 

In each case the evidence is summarized, and our comments in regard to the evidence 
follow the summary. 

CLASS A 
MR. D. L. BERMANT: 

He lived in a house some five miles west of Ndofa, about three-quarters of a mile to 
the north of the N.D.B. and a little further to the west. After he had gone to bed, and at 
a time which he estimated as 2130 he was awakened by the thundering roar of an aircraft 
flying very low over his house, so that it shook the house. It seemed much Iower than was 
usual with aircraft. It seemed to bc going towards the north. 

Comment. The time mi ht have been later, and the aircraft probably was SE-BDY 
passing near the beacon short y after 2210, The evidence of very low altitude is not consistent “i 
with other evidence, and is probably explained by a type of aircraft whtch was unusual to 
the area, but his evidence does indicate that the aircraft was lower than is usual. The 
direction of travel was admitte,dly uncertain. 

MR. A. C. MARTIN: 
He was the controller at the airport, and after SE.BDY reported at 2210 that it was 

overhead he heard it. 
Comment. Nil. 

MRS. A. D. WnICitrT: 
She lived on a farm some seven miles to the north-west of Ndola. At about 2215.2230 

she was woken by the very loud noise of an aircraft. It came from the east. She heard only 
one aircraft, 

Commenr. This evidence fits in with what must have been the course of SE-BDY. The 
time is a little late but as the witness was woken up the time she gave was only an 
approximation. 

MR. LEMON MWANSA: 
As he was on his way to assume duty as a plantation tirewatcher, which duty began at 

2300 he heard an aircraft, and saw one red and one white light of an aircraft. It went out 
of sfght. 

Commenr. The time is most uncertain. It was probably SE-BDY. 

MR. F. J. ANDREWS: 
He was on duty as a Reserve Inspector of the N.R,P. at the airport. Shortly afler 2200 

he heard an aircraft, glanced up and saw two flashing red lights, The aircraft was.goin to 
the west and there was nothing abnormal about its height. He heard no other P. atrcra t m 
the air. 

Commenr. This fits in with the passage of SE-BDY over the airport. 

CHIEF INSPECroR J. A. EADE, N.R.P.: 
Shortly after 2200 be heard and saw two red lights of an aircraft going to the west over 

the airport. It seemed to be a little low and to he going fast. He heard no other atrcraft. 
Commenr. This,& in with the passage of SE-BDY over the airport. 

SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT R. J. READ, N.R.P.: 
He was on duty at the airport. At about 2200 he heard and saw the lights of an aircraft 

going across-the airport to the west. B seemed to be at normal height, He heard no other 
aircraft. 

Commenr. This fits in with the passage of SEBDY. 

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR A. E. Beao, N.R.P.: 
He was on duty at the airport. At about 2200 he heard an aircraft and saw a light of 

one going across the airport to the north-west. There was nothing unusual about the hetght. 
Cornme& This fits in with the passage of SE-BDY. 

PRIVATL? M. G. VOSLOO: 
He was on guard duty on the side of Mufulira awa 

from 2000-2200. At some time towards the middle o r 
from Ndola (some 45 miles away), 
his duty he heard a twin-engined 

aircraft pass overhead. 
Comme~r. This witness does not strictly fall within this class, This aircraft was almost 

surely the DC.4 00.RIC which came from that direction to Ndola and landed at Xl’5 

bWI?3NANT’--COLO~~L F. D. SLATER: 

He was in barracks about ten miles to the south-east of Ndola. He was awakened in 
the night by a large aircraft flying very low over his house. He could not fix the ttme. 

Comment. This aircraft was almost surely the .D.C.4 00-RIG which took off from Ndola 
at 223.5 to o. to Salisbury, and kept low t&be out of the way.of SE-BDY whtch It was 
thought mig h t come into Iand. Its route. to Salisbury would take rt m that drrectton. 

/ . . . 
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SENI(IR TECHNICLAN K. H. HAMMOND, R.R.A.P.: 
~fe was on duty at the airport. At about 2200, he heard and saw the red lights of an 

aircraft, which crossed the airport from east to west. He cstrmated Its height as from 8,O~ 
to I~,ONI feet above the airport. 

&rnmenr. The height given is much higher than that given by any other witness. 
Dthmwise the evidence fits in with the passap of SE-BDY. 

SENIOR TECHNICIAN J. A. TC&VNS~ND, K.R.A.F.: 
He was on duty at the airport. At about 2230 he heard and saw the li8hts of au aircraft 

which crossed the airport Irom east to west. Its height was about 2,000 feet above the 
sirport. 

c~,,~~,,,~.,~,. ~~~~~~ that the tinlc, an estimate, is a little late this Rts in with tbc passage 
aI SE.BDY. 

C:OR~ORM. 1. N. LLOYD, RAF.: 
~1~ was on duty at the airport. At about 2200 he heard and saw the lighls of an aircraft 

8oju8 overhead from east to west. He thought that the height was 2,000 feet above the 
alrpvrl. 

(~‘mm~~r~r. This hs in with the passage of SEBDY. 

CLASS B 

She lived in Ndola. At a time which she flxcd by having looked at a clock as, 2225 
\he heard an aircraft. She glanced out of a window and saw the red lights of an mrcraft 
coming from the north-west towards Ndola and about eight to ten miles away. It seemed a btt 
low At a time which she said was about seven minutes later, but which b her acttons was 
the’time taken in getting water from a refrigerator and walking to a be c! room some eight 
yards away, she beard an explosion, followed by two other explosions m rapid succession. 
She heard no other aircraft. 

Co~mncnr. Except that the time is some ten minutes later than was probable this scems 
to accord with other evidence. 

Ma. D. A. C. CLARKE: 

He was on security duty at a place some five miles cast of Ndola. Shortly after 2200 
he heard an aircraft and saw the stcsdy red light of an aircraft go from east to west lowards 
Ndola. The noise ceased and the light could not be seen. Shortly thereafter he saw a glow m 
the far distance to the west, He reported what he had seen after hearing the news at 1100 
on the 18th September. 

~o,,,menr. This evidence seems to fit in with other evidence and to be accurate. 

MR. D. E. PE~VBR: 
He is an architect. He lives about one and a half miles from the airport. At about 2030 

be saw an aircraft over Twapia Township arcit. It switched on its landing lights, twin beams, 
and approached in a steep descent. At that time ho saw or heard no other aircraft. Just 
after 2200 ho heard a large aircraft and from the balcony of his flat saw the red flashing 
light of an aircraft going from the airport to the north-west. It seemed to be slightly higher 
and to be going somewhat faster than the normal aircraft. It went out of sight behind some 
trees. About half a minute later he saw a red glow in the sky which went up and down 
twice. After the news at 1100 on the 18th September be reported what ho had heard and 
seen to the airport. He heard no other aircraft. 

Commorr. This witness was by far the most impressive of the eye-witnesses. His account 
was, WI: consider, an accurate account of the landing of 0%RIC, which landed at 2035, and 
the passage of SE-BDY. 

MR. D. Moue, Mr, L. DAGA, Mr. P. BANDA: 
Thcsc three witnesses can conveniently be dealt with topether. They are three charcoal 

burners who were sleeping in the bush near where they worked, about two and a half miles 
from the scene of the crash. At dawn on the 18th they all went to the scene. They were 
all three convicted of the theft of a typewriter from the wreckage. Mayo said that at about 
24ull hc. heard a sound as of a gun and later saw something burning. He said that Daka 
woke bun up. Daka said that at about 0100 he was woken by a noise as of something 
explodmg. He then saw a lot of fire. He said that he also saw something coming down and 
breakrng the trees. He awakened Mayo. Banda was also awakened by Daka who said: “Wake 
FP, lrstcn, and hear what has exploded.” He then heard sounds as of a gun going ofI many 
umes. He saw a fire through the trees. None of them speaks of hearing any aircraft in the 
sky. 

Conuu$. The,times given are quite unreliable as is to be expected with these witnesses 
awakened In the ntpht. Moyo was awakened after the crash and the noise of a gun which 
he speaks of 15 obvtously an explosion after the crash or the noise of exploding ammunition 
as spoken of by Banda. Daka’s evidence as to seeing something breaking the trees ia 
$VlouslY a WmStrWion from what he saw at dawn, for he could not have seen that at 
lllght and that distance away. The failure to report the discovery of the crash was most 
re8rettable but 1s no doubt explained by the theft of a supposed typewriter from tha 
wreckage. 

There is one matter which must be mentioned in regard to Banda, though it is not 
relevant to the Inquuy. In a statement made to members of the Board of Inquiry he said 
that when he went to the scene of the crash he saw dead bodies. Before us he said that 
he saw nane. Asked to explain the difference in statements ho said that he was beaten 
Although rt was mconceivable that the members of the Board who interviewed hint shoutd 
have been In any way concerned to make him say that he saw bodies, we thought it proper, 
m regard to the conduct of the Board, to inquire shortly into this allegation of the witness, 
We are ratrsfied that there was no truth in the allegation whatsoever. 

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR M. D. VW WX, N.R.P.: 
He,was on duty at the house of the Provincial Commissioner in Ndola. At approxi- 

mately 1220, he heard 8. large aircraft and then saw the steady red lights go across to the 
west, and dtsappear behmd the trees. There was nothing unusual in height or speed, Three 
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or four minutes later he saw a red flash in the sky coming upwards from the ground. The 
glow lasted for about two seconds. He heard no other aircraft. When he came off duty at 
2400 he told Assistant Inspector Begg what he had seen. Begg said that he would report it 
to the airport, and did so. Next morning the witness at the house gave the bearing of 
the glow to Squadron Leader I. Mussell. 

Commmr. This was accurate evidence. 

MR. L. H. COCK: 
He was on duty at the airport. At 2205, checked by a watch, he heard an aircraft pass 

overhead going in a north-westerly direction. He glanced up but did not see it. It seemed 
to be at normal height. When the noise could no longer be heard he saw a flash to the 
north-west which lit up the horizon. He thought that it was lighting. He heard no explosion. 
HO heard no other aircraft. 

Commenr. This was accurate evidence. 

DE~CTIVE INSPECTOR D. J.F, BUCHANAN, N.R.P.: 
He was on duty at the house of the ProvinciaI Commissioner. At about 2205 he saw 

the lights of an aircraft which went to the north-west. It seemed to be climbing slightly. At 
about 2210 he saw a flash of light to the north-west which lasted for about one second and 
lit up the sky. He thought that it was lightning. He heard no explosion. 

Comment. This seems to be accurate, except that the impression that ihc aircraft was 
climbing must be wrong having regard to other evidence. 

MR. D. D. LOWE: 
He was on duty at the house of the Provincial Commissioner as a Reserve Police 

Officer, He is district sales manager of the British Overseas Airways Corporation in Northern 
Rhodesia and has worked at airports. He knew the DC.6 type of aircraft. At 2207 he 
heard what he thought was a DC.6 pass overhead. He saw lights intermittent] 
trees. It was heading west. He thought that it was rather low, and it seeme B 

through the 
to be gomg 

fast. About ten minutes later he saw a pinkish glow in the sky to the west which lasted a 
few scccnds. He thought that it was the reflection of a bush fire. He heard no explosion. 
He heard no other’aircraft. He admitted that in an earlier statement he had put the times 
earlier, and thought that earlier times were correct. 

Comrnenr. This seems to be accurate except possibly as to times. 

GENERAL COMMENT ON CLASSES A AND B 

Apart from witnesses who must have been referring to the aircraft 00-RIG, there is 
general agreement in the evidence of all these witnesses as to what happened to an aircraft 
which must have been SE-BDY. If flew across the airport to the west, apparently at a height 
of somewhere about 6,000 feet above sea level, or maybe a little lower. Hammond seems 
to be inaccurate as to height. Many witnesses saw a flash some minutes later. None of these 
witnesses heard any explosion. None of the witnesses in Class A and B heard or saw any 
other aircraft. 

CLASS c 
MR. W. J. CAAPPELL: 

Comment. This witness was completely unreliable. He contradicted himself again and 
and gave evidence in a most unconvincing manner. We do not propose to exarnme 

l%%idence. 

MRS. Y. JOUBERT: 
She lived st Mufulira, some 40 miles to the north-west of the airport. In regard to.times 

she was definite. She said that at 2300 she heard a jet aircraft far away, and ten mmutcs 
later she heard another aircraft fly low over the house. At 2330 she heard an explosion and 
saw a fire in the sky. At 0100 the fire was still burning. 

Comment. The evidence as to the fire may be accurate, though whether it was a fire 
caused by the crash is uncertain. There may have been a later explosion from the crashed 
aircraft one and a quarter hours after the crash, but it seems unlikely that it would have 
been heard some 30 miles away, If it had been so loud as to be heard at that distapce 
it is strange that no one else heard it. IF she did hear an aircraft at about 2300 in Mufuhra 
it certainly was not SE-BDY, which never went anywhere near Mufulira and bad crashed 
by 2215. There is no question of mistake as to times on her evidence. It seems probable 
that there has been imagmative reconstruction. 

Ma, T. J. KANKASA: 
He is the secretary of the Twapia Town Management Board. Twapia is some four 

miles to the west of the airport. He was walking to his house at about 2035. He fixed this 
time by knowing that when he got home he listened to the Sprlngbok Radio news seTice at 
2100. He was certain the time he spoke of was before 2100. He did not think that It was 
possible that it was the Brazzaville news service at 2300 to which he listened. At 2035 he 
heard the pecuIiar noise of an aircraft and saw a big aircraft flying to the north-west. Fe 
actually saw the aircraft. It had lights. We saw a smaller aircraft, without hghts,. flymg 
above the big aircraft in the same di.rection, at a slightly faster speed. Then he said, “1 saw 
as if the small plane was’ beaming lights on this bigger plane and from thai instant that 
bigger plane had then two hcadli&hts bright lights bearing straight.” They dIsappeared m 
the horizon. Hc described the beaming of lights as being like the light of a torch put on and 
off two or three times. 

Commatt. One thing is’ clear, that the big aircraft seen at 2035 was not SE-BDY. It 
was almost certainly 00-RIC which landed at 2035. The witness Peover saw it over Twa 

I! 
in 

I+ 7fl%l anal saw it switch on its landing liehts. two beams. The small aircraft was nroba 
__“__” I . . - - - . ,  .__....._____~...____ - . - . ~ . , . ~  .  . . _ .  _ . .  

Iv 
the tail plane of the large aIrcraft; the light as of a torch may have been a flashing ligtit 
on the big aircraft seen momentarily as the aircraft banked to come in to land. 

MR.J.M.LALRLE: 

He is a reporter, He was at the airport from 2200 on the 17th September to 0339 ofl 
the 18th September. Shortly after 2200 he heard an aircraft pass overhead. At 2340 he heard 
an aircraft, soundin 

B 
like a D.C.3, over the airport. It continued to drone very faintly 

around the vicinity o the airport for 20 minutes, The noise was very faint. 

/ .*. 



MR. D. SIMANOO: 
We is a charcoal burner who was sleeping near his kiln some.two and a half miles from 

the scene of the crash. He saw the shape and lights of an aircraft going away from Ndola. 
Shortly afterwards it came back towards Ndols. He did not then see the Iights. Then be 
saw a flash of light and the aircraft crashed down. Then he heard some explosives banging. 
After ihe tlasb and crash all sound of engines ceased, His cross-examination was deferred 
until after Mazibisa had given evidence. Under cross-cxaminntion he said that he saw two 
aircraft. A small one was showing .betwcen the wing and fuselage of the large one. In his 
earlier statement he had said that he saw what he believed to be two aircraft. 

Commcn~ His description of the sequence of flash and crash was very vague. It is hard 
to discover how he could have seen a second aircraft on the return of the large aircraft 
when he did not even see the lights of the large aircraft. From the fact that all engine noise 
ceased with the crash it seems clear that there was not in fact a second aircraft, and that his 
original statement is more likely lo bc carrect, that he saw what seemcd to be two aircraft. 
Thts would iit in with his having mistaken the tail plane of the large aircraft for a second 
aircraft. 

Ma. P. IvfhZIDtSh: 
He is a charcoal burner and the president of the Charcoal Burners’ Association. He was 

sleeping near his kiln aboul two and a half miles from the scene of the crash. It was be 
who through the Forestry Station reported the finding of the crashed aircraft at some time 
after 1230 on the 18th September. 

He made two statements. In the first statement he made no mention at all of having 
seen an aircraft in the night, and said that he became “excited” when he discovered the 
crashed aircraft on his way from work. He made a second statement about a week later, 
after he had discussed the matter with a Mr< Mattson, a trade union organizer who had 
interested himself in the affairs of the Charcoal Burners’ Association. In that he said that 
he was attending to his work when he heard aircraft and saw lights in the sky which ho 
thought were two aircraft, about 100 yards apart, one behind the other coming from the 
north. A few minutes later at about 2215 he heard a horrible noise and saw a very bright 
light on the ground. Then he heard a lot of smaller noises. 

In his evidence before us he said that at 2230, a time which he fixed by looking at his 
watch, he heard the noise of two aircraft and looked up and saw the lights of two aircraft, 
Then he went to sleep. After a few minutes he heard a very big bang and saw a vary big 
light. Then there was a number of smaller explosions. He went away. 

In later questioning he said that he saw the shapes of two aircraft. And then he said 
that it was the spacing of the lights which led him to think that there were two aircraft, 

Commenf. This witness was not impressive. He had no real explanation as to why in his 
first statement he made no mention at all of seeing aircraft in the night, or of hearing the 
crash. The smaller noises, or explosions he speaks of, if heard, would be cartridges exploding 
in the fire. His story does not confirm that a second aircraft was stil1 in the air after the 
crash. There is no satisfactory explanation as to why this witness, if he heard the crash 
in the mgbt, and did not, as he first said, fiind it on his way from work next day, should 
not have reported sooner. 

MR. D. BULENI: 
He first made a statement on 20th January, 1962. He had a discussion with Mr. Mattson 

and Mazibisa and decided to give evidence to this Commission. He is a charcoal burner who 
said that he was sitting outside his house in the compound on Sunday night, There was a 
beer drink in progress. Between 2000 - 2100 he saw an aircraft with lights flying from west 
to east, After a long while he saw another aircraft with very big red lights. Above this was 
a smaller aircraft with a red light on it. They flew from the north to the south. The small 
aircraft was above the large aircraft, about 150 yards above it. One aircraft burst and fell to 
the ground. He then saw a big flame. Then the small aircraft flew off @wards Kitwe. In an 
earlier statement he said that it flew in a different direction towards Mufulira. 

Commcn~ He was not a r&able witness. There are statements in his evidence such as: 
“It is easy for one to see aeroplanes flying at night because of the buzz of the engines.” It 
is most unlikely that he would have confused the direction of Mufulira with the direction 
of Kitwe, and the difference in this*regard shows that he had forgotten what he said a few 
days before. 

CLASS D 
ASSISTANT INSPECTOR l-4. J. Vmm~i4, N&P.: 

He was on patrol in a vehicle on a road from Mufulira, At 2340 he saw in the direction 
of Ndola what appeared to be an exploding light in the sky and something falling. He 
likened it to a lamp bulb bursting. It lasted for some two seconds. He reported this on his 
return to his station in Mufulira at 0130. As a result of this report patrols were sent out. 

Comment. Prohably what was seen was a red-hot oxygen cylinder, or some other part of 
the wreckage, blown into the sky. Whatever was seen, was seen over an hour after the crash. 

MR. J. ?kllATA: 
At a time determined by cock-crow as between 2400 and 0100 he heard an explosion. 

He was lying awake in his house in a road camp on the Mufulira-Ndola road. 
Comment. Nil 

MR. M. A. BRACHE: 
At about 0130 he was motoring from Mufulira to Ndola. At a point on that road which 

is about opposite the scene of the crash he saw a fire which appeared to be a localized bush 
fire, and smelt an unpIeasant smell such as would not come from a bush 8re. 

Comment. This may have been the burning aircraft, though the scene of the crash was 
some four miles front the road. 
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ANNEXIV 
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LIST OF WITNESSES HEARD BY THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION 

AHMED, Mr. W.S., Chief Administrative Officer, ONUC 
ALLEN, Mr. A.V., Senior Inspector, Northern Rhodesian Police, Ndola 
ALPORT, His Excellency the Right Honourable Lord, T.D., British 

High Commissioner 
ANDERSON, Mrs. O., housewife 

EANDA, Mr. P, , charcoal burner 
BARBER, Colonel M., Director of Civil Aviation, Federation of Rhodesia 

and Nyasaland 
BEGG, Assistant Inspector A.E., Northern Rhodesian Police, Ndola 
3ERMANT, Mr. D.L., business director 
BLANCHARD-SIMS, Wing Commander, Department of Civil Aviation, 

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasalazid 
BRICHANT, Mr. P., ICAO 
BRINXMAN, Mr. G., Chief Communications Officer (ONUC) 
BUDREWICZ, Mr. R., Air Traffic Control Officer, Ndola Airport 
BULENI, Mr. D., charcoal burner 

CABALLERO, Mr. Quijano, Chief of ITU Mission, ONUC 
CAREY, Mr. M.T., Assistant Police inspector, Assistant Superintendent, 

Ndola Police Station 
CHILVERS, Mr. C.P., Senior Air Traffic Controller, Salisbury Airport 
CHISANGA, Mr. S., chasccal burner 
COASE, Superintendent B.G., Officer Commanding Nufulira Police District 
COLSTINOS, Mr. D., Radio Technician, ICAO 
CORDIER, Mr. Andrew W., Under-Secretary for General Assembly Affairs 

DAKA, Mr. L., charcoal burner 
DANIELSSON, Mr. O., Superintendent, Swedish Criminal State Police; 

Adviser to Swedish Representative, Rhodesian Board of Investigation 
DEPPE, Captain, Belgian International Air Services (pilot of 00-RIC) 

EVANS, Wing Commnder, Air Adviser to the British High Commissioner, 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

FOURNIER, Mr. J.P., Chief of ICAO Mission to the Republic of the Congo 
(Leopoldville); United Nations Observer, Rhodesian Board of 
Investigation 

GOODBWND, Mr. M.J.A., Communicator, .Ndola Airport 
GREGORY, Mr. Alan, Inspector of Aircraft, Department of Civil Aviation, 

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland' 



HAMMARSKJijLD, Mr, Knut 
HAWKER, Mr. T,H., Sales Secretary, Leyland iilbion (CA) Ltd. 
HAWKINS, :-'iir Commodore, Deputy Chief of Air Staff, Royal Rhodesian 

Air Force 
HICKS, l.4~. L.A., Assistant Police Com&ssioner, Ndola 

KAJ!lKASAL, Mr, T., Secretary, Twapia Township Eoard 
KANYAKULA, Es, ,> court interpreter 
KAVANAGH, Mrs. D.M., nurse 
KAZEME3J3, Mr. M.K., watchman 
KHIARY, Mr. M.; Chief of Civilian Operations, ONUC 
KNIGHT, Mr. A.1J.j 
KROON, Mr: H., 

Senior Air Traffic Control Officer7 Salisbury ki.rport 
Deputy Chief Security Officer (ONUC) 

LAMPELL, Ci3lonel s., 
LANDIN, Mr. E.A., 

Chief of Fighter Operations, ONUC 
Inspector of the Royal Swedish Board of Civil 

Aviation, Representative to Rhodesian Board of Investigation 
J24NSCOWNE, Lord, Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs 
LEMAIRE, Mr. G., Adviser to Airport Manager, Ndjili, Leopoldville 
LINDMAN, Mr. N.&L., Temporarily attached to the Royal Swedish Board 

of Civil Aviation, as Senior Inspector of Aircraft; Adviser 
to Swedish Representative, 

LINNER, Dr. S., 
Rhodesian Board of Investigation 

Officer-in-Charge, ONUC 
LJUNGKVIST, MaJor K.O., UN Air Operations, ONUC 
LOWENTHAL, Dr. M.N, :, Medical Doctor, Ndola 

MacEOIN, Lt. Gcn, Sean, 
McGRATH, Miss A., nurse 

Commander UN Forces in the Congo 

W!JAB, Dr. D., ,‘jurgeon, Ndola 
MADDERS, Mr. M., Chief Engineer, Department of Civil Aviation, 

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
&!!RTTN, Mr, !h.C., 
M-24TLICK, Ccl,, 

Air Traffic Control Officer, Ndola Airport 
;lir Attach6, United States Embassy, Leopoldville 

lY??TTSOON, Mr. S., International Federation of Free Trade Unions 
MAZIBISA, Mr. F., 
EOYO, I'di. D., 

President, United African Charcoal Burners* ksociation 
charcoal burner 

MPINGANJIRA~, Mr, A.J. Lemonson, charcoal burner 
MUFANGA, Mr. J.; charcoal burner 
MURPHY, Mr. L.J *, Airport Manager, Salisbury 
RUSSELL, Squadron Leader, Royal. Rhodesian Air Force 

IS. 
NELSON, Mr. T,R., Chief, Accident Investigation Unit, ICAO; United 

Nations' Observer, Rhodesian Board of Investigation 
NKOLOSSO, Mr. M,, Public Relations Officer for the United National 

Independence. Party 
NKONFELA, Mr. L,., charcoal burner 
NKONJERA, Mr, D., storesmsn 

OWEN, Mr. G., Air Traffic Control Officer, Salisbury Airport 
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FGRXJB, MY. T.K., Senior Air Traffic Controller, Ndola Airport 
FENNOCK, Assistant Inspector J.K., Ndola Traffic Station 
PEOVER, Mr. D.E:, architect, Ndola 
PERSSON, capt. S:, Director of Operations, Txansair 
PHILLIPS, Mr. R.A., Refuelling Bupexintendent, Ndola Airport 
FOUJOULAT, Mr., Personal Assistant to Officer-in-Charge (ONUC> 
FOWE&.JONES, Mr*, First Secretary, United Kingdom Embassy, Leopoldville 

* 
RICHES, H. E, Ambassador D.M.R., British Ambassador, Leopoldville 
ROEDER, Assistant Inspector V.G., Commanding Officer, NdOla Station 
ROSS, Dr. H.D., Patllologist and Forensic Specialist, Federation of 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

SCOTT, Mr, D.A., Deputy British High Commissioner 
SIMANGO, Mr. A., charcoal burner 
SZIATER, Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding Officer, Northern Rhodesia 

Regiment 
SPINELLI, Mr. P.P., Director of the European Office of the United Nations 

THOMAS, Mx. Donald E., Personal Aide to the Secretary-General 
THORCGCOD, Mr, L.E., .4ix Traffic Control Officer, SFliSbUXy Airport 
TJERNELL, Mr. O.E:., Transaix Technical Service 
TURNBULL, I'k. J.> Communicator, Salisbury Airport 
TURP, Mx. S., Txansaix Engineer 

van WYK, Assistant Inspector M.U., Police Mobile Unit, Bwana Mkubwa 
VAUG@:N, Assistant Inspector N.J., Mufulira Central Police Station 
VERVING, Mx. B., Technical Director, Transair 

\?ACHTMEISTER, Mr, Wilhelm, Chief of General &sembly Section and 
Personal Assistant to the Secretary-General 

WILLIXNS, Mr. J.H., Manager, Ndola Airport 
WRIGHT, Mrs. A.R., housewife 

YEAl2ON, Mr. Alan (ICAO) Air Traffic Control officer 

. 
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J$ATERIAL DEALING WITH TBE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE AIRCRAFT 
AND PARTICULARS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC NAVIGATIONAL 

EQUIENENT AE@ARD SE-BDY 

Aircra,fi; information relating to SE-BDY certificates of airworthiness and i 
i ; 

of maintenance are summarized in part 2, section 3 (paragraphs 3.1 to 3.12), : * 

of the report of the Rhodesian Board of Investigation (annex I-1). 
1 
i i '_ ! 

The following radio communications equipment and electronic aids to 
: 

navigation were carried by SE-BDY. 4 

Radio communications and equipment 

2 BE transmitter/receivers, type 6185-s 
( 4 
! ) 
q’ j 

1 HF receiver, type EC-348-P 
* ,I: !., 
i: ,:’ 

“r r; 
2 VHF transmitters, type 17 ~-6 1 ", ) ;ij 

, : 'i: .' j 
4 VH!? receivers, type 51 R-3 

,_- I ,t! .- /’ ), 
1 VHF portable transmitter/receiver 

y 
i ' ,I 

1 Dinghy transmitter, type T-@/CRT 3 .,‘I :’ L : ,F 
Electronic navigational equipment 

: ‘i' 4 
3 0 j 

2 ADF (radio compass), type 51 V-l 
: a*: 6 I “3 S:‘! 

Weather radar, type AV 610 
*, ‘ :<*s ‘: f,, ; .j, :*S 9 *t 

Radio altimeter, type !iV 610 ‘1 ‘: 
“_ ,,+,:: i.<,$$ 

!’ $j 
j : g$ 

Glide slope indicator and ILS marker receiver 
1 '$6 ,j I :. 

type R ~~/AEW 9 Loran receiver, 

Of the radio equipment salvaged after the crash, none of the receivers 

or the transmitter/receivers was found set at any of the frequencies 

internationally agreed for the TCAO African region. Experts believe that this 

was due to changes in the settings owing to the force of impact. The radio 

compass (ADF) when salvaged was tuned to a frequency not employed by radio , 

beacons in the area (see in this respect the opinion expressed in section 3.5 

of the report of Dr. Frei-Sulzer (annex XII)). 

./ . . . 
‘I 
i 
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RADIO CCMvlUNICATIONS RELtATIMG TO THE FLIGHT OF 
SE-BDY A&D SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS 
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Summary of communications exchanged between Salisbury Flimht 
Information Centre (FTC), Ndola Tower, the aircraft SE-BD? 

and OO-RIC, Leopoldville, etc.* 

17-18 September 196s 

NOTE 

t 
All times are Greenwich Mean Time 
For local time Congo add 1 hour to GMT 

) 
) 

(For local time Rhodesia add 2 hrs. to GMT) 

x7.9.61, 1525 Signal No. ZI 13 addressed to Ndola by Salisbury for attention 
(Aiport panager) APM. 
'There is a message received from Leopoldville at 1409 - 
one UN0 aircraft ex Leopoldville ETA Ndola 1900 presumed 
Gl@I passenger Lord Lansdowne will probably request 
clearance to Sslisbury from yours STOP Also one other 
UN0 aircraft ex Leopoldville to arrive during night STOP 
Your station to remain open until both aircraft landed - 
authority (Dire&or of Civil. Aviation) CCA STOP =,cknowledge." 

1530 Ndola advised by Salisbury on 6915 kc/s to pass details of 
signal ZI 13 on "tie-line" to Lusaka and that Lusaka to 
remain open as alternate. 

1535 ZI 14 addressed to Lusaka by Salisbury for attention RPM - 
Reference signal ZI 13 your station to remain open as 
alternate - authority CCA STOP Acknowledge. 

1551 SE-BDY with Secretary-General departed Leopoldville. 

1553 Sign& received by Salisbury from Lusaka acknowledging 
receipt of ZI 15. 

1559 Signal received by Salisbury from Ndola acknowledging 
receipt of ZI 13. 

+$ Initially prepared for the Commission.by the Aeronautical Adviser 
from all sources available including transcriptions of tape recorded, 
radio telephone communications, flight progress strips, copies of 
telegraphic and teleprinter messages and witnesses Statements. 

/ .*. 



1928 

?1940.- 
lgp? 

2002 
(2006) 

2007 

20..? 

20..? 

20. .? 

20. .? 

2035 OORIC landed (17 minutes later than ,its ETA). 

2041 SE-BDY reports position to Salisbury 432B (0740s 3033E) 
at 2035 and now flying on route 432 at Flight Level 175 
(17,500 ft.) to avoid Congolese territory. 

.I 

t 
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Flight Plan OORIC received at NdOlsb. "ETA Control Area 
Boundary 1955, ETA Ndola 2017”. 

OORIC given 

SE-BDY made 
ETA OORIC. 

4 Q3M Ndola.- 

first contact with Salisbury FIC and requested 
Salisbury requested destination and aircraft 

type and was informed that SE-BDY was CC 6, destination 
Ndola . Salisbury requested ETA Ndola and SE-BDY replied 
ETA 2235 approximately. SE-BDY, in reply to request, 
stated place of departure Leopoldville. Informed by 
Salisbury that ETA OORIC 2017 Ndola (conversation apparently 
intercepted by Ndola which later received substance from 
Salisbury). 

Ld OORIC given &NH and approach instructions on VHF (Very 
High Frequency Radio Telephone) by Ndola. OORIC cleared 
to approach on NDB (Non-Directional Radio beacon) and to 

descend from FL 75 (7,500 ft.) to 6000 ft. (a/c to report 
at 6CO0 ft.) 

OORIC reported at 6000 ft. 
OORIC instructed to maintain 6000 F-i;, an,d report ND 
(Non-Directional Radio Beacon) or "lights in sight". 

OORIC reported lights in sight and was given wind direction 
and strength, cleared to RWY 10 and instructed to report 'on 
base leg". 

Above signal acknowledged by OORIC. 

OORIC reported 'on base leg" (its lights were sighted by 
the Air Traffic Controller) and was given wind direction 
and strength and final clearance to land. 

a/ "'9," code symbol for the, bearing to be steered in zero wind to reach the 
radio station concerned. 

hl 'Q" code symbol for the pressure setting to be set on an altimeter for it 
to read the aerodome height above sea level on landing. 
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2049 SE-BDY informed by Salisbury FIC that'OORIC arrived Ndola 
2035 l 

2108 On I3.F SE-BDY reported abeam Xasama at 2106 estimating 
abeam Wdola at 2147 and requested permission to descend 
from FL 175 to FL 160. FTC Salisbury advised SE-BDY that 
there was no traffic and approved descent to Flight Level 
160 (16,000 ft.) (2111). 

2111- 
2115 

SE-BDY reported on HF to Salisbury that he had reached 
Flight Level 160, keeping outside Congolese territory ' 
proceeding around the border to Ndola to land at Ndola. 
In reply to questions stated not remaining overnight at 
Ndola, taking off almost immediately, not returning ' 
Leopoldville and unable to state destination after Ndola. 

2131 SE-BDY confirmed estimating abeam Ndola at 2147. 
Salisbury advised SE-BDY to contact Ndols on VHF. 

2135 SE-BDY contacted Ndola Tower on VHF' 119.1 MC/S "abeam 
Ndola 2lk7 ETA 2220". 

2137 113dola advised weather. Wind l2O/7 knots. Visibility 
5, to 10 miles with slight smoke haze. Control QNB c/ 
1021 mb (30.15"/Hg) &FE $/ 877 mb. Duty Runway lo.- 

2138 SE-BDY aknowledgedweather. 
beginning at 2~57. 

Requested descent clearance 
Clearance given to 6000 ft. Requested 

"Report top of descent!'. 

214-o Teleprinter message received by Salisbury from Ndola stating 
(approx) SE-BDY will not divulge his destination after landing Ndola'. 

(This was in reply to a query made by the FIC on 6915 kc/s) 

2142, 
2.144 

SE-BDY in reply to inquiries said not proceeding to,Salisbury 
after landing Ndola, not remaining over night Ndola. 
give intentions on ground. 

Would 

2147 SE-BDY reported abeam Ndola. 

2153- 
2154 

SE-EDY in reply 'co question said might require a little 
refuelling at Ndola. 

c/ "Q" code symbol for the pressure setting to be set on an altimeter for 
it to read the aerbdrome height above sea level on landing. 

g/ "Q" code symbol for the pressure setting to be set on an altimeter for 
.it to read zero on landing. 



2210 

2215 

2225 

2230 

2230- 
2235 

2235 

2238 

2253 

2310 

2315 APM (Air Port Manager) Ndola advised by tower Ndola. 
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Ndola Air Traffic Control Officer reported following from 
SE-BDY: "Your lights in sight overhead Ndola, descending, 
confirm &NH". 

Ndola - "Roger QNH 1021 mb', report reaching 6000 ft." 

SE-BDY - "Roger 1021," 

Estimated time of crash by Rhodesian Investigating Board. 
(Mean and average of 4 watches stopped within .one minute 
of each other was equivalent of 2211). 

OORIC given taxi clearance by Ndola Tower. Wind SSO/5 knts. 
Clear to the holding position Runway/lo. Control &M-I 1021 mb. 
QFE 877 mb. (Acknowledged by OORJX) 

Take-off clearance requested by UORZC. OORIC instructed by 
Ndola Tower to hold position, as ~6 SE-BDY was descending to 
6000 ft. and the Tower had been unable to contact it during 
the previous 20 minutes. (OORIC endeavoured to contact 
SE-BDY to assist tower.) 

OORIC, at holding position on Runway 10, requested take-off 
at own discretion (no visual sign of CC~ SE-BDY), 
OORIC given permission by tower to take-off at own discretion, 
right turn out and report on track Salisbury. 

OORIC took off and again endeavoured to contact SE-BDY on HF 
(High Frequency) as well as VHF {Very High Frequency), with 
negative results. 

OORIC reported on track, estimating control area boundary 
at 2255. Abeam LS 2318 and ETA Salisbury 0026. Above 
signal acknowledged by Ndola Tower and OORIC cleared to 
FL 75 to report on reaching Control Area Boundary. 
CCRIC reported at FL 75.’ Instructed to maintain FL 75 and 
report Control Area Boundary. 

OORIC reported Control Area Boundary FL 75. Signal 
acknowledged by Ndola tower, and OORIC instructed to 
contact Salisbury on 5506 kc/s. Instructions acknowledged 
by OORIC. 

: 

Call from Ndola to Salisbury on6915 kc/s stating no 
contact with SE-BDY since he reported overhead at 2210. 

. 3 I I s 
/ -. . . . 
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2330 

2350 

18/g/61 0005 

0016 

0030 

0040 

0338 First light. 

0443 

0445 

0446 

Phone call to FIC Salisbury from Naola (Air Port Manager) 
confirming above details and stating Ndola were taking 
overdue action. 

DD priority signal. received by Salisbury from Ndola ZC 
(also addressed to Leopoldville ATC and FIG and Lusaka) 

40 

requesting news of SE-BDY and stating, aircraft was overhead 
Ndola at 2210 and nil further contact. 

Lusaka reports to FIC Salisbury - 'no news or contact with 
SE-BDY". 

INCERFA signal received by FTC Salisbury from Ndola 
addressed to Leopoldville and Lusaka) stating SE-BDY 

(also 

intended landing Ndola at 2220, having reported abeam 
Ndola at 2147 and overhead at 2210 - no further 
communication received from aircraft and its endurance was 
not known, 

Defence headquarters operations advised by FIC Salisbury of 
above details. 

DD signal sent to Ndola stating Salisbury FIC had no news 
of SE-BDY. 

DHQ were 'phoned (by Mr. Knight SA!lXO who came on duty 
at 0400) re further news from RMF. DHQ advised that -the 
RRAF at Sarum were in the picture that there were n'o CCjs 
at Ndola but that there were Vampires and Canberras. 
RR&? suggested.that SE-BDY may have returned to Leopoldville 
after having spoken to OORIC by radio. 
(Mr. Knight then records that he spoke to Mr. Thorogood (the 

ATCO on duty at FIG until 0400) who said that the pilo'c of 
OORIC stated he did not have any contact with SE-BDY although 
he called him on VHF just after getting airborne at Ndola 
at 2235 for Salisbury). 

DETRESFA signal sent by the Rescue Coordination Centre 
(RCC 1) Salisbury to Leopoldville and Elizabethville 
(with a copy to Ndala for info) "Request reply immediate 
to Ndola signal No. ZC 40 reference SE-BDY overhead Ndola 
at 2210 nil arrival Ndola ex Leopoldville STOP send flight 
plan details - nil departure si,gnal received". 

Salisbury RCC advised DHQ by 'phone that, pilot of OORIC 
did not have any R/T contact with SE-BDY. 
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0450 

0509 

0520 

0535 

0542 

0544 

0550 

0553 

0554 

0600 

0602 

0627 

Signal received,by Salisbury ex Ndola (ZC 2) stating 
"Person reported to the police here seen great flash in 
the sky at approx'2gOOZ in direction of Mufulira" (DHQ 
were advised of this). 

Salisbury 'inquires whether police are working on SE-BDY. 
Ndola replies that can't say. Air Port Manager has been 
informed but not here. 

Jan Smuts Airport, Johannesburg, advised Salisbury RCC 
they will have no contact with Leopoldville until 
0600j0630 approx. 

RCC 2 DETRESFA signal sent to Ndola by RCC requesting 
information on action taken to date on SE-BDY. 

Message sent to Leopo1dviU.e by RCC on HF A/G frequency 
requesting news of SE-BDY (This message was originated 
at 0415 but no contact was made with Leopoldville until 
0542). 

Leopoldville replied (relaying through Luluabourg) that 
-they had no news of SE-BDY (DHQ were advised of this). 

RCC 3 sent by Salisbury to Ndola advising that Leopoldville 
had no news of SE-BDY. 

Salisbury inquires from Senior Air Traffic Control Officer 
Ndola if local copperbelt police have been put in picture, 
Ndola replied had not advised other police stations but 
presumably since report came from police they had alerted 
other copperbelt police stations. General opinion that 
SE-BDY turned back and doesn't think there's probably 
anything in report. 

Salisbury stated just rahsed Leopoldville through Luluabourg. 
No news. Ndola replied Roger. We have of course aircraft 
available here for search if necessary. 

RCC Salisbury sent to Nairobi (dopy to Ndola) Urequest news 
~6 SE-BDY from Leopoldville to Ndola overhead Ndola 172210 
did not land Ndola'. 

Ndola were requested by RCC on 6915 kc/s to ensure that 
Police on the Copperhelt were alerted, 

Message received by Salisbury RCC from Nairobi on 
HF A/G stating no news of SE-BDY, 

I  I  r 

/  .  .  .  
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0630 

0721 

0730 

0731 

0732 

0742 

0744 

0745 

RCC 5 sent by Salisbury to Ndola and Lusaka "Alert 
NRP stations north of Lusaka on ~6 SE-BDY STOP Nil 
further details available on endurance and number on board". 

Ndola signal ZC 5 received by Salisbury RCC - "Police 
advise all Copperbelt police stations informed ref 
SE-BDY". 

Signal received by Salisbury RCC ex Nairobi FIC stating 
no news SE-BDY this FIC. 

D/CATCO Salisbury (Mr. Chilvers) arranged by telephone 
with SATCO Ndola to request 2 Provosts to search 50 miles 
radius of Ndola. 

Message received by Salisbury RCC on Hf from Leopoldville 
requesting news of SE-BDY (reply was sent 'No news"). 

Message sent to Lepoldville on HF 'request endurance of 
SE-BDY on departure Leopoldville for Ndola and number on 
board". (This message was originated at 0708) 

ZC 11' ex Lusaka "All police stations notified stop awaiting 
II news . 

RCC 6 sent by Salisbury to Ndola (copy to RRAF Salisbury and 
DHQ) "Ref phone conversation request Air Search 2 Provosts 
50 M radius. Ndola". 

Message sent by RCC to CAA Viscount flight CE 804 - "Request 
you keep lookout for ~6 or parts thereof on ground en route 
to Ndola" (This aircraft was bound from Salisbury to Ndola), 

H/F RT message received by Salisbury RCC from Leopoldville 
stating SE+BDY departed Leopoldville at 1552 for Ndola with 
an endurance of 1325 hours "VIP on board and 5 crew". 

s: ignal confirming request for search by 2 Provosts received 
by I=KF. 

HF/RT message received by Salisbury RCC ex Leopoldville stating 
SE-BDY had 5 crew and 9 p'assengers on board. 

RCC 7 sent,by Salisbury RCC to Ndola and Lusaka (copy to RJ%F 
Salisbury and DHQ) - 'SE-BDY departed Leopoldville 171552 
endurance 1325 hr 5 crew 9 passengers". 



~a~iab~ RCC! From Elizabethville 

e received by kICC! ex Leopoldville “Request newa 
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1230 

1335 

1350 

1407 

141.7 

1440 

1457 

Entry in Ndola log as follows: 

'Co-ordination - Cal. Matlick (USAF ex Leopoldville) 
Mr. Williams (CASO) S/Ldr. Mussel1 (RRAF) 4 UN0 CC& 
ex Leopoldville, 
at Ndola. 

2 USAF C54s AIR SEARCH RESCUE 3 US CC3s 
Provosts report nil information RRAF search 

in FIR only (2 Provosts and 1 Vampire)." 

RRAg advise wreckage sighted 7 miles from Ndola bearing 
290 (M/I>. A CC3 and a Provost oveshead now. 

RRAF advise position of crash 12573 2832203 Heading 114'(M). 
Aircraft hit tops of trees and skidded over distance of 
150 yds - wreckage scattered - 
identifiable - area burnt out 

elevator and two engines only 
- aircraft still smouldering. 

Ndola reports 4 bodies 
on the spot. 

- 1 alive not Hammarskjold - ambulance 

RR&F report 6 bodies found Hammarskjold definitely dead - 
I alive very seriously injured. 

Signal received ex DCA Stockholm - 'Please request all 
available information regarding United Nations chartered 
Swedish aircraft SE-BDY type ~~63 reported missing on a 
flight from Leopoldville departed 1552 September 17th". 

RCC 8 sent to Ndola, Leopoldville, Elizabethville, Nairobi 
Lusaka, Livingstone, Kamina, Luluabourg, RRAF Salisbury ani 
DHO, - *'Cancel DETRESFA SE-BDY f ound burnt out in position ' 
1257s 28 32 30E seven miles from Ndola on bearing 294'(M)". 



._- . em. .  .  .  .  



Remarks 

__.._,.______ . -  -  _____v .A_” e m - . . - -  _ . . . ._L .__. -  --em_- _e_._.-. _ . -  *  . - .  

SLIY XTK 2235 c.pproxi.mately standby 
for 711 ETI. 

S.DY 

2oog* 

20319 SEY 

2033 SDY 

203% 

2040 SBY 

SBY RO~W appm~&+ate ETi, 2235 vdnat 
VI&s your plc.cc of dcp&J.lre 

Place of depcrturc Lcopoldville 

SBY Roger Loopoldville plocc of 
Icpastws, the iilTr". OCRIC 
2017 Ndola. 

SBY sol7 is tk?i cfi irmative 

S2Y Thnt is af'firmative 

SLY 

SDY 

SBY 

ROpXi , check, listaxing out 

Cklll 

Cdl 

SDY 

SBY 

SDY 

SllY 

SIX 

SDY 

SEY 

SW 

SBY 

SOY 

SDY 

SDY 

SBY 

Request srri.veJ. time of OORIC over 

StarxXby one 

Go dlheaa 

Go shead 

Go aheacl go ahead 

Go ahaaa 

Kothing ,ftir you yn3re you calling 

.Hequest arrival time of OORIO 

Roger steadby one 

Cdl1 

Go ahead 

Checks 432B at 2035'l?l&ht level 
175 Plyiilg'on advising xoute 
432 to avcid Congolese territory 

Confirmposition 432B at 2035 
flight level 175 and your flying 
on route 432 is that affirmative 

COY That is affjrinative 

SBY Roger standby for errivtil time 
OQlilU 

,-. 



Call signs 
Time q,l* From 

_----..-v- -- 

SBY SCJY 

- 

2049 SOY SBy 

SOY 

SBY 

SDY 

SBY 

2111/ SBY Em 
08 

SEY 

SOY 

SBY 

SDY 

SBY 

SOY 

SBY 

2114/ =a SBY 
11 

SDY 

SBY 

SDY 

SBY 

2118/ STIY SBY 

15. 

SDY 

Renmrks 

-#p -L I - “ - I - . .  - . - - - . .  _ , .C -C I I . - - - .  .  

SBY 

SBY 

Starding by 

crrival time Ndola OCWC 2035 

Roger 2025 

Negctive 2035 

Roger thdC YOU 2035 

That is nffirmstive 

csJ.2. 

Go Eihaaa 

~heok abeam KS/(IC~SW) 06 

Estimate abeam IJD(K&ol~) 47 

Elight level 175 request flight 
level 160 

Say again your position estimate 
fit 47 

Roger estimate abeem ID st 47 

Roger &boom KS 06 Zlight level 
175 estimate abeam ND 47reqest 
E'Li.&t Level 160, is. that 
~sffirmtive 

Roger thet is atfirmtive 

Standby one 

Nil tw.ffic to flight level 160 

777 

Nil. traffic to flight level 160 
please acknowledge 

Roger oheck will give you a Oil.1 

roaching 160 

Roger thanks 

Y/hat are your intentions On 
arrival xadola 

sey again 

,,h.t cxc 
N&la 

gcur intentions cn .2mivdl 

Stadby 
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Cfdl Signs 
Time To From 

SBY iDY 

SBY 

EDY 

2122/ 

15 SBY 

2139/ 
32 SDY 

EDDY 

SBY 

SDY 

s!x 

SBP 

SBY 

SDY 

SBY 

SDY 

LErnD -- 

'Remarks 

-  __II-___---- - . 1 . -  

We are keeping outside Congclcse 
territory proceeding ercunri the 
border to ICola to land at 
1Wola. 

On ezyivul IEole. are you night- 
stopping or proceeding else- 
xhere 

I'm taking off almost inmdiately 
(eta??? unreadable) 

ire you returning to Leopold- 
ville tonight 

\%het is your destination on 
deperkre ~Eola. 

Unable to say et present 

Ye have reached FT,1 60 

Roger un?.ors tad reached 160 

Confirm you estimating abeam 
Ku at 47 

AtYYr mative 

Roger conta& Ndola VHF 119.1 
now 

Rogex will do. 

latter times shown titer oblique str&e 

ore tGtu$. times as ppposed to recorcier 

times. 

SBY - SLLISBURY 

SDY - .:RCZCW SEBDY 
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commmications between Salisbury FIC and Eio3.a Tower 

E&e : 17/18 September 1961 
Recorded at: Salisbury 
Frequency : 6915/3682 ws 
Tim: Between 2002 GMT 17 Septe&er ana 1356 GMT 

18 September 
- 

I 
I I 

“-,” -__--,l.,--,” ..__,,._,_ _c .“.__, - _I____..“. - . . - - . . . .  , . . . “ . -  _ - .  - .  . , . . . . . . . . , , . , . , . . . ,  --.“” .- ,-- . .--  

Call -_C_-FI. -c __.-L.-l-.-- - "....- --_ .,- --l-- 



I . . . 

‘. 
,” SJ.5 
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Rel_lour RCC2 whmt mot ion would YOU .--....s-- - ___...__-._ .. .._ . ._,,,_C_, - ........................ .............. 

.--.U,.J*O r -.----, -..._ ... _ . ..- ......... -- ..... ..-...... ....... “.M”. 

,,,,,,,.,.,.. ..,, .._.._ ..Xs.l...th...I ,.,_.. r8.a I,,. SK& !E!‘il,n~,. . ..t? .,.. .?h 0 ck th Lt the ,. ,,,. ,_ ,,,...” ..,..... .- ..,,.,.-, _,, ,,.-.- “.,. ,, . .,.. - 

10~61 Copprbelt g01i0a hrd 611 beon PUP in ,__.,..,_.,,, ,,-_. * ..-... ,..... ,..,,,,.,.,.,....,,,, ".."__ __I.._..,,,.. ",... ., . ,.,,.......,.,.,....,.... ............ ,I . . . . ._,.,-- ,,,,,,,.,,.,.,,,,.. .,....,.. ..,,,,,._,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..~, _ __,,,_,,_ _ 

the piCtUr6 6Yer . .._............I.(..-.".. ,,(.".,, I ,,,.... . . . . . . . . . . _ ,,,,,,,,," ,..,_,, ,,,,,,,,._.,,,,,,_.,.~,.,,,.,,.. - .~,,..,._,.,,,,,," .I....,._,. ".,XI" ,,..,.," ,..,.,." .,.,,.,,,,....._.._........,,,,..,~...~............. . ...1..1. . . . 

’ !  



I-mJ 

0553 
I ,. 

---. 

_” . . . 

~ 

__.. “, I,_..~, 

._... 

,.., 

.a.xJ 

.  . . I  , .  .  .  

c - .  .  

. ,.,. .,I 

0554 _ . .._., c.. I 

0604 ..,--_. _ 
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Extracta from the Air Tkaffio Control Log 
of Hdola Airport 

0325 ILu-m~ inspection. 
, 

c335 c335 

0810 0810 

1045 1045 

‘1053 ‘1053 

1735 1735 

2335 2335 

2147 2147 

2210 2210 

 ̂^ 
2345 2345 

Fire bell O.K. stop wztch seen and O.K. 

blouse off, iied.,in on. Stop wtch ad. Fire Bell, O.K. 

First ccntact with SX3DY ELT. LBI~, KG. 2147 
xlola 222c. 

A/5069/Add.l 
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Beported .iJIY. IX~ola (AD2CO - 270 degrees) vroulc: 

not divulge fwture IilOVcmcntS 

Overhead Xlola. (Visuel sightinE by If&S personnel) 
L/C checked G:SE, given 1021 ro,,:ort renching 6000 feet. 
No fLIrther colltact cceter repented cdls from 2214. 
?olice contacted w any reported crash a-$. oyrdue 
actions t&en. 

1 962 

0001 Mm tin on. 

Ml5 Ii&tin off. 



2137 

213 8 

2lL4.2 

23&J 

2144 

SBB9Y/NDOLk. 
BDOLh/SEBDY 

Roger, QX-Jl.3 1023, &, report reaching 6000 feet, 
Roger 1021. 

Tha aircraft was visually seen ovsrhead the field 
p~~c~~d~n~ WNW at an o-timated height of plus 10,000 
feet by RRAF personnel, who were attending to a DC-4 
reaistzntion OORIC. This aircraft was given taxy 

%%&I waathar wind 120/7 &x&s. 
%%;litv 5 to 10 miles with slight woke 
haze. Control QNE JOP, WE 877 mb, Duty 
R/W 10. At what time do you wish to make 
your descent? 
Roger on your weather, request descent 
clearance at 57. 
RagerJno traffi L' in area, at 57 clear to 

Roger. 
i;;ly,;u procaeding Salisbury after landing 

I 

Roger am you night stopping Ndola? 
Nt3gative I 
Dua parking difftculties would like your 
intantions, 
Will give them on the ground, 
Roger, 

Now abeam MD (S.DZOO QDM 219 degrees). 
Rogar report top of descent. 
Roger l 

will you raquuiro refuelling at Ndola? 
Standby. 
Nay require a little. 
Roger . 
Your lights in sight overhead Ndola,descending, 
confirm QNH (~D~OCJ 317 degrees), 

instructions 
WIND m/5 K. 
Clear to ths holding position RW 10, 
Control QNH 1021 mb QFE a77 mb , 

d !Lha Z!l~y, 2x47 ana 2210 ti.ma are stated by PTr. I%rZ;in to be 
accmta, the remainder approxtiteb 
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2230 OORIC' completed his power, check and asked for' 
Take off Clearance. Instructed to hold position, as 
SEBDY was descending to 6000 feet and I had been unable 
to contact him for the last 20 minutes, 

OORIC requested take-off at his own discretion. 

2235 No visual'sign of DC-6 SEEDY so I allowed OORIC 
to take-off, right turn out, report on track Salisbury. 
I had the anti-collision lights of this aircraft in 
sight, for approximately 3/4 minutes, 

Numerous calls made to SEBDY on 119.1 MC, and 
118.1 Xc, with no results, OORIC offered to try to 
contact SEBDY, with my ap$roval, but was unable to do so. 

Contacted police to ascertain any crashes reported 
in the area and commenced overdue action. 

Signed, A.C. MARTIN. 

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER. 

19th September, 1961. 
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ANNEX VII 
Medical Information 

A 
Summary conclusions of the Rhodesian Medical 
report relating to "accident cause" and "apparent 
accident sequence". 

The following are summary conclusions relating to "accident cause" and 
"apparent accident sequence' from the report of the medical investigation carried 
out by three pathologists for the Rhodesian Board of Investigation. The 
examining pathologists were Dr. H. Douglas Ross, Forensic Pathologist and 
Consultant Histologist to the Federal Government of Rhodesia and Nyasaland; 
Dr. P.J. Stevens, Squadron Leader, E.A.F, Officer in Charge Department of Aviation 
Pathology, R.R.F. Institute of Pathology and Tropical Medicine, Halton, Bucks, 
England; and Dr. J. Hillsdon Smith, Government Pathologist, Public Health 
Laboratory, Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia: 

"Medical Evidence in Relation to Accident Cause --- 

4 State of health of flight crew 

No evidence of impaired bodily function which could have a bearing 
upon the cause of the accident was'discovered on the initial pos't mortem 
examinations, or the histological examinations of any of the crew. Toxicological 
examinations of organs taken from the three pilots were negative and an examination 
of the pilots' medical records revealed no cause for incapacity. . 

b) The significance of the blood carboxyhaemoglobin Estimations 

i> iIS an accident causative factor: It is not considered that the 
positive results recorded, the highest of which was 7$, can be implicated 
in the cause of the accident. Impaired function in a normal adult does 
not occur at levels less than 20 -. 25% and only the mildest symptoms, such 
as headache, under 30%. Further, the apparent significance of three of the 
five positive results being in crew members, is considerably reduced by the 
fact that the other two probable occupants of the flight deck were not 
affected. 

ii) As an indication of in-flight fire: Similar reasoning precludes 
the possibility that an in-flight fire caused this carbon monoxide absorption, 
since the five people with positive results were almost certainly 
distributed among unaffected individuals throughout the length of the plane. 

iii) As an indication of individual survival in the post crash fire: 
Victims of conflagrations frequently show carboxyhaemoglobin levels of 
over l$. The levels in the present instance would be consistent with 
very short periods of survival in the fire but, could equally well be 
explained by the smoking habit 
levels of carboxyhaemoglobin. 

which is well recognized to produce 

ic - 
ex 

a 

,W 
or 
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4 The Possibility of Sabotage 

No evidence of in-flight explosion or firearm injuries was discovered 
despite exhaustive examination with this possibility in mind. X-rays revealed 
a number of bullets, cartridge cases and metallic fragments in six of the bodies, 
the significance of which is assessed as follows:- 

i> None of the foreign bodies was found in an individual in any way 
responsible for flying the aircraft. 

li) Bullets were found in Bodies Nos. 1 and 2. Their orientation 
within the tissues did not support a contention that they had been fired 
from any consistent direction. They were relatively superficially situated, 
and were not associated with any discernible evidence of bleeding, They did 
not appear to have any rifling marks but were handed to the police for 
expert examination. 

iii) Cartridge cases, 
in bodies Nos:l, 2 and 6. 

whole or in part and percussion caps were found 
The distorted cartridge cases with separate 

percussion caps precluded their having been exploded in a breech mechanism. 
All these fragments were superficially situated either in the skin or in 
tissues exposed by incineration. 

iv} Other metallic fragments consisted of irregular fused or partially 
fused, aircraft alloy, or of identifiable manufactured objects such as 
a,small toothed wheel and fragments of a zip fastener. 
superficially in or on tissues exposed by incineration, 

These were all lying 

It is impossible to escape the conclusion that these foreign 
bodies resulted from the exploding of ammunition in the post crash fire and 
from the fortuitous contamination of the surface of incinerated bodies 
by debris from the burning wreckage. 

"Correlation of Medical Evidence with that'of Apparent Accident Sequence 

1. The distribution of bodies throughout the wreckage, with an 
assessment of the type and severity of injuries inflicted on them, is in 
general agreement with the reconstructed accident sequence and the assumed 
probable seating positions occupied by the victims during flight. 

2. Evidence of fastened seat belts, in respect of Bodies Nos. 1, 3, 
5, 6, 7 and 11 lends support to the contention that preparations for 
landing were being made, 

3. The probable occupants of the flight deck (Nos. 3, 4, 11, 15 and 
10) were five of the first seven bodies along the flight trail and showed __-_ .---Jwed 
the severest multiple injuries. The presence of Nos. 6 and 13 among those _ mong those 
of the crew in the first group of seven bodies is regarded as fortuitous of the crew in the first group of seven bodies is regarded as fortuitous 
and probably consistent with these individuals being in a forward part 
of the main compartment. 
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B 

Summary of ,the report prepared for 
the Royal Medical Board of Sweden 
and submitted to the United Nations 
Commission by the Government of 
Sweden. 

The following is a summary of the opinion of Dr. A. Prykholm and 
Dr. N; Ringertz relating to the cause of the accident and the death of 
Mr. HammarskjZld based on their examination of the Rhodesian medical report, 
summary conclusions of which are contained in annex VII A above. 

As a general assessment of the post mortem reports, it can be said that 
they are, though brief, adequate and give an impression of careful examination 
and reliability. Extensive X-ray investigation has been carried out in 
conjunction with the post mortems, and supplementary histological and chemical 
investigations have been carried out in England. The identity of the bodies 
has been established in various ways and the identification should be 
sufficiently reliable in all cases. In the following, comments are made on 
some of the points in the discussion which is given in the medical report's 
"Summary and conclusions". 

State of health of the crew of the aircraft: with regard to the three 
pilots Hallonquist, Litton and Ahreus, as well as of the mechanic \Jilhelmsson, 
nothing remarkable can be found in the information with regard to health 
received from Transair. In all cases, at the post mortem, the condition of 
the heart and of the main artery could be assessed and they showed no changes 
due to disease, and no signs of illness l@re.found either in any of the other 
internal organs which could be examined. An alcohol analysis was carried out 
with negative results on blood samples taken at the post mortem from Hallonquist 
and Litton and no other poisonous substance has been discovered on toxicological 
analysis of the organs. On the other hand, carbon monoxide has been found in 
blood samples from five out of 'ihe twelve victims on whom it was possible to 
carry out tests for this. 
and Litton with 7 per cent. 

Among these is included Hallonquist with 5 per cent 
Even Rosen (additional member of crew and radio 

operator) had 7 per cent, while Wilhelmsson had nought per cent. The pathologists 
state in their conclusions that a carbon monoxide content of 7 per cent at the 
most in the blood is far too low to produce any deleterious effect on mental 
and physical capabilities. 

We agree with this conclusion. It is also concluded that the carbon _ - monoxide content does not support the assumption that fire broke out in the 
aircraft before the crash, since the five victims in whom carbon monoxide was 
found almost certainly were situated in different parts of the aircraft among 
other victims in whom no carbon monoxide content could be found, In this 
connexion, it must be stated that both the pilots, who were probably on duty 
in the cockpit (Hallonquist and Litton), were found to have a carbon monoxide 

, 
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content, in the same way as Ros& who most probably was‘on the deck of the 
aircraft. On the other hand, Wilhelmsson, who also was most probably on the 
deck of the aircraft, was found to have no carbon monoxide in his blood. In 
addition, Barrau was found to have a carbon monoxide content and the fifth 
person with such a content was HammarskjSld, who had only a very small one 
(2 per cent). It cannot be considered that the carbon monoxide content in the 
blood of the pilots and of Barrau supports the assumption that fire broke out 
in the aircraft before the crash. The pathologists consider that the carbon 
monoxide content which was found is either the result of a short survival period 
during the fire after the crash or of the smoking of tobacco during the flight. 
It must be noted that against the first alternative is the fact that both 
Hallonquist and Litton had such severe crush wounds in the head that death must 
have taken place very quickly. The discovery of a slight and not entirely 
definite fatty embolism in the pilots' lungs does not contradict this, since 
such an embolism can develop extremely quickly in the presence of such severe and 
numerous skeletal fractures as were found in both cases. It seems to us more 
probable that the carbon monoxide content is a result of smoking during the 
flight. It has been stated that Hallonquist was a heavy smoker and Litton a 
moderate smoker. With regard to Rose'n and Barrau, no information in this 
connexion has been obtained but Wilhelmsson, who did not have any carbon 
monoxide in his blood, was a non-smoker. 

With regard to the possibility of sabotage, the pathologists state that 
no proof of any explosion in the aircraft before the crash has been found during 
their investigation. We should agree with this. 

The pathologists discuss further the nature of the foreign bodies which the 
X-ray investigation revealed in a number of the bodies. These consisted of 
bullets, and either whole or exploded cartridges in the bodies of Persson and 
Hjelte. In Hjelte's body other small objects such as rivets and a small toothed 
wheel were found to have been forced in. In the body of Barrau, exploded 
cartridges and percussion caps were found. The objects were located relatively 
near the surface, the bullets lying in an irregular manner, Most of the bullets 
and cartridges were found in the region of the hip or the thigh. In spite of 
the fact that all of the dead bodies found on the scene of the disaster were 
completely X-rayed, bullets were found only in the three named who could all, 
with great probability, be assumed to have been carrying ammunition of their 
bodies. The simultaneous presence of cartridges and percussion caps forced into 
the bodies in those cases where bullets were found is highly convincing evidence 
that the bullets penetrated as a result of the explosion of ammunition during 
the fire. The foreign bodies which were found in some of the bodies of persons 
who ecu/d not reasonably be supposed to have been carrying ammunition were made 
up of superficially located particles of the metal of the aircraft. We agree 
with the conclusions of the pathologists that the post mortem investigation 
does not give any support to the assumption that the bullets in question entered 
the bodies as a result of firing. In the medical report, the correlation 
between the results of the post mortem and those based on the technical 
investigation of the reconstruction of the way in which the accident took place 

/ . . . 
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are ansl$sed. The pathologists do not find any contradictory evidence here. 
We can agree with this in all essentials. It must be noted, however, that the 
assumption with regard to tightened seat belts in the case of a number of the 
victims is not based on the results of the post mortem but on an examination of 

,_ the secne of the disaster. 
._ 

Secretary-General Hammarskj?jld’s body was the only one of those found dead 
d 

on the scene of the accident which had completely escaped burning; the position 
of the body indicates that he was thrown out of the rear part of the aircraft. 
His traumatic wounds were appreciable and included inter alia a severe fracture 

i 

of the spine between the second and third thoracic vertebrae, several broken 
ribs and broken breast bone, severe internal haemorrhage in the pleurae 
( 5CO-‘700 ml), and a broken thigh bone. Haemorrhages were also found under the 
skin in the region of the temples and in the meninges but no brain damage, 
Severe congestion was found in head and neck. The results of the post mortem 
indicate that he lived for a certain period of time after the crash, The 
congestion gives some support to the assumption that, suffocation as a result , 
of breathing difficulties (severely crushed chest, high spinal fracture and )’ crushing of the lungs as a result of haemorrhage) are significant as the ultimate 
cause of death. It is not possible to esti,mate with certainty how long he may 
have lived after the crash. The haemorrhages which took place as a result of 

” / the wounds could have developed in a shorter time than a few hours. We agree 
with the pathologists in their opinion that Hammarskjgld’s wounds would have been 3 
fatal in any case. If he had been rescued immediately after the accident and 
immediately received medical care equipped with the latest devices, it may 
perhaps be supposed that the survival period could have been somewhat lengthened. I 
The passenger Julian who was found alive had as traumatic wounds mainly a 
broken fibula but extensive burns. Both observations during his stay in 
hospital and the results of the post mortem indicate that his death was caused 
by the burns. 

We finally agree with the over-all conclusion reached by the pathologists 
that the medical examination cannot reveal the cause of the accident and this 
examination does not give any support to the suspicion of sabotage. 

I ,.’ Stockholm 
_I 

15 February 1962 
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ANNEX VIII --.,._.-- 

STATE8lENTS OF XITNESSES RELATING TO A SECOND AIRCRAFT 

In paragraphs 137-139 of the report, the Commission has considered 
testimony of certain witnesses to the effect that they saw or heard a 
second aircraft flying near SE-BDY and has expressed its views with 
respect to this testimony. In this annex the statements of these 
witnesses are presented in greater detail. 

I. Testimony of Mr. T.J. Kankasa, Secretary, ----,--I- Twapia Town Management Board 

1. Mr. Kankasa made a statement to the Rhodesian Board of Investigation and 

testified at the Rhodesian Commission of Inquiry and the United Nations Commission. 

2. On Sunday night (17 September 1961) some time before 11:OO p.m. local time 

(2100 GMT) h e was returning from a friend's house along a road in Twapia 

approximately four miles west of the airport. He heard an unusual noise which 

sounded like two airplanes. The sound was loud and also rising and falling. He 

looked up and saw two planes - a smaller plane with no lights flying above and a 

little behind a bigger plane. The smaller plane appeared to be going slightly 

faster as though it was catching up to the bigger plane. Both were flying in 

a north-westerly direction. The smaller plane appeared to flash a light two ox 

three times on the bigger plane like a torch going on and off. At almost the 

same time he saw two bright white lights like automobile headlights on the big 

plane. The big aircraft continued to fly off towards the north-west and the 

smaller one appeared to go towards the north-east although they were still close ' 

together when they disappeared from sight. He had told the District Officer 

about this the next morning and asked if there had been air manoeuvres in the 

area. 

3- Mr. Kankasa appeared to be very certain that his observations were made 

before 1l:OO otclock. He fixed the time by a news broadcast from a South 

African station which he heard on reaching home. The announcer had said it was 

11:OO o'clock, He told the Rhodesian Commission of Inquiry that he believed be 

had seen the planes at between 10~35 and 10:40. If this is correct, it seems 

reasonable to believe that he saw CO-RIC, the CC-4 in which Lord Lansdowne 

arrived, at 10:35. There is testimony that OO-RIC turned on its landing lights 

/... 
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when over Twapia. 

near 00-RIC, it is probable that Mr. Kankasa mistook the tail assembly of the 

DC-4 for a smaller plane flying above and behind a larger plane. The flashing 

\- light could have been 00-RIG's rotating anti-collision beacon, The apparent 
b 
"0 differences in speed and direction of the two planes might be accounted for by 

the angle of vision, particularly if the plane banked or turned. CO-RIC, however, 
was flying south-east toward the airport rather than in the north-westerly 

direction reported by Mr. Kankasa. It should also be noted that Mr. Kankasa 
rejected the suggestion that he might have mistaken the tail assembly of one 

aircraft for a second airplane. 

II. Testimony of the charcoal burners -- -- 
i 

4. ’ '.. The crash of SE-BDY occurred in the Ndola \s:est Forest Reserve. The nearest 
il settlement was the rJdola Xest charcoal burners' 
, compound and on the night of 

17/18 September many of the charcoal burners were at separate places in the bush 

I_ attending their kilns 'within a mile or two of the crash site. Several of these 
,have testified to seeing the crash or the fire which followed and it is probable 

., that others who did not testify must have also seen or heard the crash. 
: 
“‘, 5. Three, Messrs. Banda, Daka, and Moyo, were awakened during the night and 

heard loud bangs and saw a fire burning. At dawn they went to the crash site but 
did not report it. Mr. Daka carried away a code machine from the wreckage which 

he tried to sell thinking it was a typewriter. They were arrested and are 
serving prison sentences for theft or as accessory to theft. 

‘6, Five of the charcoal burners have testified that they saw two planes flying. 

close together just before the crash, Two of these, Mr. Mazibisa and Mr. Simougo., 

made statements before the Rhodesian Board of Investigation and testi.Sied at the 

Rhodesian Commission of Inquiry and the Wited Nations Commission. One, 

Mr. Buleni, appeared for the first time before the Rhodesian'Commission in 

January and also testified before the United Nations Commission. Two, 

Mr. Mpinganjira and Mr. Chisanga appeared for the first time before the United 

Nations Commission in February 1962, The testimony of these five charcoal hu~.ers 

_ is summarized in the.following sections. 

/  
. I .  

I  

- .  
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A. Mr. Farie Mazibisa, President of the United African Charcoal Burners' -p.--- 
Association -. ------- 

Mr. Mazibisa said that he slept in the bush tending his charcoal kiln the 7. 
night of 17 September. He showed the Commission the spot at which he had been. 

He said that he was awakened around midnight by a terrific noise khich appeared 

to come from the north. He saw two'airplanes, one a bit ahead and one a bit 

behind. He told the Rhodesian Board of Investigation that he saw some lights 

which he thought were two airplanes about 100 yards apart, one behind the other. 

He lay back down to sleep but after a few minutes he heard a very big noise. 

He got up and saw the whole bush lit up and heard many smaller noises like 

He did not hear another plane at that time. He told the Rhodesian shooting. 

Board of Investigation that this was l2:l5 and the Rhodesian Commission of 

Inquiry that it was 12: 30. He was about a mile from the crash site, He was 

frightened and ran to his house in the charcoal burners' compound. He still 

couldn't sleep and bicycled to his house in town. In the morning he returned 

to the compound and asked what happened. He was told by those he asked that 

they didn't know. They had just heard loud noises. Mr. Mazibisa said that after 

finishing his work he, his organizing secretary Mr. London Nkonfela, and.another 

member, Mr. Mubanga, were discussing what had happened when they heard on the 

radio that the Secretary-General's plane was missing. They were afraid to go 

and see because they thought there might be soldiers. Eventually, however, they 

went along the "new road." until they saw flames and then wreckage. They went to 

.the Forest Station and reported to the authorities. They took the police to the 

scene and generally gave assistance. 

8. Mr. Mazibisa in his first statement to the Rhodesian Board of Investigation 

told only about discovering the wreckage and said nothing concerning the night of 

17 September. It was only about a week later, after he had talked to Mr. Mattson, 

who had urged him to tell everything he knew, that he a trade union organizer, 

made a second statement to ,the Board concerning the events during the night. 

Both Mr. Nkonfela and Mr. Mubanga maintain that Mr. MazibSsa, had never told them 

about having seen planes or the crash the night before and that it was 

Mr. Nkonfela who first saw the wreckage as they were cycling home together. 

/ . . . 
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Mr. Mazibisn said he had not told what he saw to the authorities at first because 

he had been afraid and some people had said he might be accused of having caused 

the crash, 

B. Mr. Davidson Simango, charcoal burner --" --- -.-- 

9. Mr. Simango was lying down near his work at a point which he estimated to ' 

be two miles from the crash site, In the middle of the night, he guessed it 
might be about midnight, he heard the loud noise of airplane engines. He looked 

up and saw lights. He saw two airplanes flying closer together than they usually 

fly l There was a red (ar red and white) flashing light-on the larger and lower 

airplane, The planes were going in a direction away from Ndola. The noise faded 

and then a few minutes later grew louder again, He saw one airplane coming back. 
The first time the planes had gone directly over him. The second time the single 
plane was some distance away. Then he saw a flash and the plane went down and 
after that there was a very loud explosion, Later he heard several small 
explosions. He did not hear or see a second plane after the two planes had first 

disappeared from sight. He thought it was an airplane with bombs and was afraid 
the second one might come back. He lay'down and covered his head and stayed 

there all night, He did not report what he saw immediately because he had been 

busy preparing his charcoal for delivery. 

C. Mr. Dickson Buleni, charcoal burner - --.-- 

10. Mr. Buleni had not made a statement to the Rhodesian Board of Investigation. 

He had discussed the crash with Mr. Mattson and Mr, Mazibiaa in October 1961. On 

20 January 1962 he made a statement to the Northern Rhodesian Police and testified 

before the Rhodesian Commission of Inquiry shortly thereafter. He also testified 

before the United Nations Commission. He said he had not told what he saw earlier 

because he was afraid the Federal.Government Xould accuse him of having burnt the 

plane. 

11. Mr. Buleni was sitting outside his home in the charcoal burners' compound 

with his wife on the night of 17 September. He saw an airplane fly over between 
1O:C;O and l.l:OO p.m.. local time (2COO-2100 GMT). A long time later he saw a 

& :Q plane similar to the one he had seen earlier. It wa.s fl,ying a bit low 

/ . . . 
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and had a number of steady red lights. A small plane was flying 
plane. It had one flashing red light, He heard two different engine sounds, 
one higher than the other. He saw a fire coming from the small plane and light 
on the roof of the big plane and he heard the sound of a fire, Then the big 

plane fell down and began burning and there was much light. The small plane 

circled once and then flew off in the direction of Kitwe (westerly). He was 

reported in the statement taken by the police to have said it was the direction 

of Mufulira (north-westerly), but he said this had been a mistake 

down. There was also some confusion in his testimony as to the direction in which 

the larger plane was flying. Mr. Buleni said he and his wife had been by 

themselves and were not drinking. There were a number of groups in the compound 

who had been outside their houses drinking. Nearly everyone was shouting that 

a plane fell down. He could see that most of them were frightene 

running into the bush, and someone said that maybe the Katanga war was coming 

to their compound. 

D. Mr. A.J. Lemonson Mpinganjira, charcoal burner and ex-Provincial President --- 
of Malawi African Congress --- 

12. Mr. Mpinganjira testified for the first time before the United Nations 

Commission in February 1362. He said that on the night of 17 September he was 

in Ndola West Forest Reserve with a companion, Mr, Steven Chisanga. They had 

been erecting a charcoal kiln. At a time which Mr. Mpi;;;;2njira guessed to Fe 

between 9:OO and 1O:OO p.m. local time (1900-2000 GMT} he saw a big plane 

at normal speed from the north toward Ndola airport. .A little while later, 

which he variously estimated at from 10 ta 15 minutes and 30 minutes, a big 

plane which he took to be the same one flew from Ndola towards the north and 

turned west. Just as it was turning he saw -two small aircraft, one flying very 

high and the other low. The big aircraft had normal lights. He saw one red 

blinking light on each of the small aircraft. The lower of the small aircraft 

overtook the big plane when it was turning back to Ndola. It flew just above 

the bigger plane and a red flash came on the big plane. The big plane dipped 
down, followed by an explosion, Afterwards there were a series of explosions. 

The little plane circled and flew off in the direction Of Ndola (easterly!. 

A4 
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Mr; Mpinganjira and Mr. Chisanga took cover behind an ant hill. Mr, Mpinganjira Mr; Mpinganjira and Mr. Chisanga took cover behind an ant hill. Mr, Mpinganjira 

said that about thirty minutes later he saw two land rovers with two European 

occupants each, driving at breakneck speed towards the site of the crash. Ten 

or fifteen minutes later the flames increased and the land rovers returned with 

the same speed. The next morning (18 September) Mr. Mpinganjira went to town 

and purchased a newspaper, the Northern News, and read that the Secretary-General's -- 
plane was missing. (The story could not be found in a copy of the Northern News 

for 18 September which was presented to him while he was testifying.) He wrote 

in his diary for 1-7 September "Dag Hammarskj3ld mystery flight". In trying to 
return to his work at about 1O:OO a.m. he was stopped by the police at the Ndola 

West turn Off from the Mufulira road and prevented from entering the charcoal 

burning area. .(The Northern Rhodesia police testified that a guard had not been 

posted at that spot until the morning of 19 September, the day after the wreckage 

was discovered.) 

13. Mr. Mpinganjira said he had not given evidence before because he did not 
trust the Federal Commission. He would have nothing to do with anything Federal. 
He also said that there had been intimidation since he had been stopped from going 

to the charcoal field where he was working, 

E. Mr. Steven Chisanga, charcoal burner -."---- ,I_ 

14. Mr. Chisanga gave an account similar to that of Mr. Mpinganjira, except that 
he said he saw only one small plane which was on top of the big plane. He also 

placed the time that he saw the land rovers as much nearer the dawn and said that 

he had seen only a driver in each vehicle by a light inside the land rovers. The 

next day he had continued his work and at 2:00 p.m. saw another plane circling 

the crash site and supposed that it had sighted the wreckage. Mr. Chisanga and 

Mr. 'Mpinganjira at separate times pointed out to the Commission or its staff the 

place from which they had made their observations. Mr. Mpinganjira had some 

difficulty in finding the place but eventually he identified the same spot as 

that pointed out by Mr. Chisanga, 
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III. Testimony of Mr. Nkonjera and Mr. Kazembe - - 

A. Mr. Davison Nkonjera, storeman living at Kabushi West - a couple of miles 
West of Ndola - - 

15. Mr. Nkonjera at a time which he guessed to be between 1O:OO and 11:OO p.m. 

local time (2000-2100 GMT) saw, from the African Ex-Servicemen's Club about a 

mile from Ndola airport, an air-plane which came from the north, circled the 
airfield three times and flew off towards the west, While the plane was circling, 
the lights at Ndola airport went off both in the tower and on the ground. After 

the lights were off, he heard two jets which he believed took off from Ndola 

airport and he saw them following the big plane. Their lights were turned on 

after they were above the big plane. He had got on his motor scooter and started 
home which was also to the west in the direction the planes were going. He saw 

a fire or flash coming from the jet on the right and landing on the big plane. 

16. He said that he had told this the next morning to the manager under whom he 

worked. (The manager when located and questioned in Salisbury testified that 

Mr, Nkonjera had never said anything to him on the subject.) Mr. Nkonjera said 

he had thought that what he had seen concerned the war in Katanga. He had not 

testified at the previous inquiries because he was not interested in anything 

Federal. He had come to the United Nations Commission because he was sure that 

his evidence would receive wide publicity outside the Federation. 

17. It may be noted that the time and the direction from which the aircraft is 

reported to have come corresponded more closely to 00-RIC which landed at lo:35 
after arriving from the north-west. Lights in the Ndola tower are dimmed during 

landings to enable the controller to see the aircraft, 

B, Mr. M.K. Kazembe, watchman at the African Ex-Servicemen's Club, Ndola - 

18. Mr, Kazembe gave much the same evidence as Mr. Nkonjera. He believed that 

the incident had taken place before 11:OO p.m. when the Club normally closes. 

He had seen the two jets take off from Ndola airport and return there and land 

both in darkness as the lights of the airfield were off. He said he had been 

afraid to testify earlier because he thought he would be killed in the same way 

as the Secretary-General because he had revealed this. 
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IV. General considerations 

lP* Two other witnesses testified before the Rhodesian Commission that they had 
.~ heard a jet aircraft at approximately the time that they believed they had heard 

SE-BDY. This testimony was considered in no way convincing. (See annex III, 

appendix I.) I 
., 20. Counsel for the Governments which were represented before the Commission I 
/ .: ' suggested various factors which they believed should be taken into consideration 

in evaluating the testimony of the foregoing witnesses. Counsel for the Swedish 
Government stated that while he believed that certain of the witnesses gave an 

‘1 :' impression of honesty they may have been confused as to exactly what they saw or 
have indulged in "imaginative reconstruction". SE-BDY was a larger and a noisier 

,. aircraft than the type normally seen at l!Jdola and just before the crash it 
.j presumably was flying at a very low altitude. Its several lights, including a 

rotating anti-collision beacon on the tail similar to the one on OO-RIG which 

may have been seen by Mr. Kankasa, could well be confusing to persons who weye 

not skilled in the observation of aircraft. This might be particularly so if, 

'1 as in some cases, they had just awakened. 

:: 21. With aspect to other witnesses who displayed strong anti-federal feelings, 

it was suggested that they might have testified in a way deliberately intended 
!. 
"! 

to embarrass the Rhodesian Government. It Was also pointed out that some 
witnesses, p articularly under cross-examination, claimed to distinguish details 
such as the wings, engines and retracted landing gear of aircraft, which it was 

f. believed would be impossible to see at night. One witness had said that i-t; was !. 
.; I' _. easy to see aeroplanes flying at night because of the buzz of the engines. (It 

i seemed reasonable, however, that the sound of a plane should help in locating it,) 
i 
1. 

Some statements, it was said, seemed improbable on their face, for example, that 

i_ two land rovers drove at break-neck speed at night along a jungle track with a 
? I 
: ., j Sight turned on inside the vehicles and that two jets took off and landed at 
i i' Ndola airport in the darkness. ?:ith respect to the last statement it was noted 

‘ that there were a great many people at and around Ndola airport that night and 

that there was convinCing testimony that the lights were not turned off at the 

time SE-BDY was overhead, that SE-BDY had'not circled the airfield, and that no 

/ . . . 
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jets took off or landed. Moreover there was expert testimony that it would be 

madness for jets to take off and land in darkness. 

22. It should also be noted that fourteen other witnesses testified to seeing 

SE-BDY as it approached and passed over the airport and six of these saw a glow 

in the sky (which they variously mistook for lightning or associated with the 

factories, smelters and mines in the area) shortly after it passed from sight. 

None of these fourteen witnesses saw or heard a second plane. (See annex III, 

appendix I.) 

23. As noted at the beginning of the present annex, the views of the Commission 

with respect to the testimony presented herein are set out in paragraphs 137 
to 139 of the report. 
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ANNEX IX 

REPORT ON ALTIMETERS BY THE UNITED STATES 
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 

The Representative of the 
United States of America 
to the United Nations 

December 13, 1961 

0 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am forwarding herewith the report by the Civil Aeronautics Boai-d of 
the United States of America on the examination of the altimeters fi*om 
Douglas aircraft Model DC63, Swedish registration No. SE-BDY. 

This examination was undertaken by the Civil Ae:onautics Board of the 
United States of America under the circumstances outlined in United Nations 
Document A/k945 of October 50, 1961. As indicated in that document, the 
three altimeters of the aii-craft in question were presented to the American 
Consulate General at Salisbury, the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland> on 
October 24, 1961.. The altimeters were shipped to the United States by diplomatic 
pouch and were delivei-ed by the Department of State to the Civil Aeronautics 
Board on October 51, 1961.’ 

A copy of this report was delivered to the Director of Civil Aviation of 
the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland on November 25, 1961. 

Sincerely your6, 

Adlai E. Stevenson 

Enclosure: 
As stated. 

Chaiyman of the Commission Appointed to 
Conduct an Investigation into t* Circumstances 

Resnlting in the TTagic Death of Mr. Dag Hammarskjold 
and of the Members of the Party Accompanying Him 



CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 
Bureau of Safety 

Washing%on, D. C. 
$j'ovemboi' 17: 1961 

PJ2ORT ON THB EXAlK!XATION OF THE ALTI~$XTlXRS i?ROM 
CCUGL& AIRCRRlFT KODEL cc-6 B, SMIZDISH REGISTRY 
BUI,iEXR SE-BDY 

I. IBTROCUCTION --.- 

Three sltinetcx manufactured by the Kollsman Instrument Corporation; 
br;ch.in~ serial numbs-1-s 671CBX-6-Ojl-2032g, 671~~~-6-051-1775j and 64990 wci"e 
;cceived. ljy the undcxigned on October 31, 1961. A letter accor@anying 'ihcse 
i.tis%~Lt>ents requeote& the Board to make checks it noiynally perfoi-irls to su.ch 
luE~,L?lxxdx ?ecovei?ed Px*om aircraft involved in an accident. To conply Tri'th 
this requkst arzan~eixents WeTe immediately made with the manufacturei- %o use 
hi:; i.‘ncilities in the e::s.mination of these altimetei~s. On November 1, 3.361, a 
l;EeLlng was held a-b the ICo&man plant in New Yorj; Cii;y -to outline -bhe 
C:Xt.!iilht~onS desired. At this time an exarizinin& gyoup was formed amd consisted 
IJf the ?olloxing personnel: 

iicsley D. Cowan, Civil Aeronautics Board 
Wl-ter Angst, Kollsman Instrument Coqoration 
Robert COOpWKEil, I~ollsman Instrument Corporation 

The three altixtex 
"ihi: 

:?ere in the personal custody of the vndersigncd fxxr 
Xma oi' receipt until all examinations lrere completed. 

IX. INVESTIGATION 

To attempt to da-tennine whether a possible malfunction e;:is-ted in any 02 
.t,l;e ;;zltQ2e.i;eys -prioi- -- Lo the accident the examinations were made in -;;122ee phases; 
c::texnal observations, 
~n~ke::nal mechani sms . 

onczational testing and detailed inspection of the 

Ihe external obsc~vations 
~~,ir'(.c3r: ; covered the dsmage due to ground fiye 0~ iqact 

.'il:c 
the presence of p~opcr mounting attachments, the static hose fit-king; 

~~~~:;~ilC~ 02 an inspection seal and all pointer positions. 

t0 phase applied a pressure change 
; if any, observed. 



The third phase examinations were made to determfne if al?- parts ol" the 
assembly were present; if any foreign matter or objects were pIY3SWll;; ii" any 
col-1'osioll, dents or foreign deposits existed on the bellows sIxFace; and the 
condition of the VECiOUS gears, springs; levers and bearings. 

Photographs were taken at appropriate times during the examinations. 

The PollowinG is a resv.me of the highlights of the examinations: 

Kollsman Altimeter, S/N 671CPX-6-051-2Oj2g Unit A -- 
There was light ir.1pac-t; damage to the case of -th:'.s unit but no evidence of 

expohre to excessive heat. The hose fitting was still intact and the rubber 
pressurization seal was still in place. The knob sha-f-i; was broken off at the 
bezel and the inspectorls lead seal was not pyescnl;. The instrument did not 
respond to a pressure change. The bellot7s still retained a vacti~~ but Irei'e 
dislodged from the 'mounting bracket. The rocl;inE; E&J was loose from its mounts. 
The damage to the gea;'s, levers and springs was at-LrS'x~ted to impact foxes. 
The 100 foot pointer was loose on its shaft but the 1000 faok and 10,000 POO% 
gointers were still attac'hed to their shaft mechanisms. There were no foreign 
obJects found within this instrument. No evidence was found to 'indicate that 
this altimeter was i:?alfunctioning prior to ground impact. The follotring 
readings were obtained: 

.' 

100 foot pointer - loose 

1OCO foot pain-te? - SO00 feet 'I 
r* 

10,000 foot pointer -. 13,000 feet 

baromkter setting - 30.14 inches 

"outer setting marker - minus 205 feet 

inner setting marker - minus 200 feet 

Kollsman Altimeter S/N 6&O, Unit B -----. -.-.-Pm--- -- 
The glass face cover oi" this instrument was cracked and the knob shaft was 

broken off. The mount-ing screws appear to have be&n broken after exposure to 
f-i i-e The hose fit-ixLnIi; 1~8,s intact but there was no lead inspector's seal * 

present. The dial and pointers were fire damaged although two poiixtars 
remained firmly attached to the shaPts. The pressurization seal Pas in position. .-i: ,', 
Ttro bellows sections still retained vacuum but heat exposure apparently sdftencd 

:' .,>dl h'.. 
the solder on vari0v.s fittings. The diaphragm mounting stud and various levers ,"',$ 
and springs TTere bent or broken by impact forces. A dark liquid or greasy film * :' * F/_ : j 1‘;: 
covered the inside surface of the case and most of the mechanism. POi?tionS Of l, \,',I 

):',:,", 

this instrument tha-t >Tere covered by this substance were subsequen-Ll? ~w.l,en to i :,' I(';, i ". is? 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation to get their assistance in identifying the 

,i i ,"#"), 
unknown substance. Attachment A is a copy of their report which indicates that :' );,~~~~ 
this sv.bs-tance was a combustion by-product. This is to be expected in an accident, ' ,l.:?! 
of this -tType. The examination of this altimeter disclosed no evidence to (:$$ 
indicate malfunction prior -Lo ground impact. The following readLuGs were obtained:, ,, L 
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100 foot pointer - 560 feet 

1000 foot pointer - loose 

10,OCO foot pointer - 4OCQ feet 

barometer setting - 50.16 inches 

outer setting marker - minus 220 feet 

inner setting marker - minus 200 feet 

Kollsman Altimeter, S/N 671 CP::-&O51-17753, Unit c -I_ 
The case of this instrument had a slight indentation near its center. Part 

of the bezel and knob shaft was broken. 
missing. 

The glass cover and hose fitting were 
The dial, pointers and setting markers tsere fire damaged. There was 

no inspector!s seal. The pressurization seal was in position. Heat from the 
ground fire apparently desoldered the bellows construction causing the loss of 
vacwin . The rear bellows section showed an indentation that matched the &z&x 
de%ormation in the case due apparently to impact forces. The bending and breaking 
of gears, pivots and levers was believed to be caused by impact forces. There 
was no evidence to indicate that this altimeter was malfunctioning prior to ground 
impact. 

100 foot pointer - loose 

lOC0 foot pointer - loose 

10,OCO foot pointer - 6000 feet 

barometer setting - 30.18 inches 

outer setting marker - minus 250 feet 

inner setting marker - minus 2C0 feet 

The dials of all three altimeters were taken to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and were e::amined under four different frequencies of ultraviolet 
light. 
dials. 

There were no indications that the pointers had impacted against the 
See attachment B. 

Photographs and examination data are included in a report submitted by the 
Kollsman Instrument Corporation. See attachment C. 

Vesley D. Cowan 
Systems Specialist 

Attachments. 

/ . . I 
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Attachment A 

Report of the FBI Laboratory 

EEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D.C. 

November 15, 1961 

To: Mr. Melvin Gough 
Director 
Bureau of Safety 
Civil Aeronautics Board 
Washington, D.C. 

Attention: Mr. Wesley D. Cowan 

Re: CRASH OF THE DAG HANMARSKJOLD 
AIRCRAET; CIWL AERONAUTICS signed: J. Edgar Hoover, 
BOARD MATTER Director 

Examination requested by: Addressee Lab. No. PC-67845 DE 

Reference: Evidence delivered by special messenger 
on ~/14/61 

Examination requested: Chemical Analyses 

Ql1 Altimeter, Unit - B 

Results of examination: 

This report confirms and supplements the telephonic report furnished 
to Mr. CoTaan on November 14, 1961. 

The foreign material in the altimeter has the typical appearance and 
odor of a condensate from some kind of burned plastic material. The fact 
that the altimeter was very close to a fire is shown by the small blisters 
in the paint near the open end of the unit. It was not possible to 
identify the pyrolized material in the unit. Plastics, adhesives, rubbers, 
and the like could be the source of the material found in the unit. 

Specimen @I- is being retained iin the Laboratory until called for by a' 
representative of your office. 
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0. No fire damage is visible. 

9. The pointers do not respond to pressure changes. 

B. ExaminaG.on 09 the mechanism after removal from the case disclosed 

the following: 

1. The 1CO ft. pointer is loose on -the pointer shaft. 

2‘ The 1,COO ft.. and 1O'OCO ft. pointers are still attached to their 

respective shafts. 

3. Both diaphragm temperature compensating links were loose in 

the case+ 

‘4. Both sector rockingshaft pivots are broken, 

5* The diaphragms are free of visible damage. 
6. No pointer impact marks could be detected on the dial under 

ultra violet ILight. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
0. 

7. 
0 0. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

The lead seal is missing. 

The barometric pressure setting knob shaft is broken o-i"2 flush 

with the bezel. 

The three instruraent'mounting screws are broken; 

portions of each screw left in the instrument flange, 

The cover glass is cracked. 

Dial and pointers are fire damaged. 

The 100 ft. pointer indicates 560 P-t. 

The 1000 ft. pointer is loose. 

The 10'000 ft. pointer indicates 4000 ft. 

The barometric pressure setting reads 30.16 inches. 

The field pressure outer setting marker indicates 

-220 ft.; -the inner setting marker -SC0 ft. 

Shaking discloses loose pieces inside the case, 

The pointers do not respond to pressure changes. 

/ I . . 



B. Examination o.? the mechanism ai'ter removal from the case disclosed the 

following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

The 1CO ft. pointer is tight on its shaft. 

The diaphragm mounting stud is bent in the direction of the impact 

shocl;. 

The solder holding the diaphragm to its stud melted and permitted 

the diaphragm to move on t'ne stud. The ddaphragm centerpiece, to 

which the link connects, also shifted due to the solder melting. 

The link broke where it is pinned to the diaphragm centerpiece. 

Both rockingshaft pivots are broken. 

The balance weight spring broke at the mounting stud. 

The balance weight lever arm on the rockingshaft broke. 

One intermediate gear shaft pivot broke. 

Both diaphragm temperature compensating links were loose in the 

case. 

One of the diaphragm capsules lost the vacuum due to the solder 

melting. 

The diaphragm and most of the mechanism is covered by a black 

sticky fluid. Kollsman was not able to identify it by its odor. 

No pointer impact marks could be detected on the dial by ultra 

violet light. 

C. Rlimeter 67lCPX-G-051-17753, Unit C - -- 

Examination before removal of the mechanism from the case d.iscl.osed the 

following: 

1. The knob shall; was sheared off flush with -the bezel. 

2. The cover glass is missing. , 

3. Part of the bezel itself is broken off. 

4 . The three instrument to panel mountinb 17 screITs are broken; portion 

of each screw left in the' flange. 

5* The dial and pointers and the, settinG markers are fire damaged, 

the 100 ft. pointer is badly bent. 

iue 
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il$ 6. The 100 ft. and the 1000 ft. pointers are loose. /,I ( 
_,r',, 7. I'j The 101000 ft. pointer indicates 6000 ft. 

/, 
“,i 8. There is no hose fitting screwed to this case. i,,: 8.'. '8 9. The barometric pressure setting reads 30.18 inches. 

b ,'I' 8: :, 10. The field pressure outer setting malker indicates -230 ft.; 
'y : the inner setting marker indicates -200 ft. (,,!" XI:, /'i ,s, "I/,;: Examination of the mechanism after removal from the case disclosed the ,1!6;, ;*'I:) j ::'; 'I, following: ,,I! ,x'i': I. I, 1. The handstaff of the 100 ft. pointer broke off with the pointer. ' : 

,I", / 2. Part of the top mec,hanism casting is bent LIP (towards the dial) 
Jo, : 
':I~ near the inner setting marker drive gear. ;,: ,: 7 ::, ). The solder on the three cells of the diaphragm assembly melted f, ;, 

destroying the vacuum, 1%; ,N and causing the diaphragm to come off its 'j(;,j: is' '+,a' mounting stud. ',. 
,'i/ ./,:, 4. The two temperature compensating links were loose in the case, ,:,,I ( :1 
4: " I 5. The calibrating arm was forced out of its hold in the rockingshaft ', .,/, :, 

either by the impact shock or by the force of the eqanslon of ,PiN " I ;;,1;, 
(lj j! the diaphragm due to the loss of vacuum noted in "5" above. This :/ ;. i 12,: ,j,/ caused the link to bend. .,. 

6. The balance weight spring broke at the mounting stud. 

7. Both rockingshaft pivots are broken. 
8. One pivot of the intermediaie gear shaft is broken. 

9. The rear part of diaphragms is dented. I 
10. The case shown impact damage on bottom half of cylindrical, portion 

., of case. / 

11. No pointer iqac-t marks could be detected on the dial by ultra 
violet light. 

Conclusions: - 

Careful examination of. all three altimeters and the inspection of the 

mechanism of each after removal from the case disclosed no abnormal condition no-t 
attributed to impact shock and fire resulting from the crash of the aircraft. 0 j ! 1 !/ I 

: 1 
/... - 

I,, 0. 
h 
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indications Due to the damage caused by the impact of the crash the pointer 

have no significance and do change with the physical movement of the InstrLmlen'c 

without any relation to pressure changes. 

The correlation between the barometric setting dial and the two setting 

markers was found to be correct. Due to the daxlage sustained by the mechanism as 

a result of the impact shock no correlation check between barometric pressure 

setting and the -pointe.r could be made on any of the three altimeters. 

Photographs No. 3, 11 and 5* show the altimeters in their disassembled 

state. 

November 2, 1961 

* Photographs are not reproduced. 

'I 

\?alter Angst 
Kollsman Instrument Corporation 
Air data Engineering ,. , 
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INTRODUCTION 

AUTHORITY IiND EFFECTIVE DATE 
BOUNDARIES OF SALISBURY SEi4RCH AND RESCUE AREA 

ESTABLIZHMENT OF SALISBURY RESCUE CO-ORDINATION CENTRE 

EMERGENCY ~HASEZ 

GENER$L OUTLINE OF SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING ZEhRCH ACTION 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY SALISBURY RCC 



1. It has been agreed that the Royal Rhodesian Air Force will provide as many 

aircraft as possible for search purposes in the Salisbury Search and Rescue 

Area should this become necessary, and that these aircraft will be commanded 

by an R.R.i?,F. officer but will come under the control of a Civil Air Search 

Officer (C$$O) who will be responsible direct to the Salisbury R.C.C. for conduct 

of the air search. It should be noted that the R.R.A.F. cannot guarantee to 

have search aircraft airborne in less than two hours from their receipt of the 

"klert" phase. 

2. In view of the foregoing, the existing "PROCEDURES FOR SEARCH AND, RESCUE 
ACTION WITHIN THE SALISBURY FLIGHT INFQRMATION REGT@N" needs amendment. The 
above procedures are therefore cancelled and the following .procedure adopted 

in their place. 

AUTHORITY AND EFFECTIVE DATE 

3 l i Authority. The following procedures for search and rescue within the 
Salisbury S.R.R. Area are issued in compliance with and amplication of: 

(a) ICAO Annex 12 - Standards and Recommended Practices for Search 

and Rescue. 

(b) ICAO Dot. 444f%AR/501, 3rd Edition September, 1956, Procedures 

for Air Navigation Services - Search and Rescue. 

(c) Minutes of a conference held at Mafeking on 15 September 1.949, to 

decide details of search and rescue facilities and procedures within 

the Bechusnaland Protectorate. 

4. Effective Date. The procedures will replace the "PROCEDURES FOR SEARCH 
AND RESCUE ACTION WITHIN THE S&LISBURY FLIGHT INFORMATION REGION" dated 

5 October 1953, with effect from 1 November 1959. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE AREA -2 

5. '@ ualisbu=Search and Rescue Region - 

"The Salisbury Search and Rescue Region comprises the territories of 
Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland and a portion of ( 
bechuanaland North of a line joining the following co-ordinates 
22%OfS 29'03'E and 22000fS ~~OOO*E and east of a line joining 22o0O'S 
26°00f~ and the junction of the Bechuanaland, Rhodesia and Caprivi 
strip international borders." 

-. 



RESCUE CO-ORDINATION CEIWRE -- ---- 

6. A Rescue Co-ordination Centre (R.C,C.) has been established in the Flight ./# &* $ 
Information Centre at Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia for the express purpose of 

initiating, co-ordinating and terminating search and rescue action within the 

area defined in paragraph 5 above. 

EMERGENCY PHASES - 

7. Any emergency that calls for an alerting -procedure for search purposes will 
. . be divided into three phases 

(a) Uncertainty -phase 

(b) Alert phase 

(c) Distress phase 

8. Uncertaint-y phase, An uncertainty phase is considered to exist when: $$@$ 8 *:9#@ :e -- 

(a) No communication has been received from an aircraft within a period 

of thirty (30) minutes after the time a scheduled position report or 
:~.f&gJ# .i a& ",'q@ 

"All's Well" report should have been received; or when 
.jpj : ,, ;;$jj ,UdJ,J, 

(b) an aircraft fails to arrive within thirty (30) minutes of the estimated 
,~#;f$$j 

WA ~g#j 
time of arrival last notified or estimated by air traffic control ,\J ;;&# 

",;;>skd r!r ' ,' 
service units,whichever is the later; 

except when no doubt exists as to the safety of the aircraft and its occupants. ', 1 ;j d.“il ,-,, 
9. Alert phase. 

(4 - 

An alert phase is cbnsidered to exist when: 

following the uncertainty phase, subsequent communication checks have ' 

failed to reveal any news of the aircraft; or when 

b) an aircraft has been cleared to land and fails to land within five 

minutes of the estimated time of landing and communication has not 

been re-established with the aircrait; or when 

cc> information is received which indicates that the operating efficiency 

of the aircraft has been impaired but not to the extent that a forced 

landing is likely; or when 

cd) information is received or it is reasonably certain that the aircraft 

is about to make or has made a forced landing; 



except when there is reasonable certainty that the aircraft and its occupants -_I_- 
are not threatened by grave and imminent danger and do not require immediate 

assistance. 

10. Distress phase.. A distress phase is considered to exist when: 

(a) following the alert phase the absence of news from wide-spread 

communicalion checks in the circumstances points to the probability 

that the aircraft is in distress; or when 

(b) the fuel on board is conxidered to be exhausted, or to be insufficient 

to enable the aircraft to reach safety; or when 

(4 informatzion is received which indicates that the operating efficiency 

of the aircraft has been impaired to the extent that a forced landing 

is likely; ox when 

(d) information is received or it is reasonably certain that the aircraft 

is about to make or has made a forced landing; 
except when there is reasonable certainty that the aircraft and its occupants 

are not threatened by grave and,imminent,danger and do not require immediate 

assistance. 

GENERAL OUTLINE OF SEQUZNCE OF EXENTS DURING SEARCH dCTION -- p--w- *---------- 

11. The Royal Rhodesian i.ir Force has agreed to provide, so far as possible, 

such aircraft as are required fox search purposes whenever this becomes necessary, 

and they have further agreed that these search aircraft commanded by a R.R.:!:.F, 

officer will ccme under the control of the Civil Aviation Authority. 

12. The following Is a broad outline of the sequence of events if air search 

becomes necessary: 

(a) The Salisbury R.C.C. will initiate action and alert A,H.C:., R.R.A.F. 

as necessary in the circumstances of the case, 

(b) The Salisbury R.C.C. will decide on the area of probability knd will 

inform R.R.A.F. and all others concerned. 

(c} A civil air search officer (C i .LS.O,> will be chosen from the senior 

members of the Department of Civil 'Aviation. 

/ . . . 
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(d) 

(4 

w 

Cd 

h-d 

(3) 

(k) 

The Salisbury R.C.C., in consultation with the appointed R.R.A.F. 

Commander and C,.j-,.S.O. will decide on a "base of operations" frcm 

which the R.R .:L.F, aircraft will carry out their search operations. 

The search aircraft will fly to the "base of operations", if possible 

carrying out a search en route. The C.il..S.O. will either acccmpany 
the R.R.A.F. or fly independently to the base of operations. 

The C.i I.S.O. will-take charge of search and rescue operations and 

~I.11 make full use of any local knowledge available, and will keep 

the Salisbury R.C.C. fully informed of action being taken. 

The R.R.A.F. Officer in charge of the air search aircraft will 

co-operate with the C.k.L.0, to carry out air search as expeditiously 'I 
as possible. 

The :~alisbury H.C.C. will keep all those concerned fully informed of ,_ '_ 

' the action being taken at the base of operations, and will generally '(1 
do all in its power to co-ordinate search action. 

The air search will only be terminated by the Salisbury R.C.C. after 

c P . L.S.O, has requested such action. C.A .t.O. will not request 

termination of air search until he has satisfied himself that further i 

air search will serve no useful purpose. 

All local details at the base of operations regarding fuel supplies, 

crew accommodation, and other administrative matters connected with 

the air search, are the responsibi.l.ity of the nearest APM in the 

territory in which the search is being carried out. 

ACTICN TO BE TAKEN BY THE SkLISBURY R.C.C. P-------m- ------- 

13s General, -- The Salisbury R.C.C. will take all necessary steps to ensure the 

initiation, co-ordination and -termination of search and rescue within the area 

defined in paragraph 5. The appropriate adjoining N.C.C. (Nairobi, Leopoldville, 

Lourenco Marques, Pretoria or Luanda) will be kept fully informed of all known 

details regarding an aircraft in distress that may continue its flight into the 

area of responsibility of the adjoining R.C.C. The owner/s will be informed 

when their aircraft is overdue and will be kept informed of developments. 

/ . . . 



14. The appropriate Air Traffic Service Units and the R.C.C. will co-operate 

with any other authorities that may be concerned in order that reports are 

speedily appreciated. 

15. Uncertainty phase. 21s. soon as considered appropriate after the conditions w-1- 
detailed at paragraph 8 above exist, the R,C.C, will inform a senior operations 

officer of the Department of Civil Aviation, Salisbury; one of these officers 

will be detailed as C .k.S,O. by the D.C.A. Salisbury. The duties of the C..&.S.O. 
(Civil Air Search Off' icer) are detailed at paragraph 22. 
16. The R.C.C. shall notify kir Headquarters, R.R.A.F. that the "Uncertainty 

phase" exists indicating type of aircraft and possible area of search. 

17. In the event of further news being received that the aircraft has been 

located, the R.C,C. is to notify all concerned. 

18, Alert pa-. Immediately the conditions as detailed in paragraph 9 exist, 

the R.C.C. will notify Air Headquarters R.R.A.F. and request that crews and 

aircraft be alerted for search. >Lt the same time the base of operatioqs and 
the area of probability will be decided in conjunction with the C.A.S.0. The 
R.C.C. will then originate or re-transmit as necessary the message indicating 

that the "Alert -phase" exists. 

19. should news be received subsequently to the effect that the aircraft and 

its occupants have been located, the R.C.C. will advise all concerned. 
* 

20, Distress pha=? iJhen the conditions detailed at para. 10 exist,‘the R.C.C. 

trill notify the R.H,A.F, and request that they commence search. The R.C.C. will 
then originate or re-transmit as necessary the message advising that the 

"Distress phase" exists. The base of operations will be advised details of 
search to be carried out, name of C.A.S.O. and E.T.D. of search aircraft. 

21. Should the news be received subsequently that the aircraft and its occupants 

have been located the R.C.C. will notify: 

(a) A1l,R.R.k.F. search aircraft in flight 

(b) The C.A.S.O. 

(c> Air Readquarters, R.R.A.F. 

(d) All. others concerned. 

/ ..a 

? . . A 
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DUTIES OF CIVIL AIR SEARCH OFFICER - --- 

22. The C.A.S.O. will proceed to the base of operations by air as soon as the 

conditions, detailed at paragraph 10 exist and search aircraft have been requested 

to proceed. He will on arrival, in conjunction with the R.R.A.F. officer in I' ,., 
command of the search aircraft, make a careful study of the facts and making , ', 
use of what llocal knowledge' is available decide the exact areas and method/s 

of,air search. 

23. He will investigate all local reports of aircraft movements and decide in 

consultation with the R.R.A.F. officer in charge search aircraft what action 

will be taken, _ .J' 
24. He will keep the R.C.C. fully informed of all action taken, areas searched, "! 

aircraft involved, hours flown, etc., and when the aircraft and its occupants i ik :, 
have been located, he will signal the following details to the Salisbury R.C.C. 

as soon as possible: 

(a) location of aircraft; 

b) injuries to occupants and medical requirements; 

Cc) action proposed or being taken to rescue occupants; 

(d) damage to aircraft; 

(4 reason for forced landing or crash. (Engine or airframe failure, 

lost, weather, shortage of fuel, etc.); 

(f) if guard has been placed on the aircraft (the guard should n'ot be 

removed without prior permission from the Salisbury F.I.C.) 

25. He will terminate the air search as and when it is decided in consultation 

with the R.R.A.F. officer in charge of search aircraft that this course is 

necessary and the R.C.C. has confirmed his request to do,so. 

CO-ORDINATION OF AIR SEARCH P--- . 
26. The R.C.C. will keep H.Q., 

available from the C.A.S.O. and 

regarding use of their aircraft 

I 

R.R.A.F. fully informed of all information 

other sources to keep them fully in the picture 

and the progress of the search. 



27. The six search will only be terminated on authority from the R.C.C. Ifhen 

the aircraft has been found or when termination is suggested by.C.+.S.O. after 

due consultation with the officer in charge of the search aircraft. This latter 
course will only be undertaken after all likely areas have been searched and 

hope of survival of the occupants of the crashed aircraft abandoned. The 
personnel concerned with the air search (C.:"L,l.,O., Officer i/c search aircraft 
and local authorities) should be satisfied beyond all reasonable doubt that this 

course is advisable. 

28. The R.C.C. will-then notify H.f;;., R.R.R.F., to the effect that the air 
search is terminated. 

GROUND SEARCH -v- 

29. The R.C.C. will request the Police or any other local authorities to 

co-operate by organizing ground search parties as circumstances require and if 

such action becomes necessary. 

30. Details of signals 'to be used by ground search parties to aircraft are 

at Appendix "A". 

GROUND RESCUE ------ 

31. In the event of the occupants of the aircraft being located, survival packs 
will be dropped by the locating aircraft, which will also inform C.A.S.0. by 

radio that the aircraf-t has.been found. The officer in charge R.C.C. or C.A.S.0. 
as applicable, will immediately take all necessary steps to ensure rescue, including 

asking the police or other local authority for motor transport. Should it be 
necessary he will request the R.R.5 .F, to drop further survival equipment, or 
despatch their airborne Landrover rescue vehicle and team to the aerodrome 

nearest the located aircraft. Details of survival equipment reccmmended by 
I,C,A.O. are at Appendix "B". 
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INDIWTION OFl3MEX~cYPRASEs DQM]EsSAGES 

32, In all caemrmnlcatioils relating to emergency phases between Air Traffic 

Control Units and the R.C.C. or adjoining R.C.C.*s the first word of the text 
should be one of the following words appropriate to the phase of the emergency: 

"IXXRFA" - (Uncertainty phase) 
"AmA" - (Alert phase) 
"DETRESFA" - (Distress phase) 

ACTIOIQBYAERODRaME OFDESTIRATIOI!l 

33. A.T.C. staff at aerodrmie of destination will carry out procedure as laid 
down in A.T.C.I.'a/manual. 

AC!PIO.T? BY AEBODRWE OF DEPARm 

34. A.T.C. staff at aerodrme of departure till carry out procedure as laid 

down in A.T.C.I. 's/manual. 

SEARC3 ARD RESCUE ACTIOM Sp F?!EZ?T OF OVERDUE R.R.A.F. AIRCRAFT 

35. Should any R.R.A.F. aircraft be overdue in their local flying area the 
entire alerting,k search and rescue action will be conducted by the RiR.A.F. 

with any possible assWtance Civil Unit may be able to render. 
36. In the case of R.R,A.F, aircraft outside the R.R.A.F. Flying Area, alerting 

action will be originated and carried out by Civil Units. The Search and Rescue 
action wl31 be co-ordinated and terminated by the R.R.A.F. who may make use 

of the FIC facilities and may position an officer at the R.C.C. for this purpose. 
All civil stations will co-operate in passing relevant Information inmediately 

to the R.C.C. / 
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ANNEX XI 

SECRETARIAT OF THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION 
, 

Principal Secretary ..*.......*.c.,,..........*....... Blaine Sloane 

Deputy Principal Secretary . . . . . . . . . ..*......**.....o. Nicolas Teslenko 

Aeronautical Adviser (seconded from ICAO) ' . . . ..I...... Neil Richardson 
, 

Air Law Adviser (seconded from ICAO) e................ R.H. Mankiewicz 
4 i 

Consultant . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....*.....~.*.....*.*.e...*~* Hugo Blandori 

.Administrative and Finance Officer ,.................. Edouard Beigue? , . 

Chief of Verbatim Reporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a........* Ronald Hall 
.,.I.,..I,., .,, III.I... I. 

Interpreter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*................ Jaime Valdes 
* .,. ..,. 

Secretary and Documents Officer .....I....,........... Mrs. Colette Gilroy 
.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,., , ,.... .,. .,,,,d,.. ,. 

Secretaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Judith Bishop 
Miss Janette Seldes 

During its investigation in the field, the secretariat was assisted by 
temporarily recruited verbatim reporters and clerical staff. 
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ANMiX XII 

REPORTOF TBEEXPERTAPPO33TEDDY!I!EE UNITEDNa!PIONS FOR 
!PBE SC~IC EXAEIINATION OF THE WRECKAGE OF SE-3W 

The following ‘is the report submitted by Efr. Frei-Sulzer, 
Chief of the Scientific Department of the Zurich Police and Professor 
of Science Criminology at the University of Zurich. Mr, Frei-Sulzer 
was appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations at the 
request of the Comlssion to perform certain scientific tests on the 
wreckage. 

1/ NATURE OF MISSION. 

It was my task, as put down in the contract of February 21, , 

1962, to assist the members of the Investigation Commission 
1628/XVI in their study of conditions and circumstances that 
led to the death of the Secretary-General and members of hils 
party. 

Before my departure to Ndola the Investigation Commission 
assembled on February 26, 1962 under Chairman Mr. Rishikesh 
Shaha. To this meeting 1 was invited by Mr. Blaine Sloan, 
Principal Secretary-of the Commission, in order to learn directly 
from the members of the Commission which problems in their eyes 
merited further examination. The general opinion expressed was 
that I had to concentrate my efforts in the study of foreign 
bodies eventually contained in the fused parts of the wreckage, 
so that it would be possible to answer whether the aircraft had 
been attacked by gunfire, exploding shells or rockets, or whether .: / 

there was evidence of sabotage, including the use of modern 

explosives such as plastic-bombs. 

NOTE. 7%~ exhibits referred to,in this report are not reproduced as a 
part of, this annex. They are, however, on file with the Secretariat 
ana may be consulted by interested delegations. 

/ I":, . . . 
.c p, 
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The commission agreed further to invite the expert to re- 

sturdy the whole evidence laid down in previous reports in the 

light of his personal experience in similar cases and to proceed 

by elimination in the discussion of all the possible causes 
of 

the accident, At the sa.me time, special wishes of the Commission 

deal&; with the examination of the radio-compasses and eventually 
rr~licious interference with the cables of the aircraft were 
handed to the expert in a letter, signed by Mr. Neil Richardson, 
Aeronzutical Adviser. 

2/ COOPERATION WITH RHODESIAN AUTHORITIES. 

On my arrival at Salisbury Narch 2, 1962 I I shortly informed 

Colonel M, Barber, Director of Civil Aviation, and Mr. Me Madders, 

Chief Engineer, Dept. of Civil Aviation, on the subject Of mY 
mission, On March 3, 1962 we held our first working meetin&’ in 

order to discuss the problem of melting down the fused parts of 
the wreckage. We determined that the melting should be done in 
crucibles at a temperature not higher than 820’ C. 

On March 5, 1962 we flew to Ndola and met Mr, E.R. Rain@, 

Director of the Raine Engineering 9ompany Ltd., Ndola, who had 
kindly offered his equipment and the technical assistance of his 
staff in the melting down of the fused Parts of the wreckage. fa 

a short Preparatory meeting we agreed in the best methods for the 
foundry work and the necessity of strict temperature-control i.m 
order not to destroy any evidence. 

On the same day, the melting process was started and from 
the very first “cockingti we got the definite impression that the 
method proved to be quite suitable for extracting all non alu- 
minlum alloys with melting Points higher than 800’ C. (For details 
see $ 5). Together with Co,lonel Barber and Mr, Madders I assisted 
to the whole melting process and the extraction of embeded objects 
that merited further examination. As stipulated in my contract, 

1 collected samples of suspect metals and other inclusions from 
the fused Parts of the wreckage for further study in the 
laboratories of the Scientific Department of the city Police of 
Zmioh (Switzerland).‘These last examinations have been done 



after my ret- from Rhodesia from arch 2.3 to 19, 1962, 

The ~Q~%ei~~ &thoritiss enabled III8 also to visit the 
crash-sits on T&W& 8, 1962 and to restudy the cables and other 

j_na of the aircraft in the hangar, which had bsen protected 
frtam any interference by locking and sealing the doors. 

Golone9, ed for me also a meeting with Mr. Us, 
the ballistic expert, in order to discuss with him his findinga ,,;, 
on weapons, cartridges and bullets gathered from the crash-site 

nd t0 show him the newly extracted evidence. He fully caoperated 
* :< 

iaa the ~d~n~~fi~~t~on of the foreign bodies recovered from the 
Pmlted irluminium l 

,a 

I I  

*  ’ 

arch I Q ,  1.962 finaXl.y, Mx. Qrsgary, Inspector of Air- 
ctxaft, ~~~~~bu~y, assiatsd me In examining the radio compass. 
(See ctEqt. 3.5) * 

This skort review af my activities shows that during my ,v 
: 

whole tny in tiodeeia I enjoied the full cooperation of the . “3; 
’ a$ I) 

c etent ~~th~r~t~~s to whom I wish ta express my sincere i ;, 8 * ,. 1’ ‘8 
~~x~t~t~~e a well as to Mr, E,R, Raine, Ndola, and his staff. 
~~~t~~~t their most eflY.cient help it would not have been possible ” 
$0 ~~~f~~ aa many ~~v~~t~~~t~on~ in so short a time. 

11 ~~~r~nce~d~o~ wws Xocked end aecured by the application 
cd’ ~e~~~I wfaich howed to be intact at our arrival, Although It 
~:r8 not my trr~k to re&tudy the whole evidence assembled in the 

ar, I: took the opportunity to have a short look on al.1 ths 
~“~~~r~~t ~~~~~~ of pieces and debris, My special attention was 

dirscted to the following iLems: 

i.e. fra~~~ente of shells, lparts of infernal machines, timing 

~V~,~%~ far bombs, dslonators for starting explosions etc. 
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No such bodies were found. All recognizable fragments 
proved to belong to the aircraft and its loading. 

3.2/ Suspect holes. 

The Rhodesian Authorities had already put apart a certain 
number of pieoes of the wreckage with holes that merited further 
examination. Although they had already been controled several 
times by the different commissions involved in the study of this 
accident, I had a look at them once more and was convinced that 
every single hole was caused by the accident itself. (For example 
piercing of stiff bodies through other parts of the plane). In 
this connection I studied, the report on the spectrographic 
analyses of the hole in exhibit 26. I fully agree with its con- 
clusions that there is no evidence for the impact of a bullet. 

To my opinion, none of the holes in the remaining identi- 
fiable parts of the aircraft has been caused by shooting. 

3131 Suspect deformations or bxeakings. 

It is well known that an explosion on board of an aircraft 
is not only detectable by fragments blown off and found far 
distant from the rest of the wreckage, but also by evidence in 
the wreckag;e itself. The expanding forces during the explosion 
produce characteristical deformations (partly inflations) which 
are well distinguishable from the breakings caused by the impact 
in the crash. In none of the examined fragments of the aircraft, 
we could find the typical breaking-lines or edges caused by 
explosions. (Exceptions concern fuel tanks, fire extinguishers, 

,oxygen- or CO*-cylinders). 

It can therefor be stated that in any part of the aircraft 
wSiich has not been destroyed by the fire there is no trace of an 
eXplosion previous to the crash, 

?*4/ Cables operating the primary control surfaces. 

Following the wish expressed by the Commission, I checked 
whether or not there was evidence of any malicious interference 
with the sections of cables .that have been preserved, This 
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examination with the help of a strong magnifying glass showed 
sharp cuts made during the operations for transporting the 
rreckage to the hangar and a few very distinct breaks with 
typical signs of overstrain during the impact. I did not find 
any cuts or damages which would be the result of sabotage in 
this part of the aircraft. This result was to be expected because 
the aircraft had been travelling for several hours without any 
known difficulty and the pilot had reached Ndola and passed 
above the airfield in quite a normal or perhaps slightly too 

low a flight. Any defects in the cables operating the primary 
control surfaces would have shown their catastrophic effect much 

earlier. (Exept,ions would be possible for cables operating the 
wing flapor the undercarriage). 

. / Radio compasses. 

According to the invitation of the Commission to restudy 
the salvaged radio compass, I took it from the hangar to 

Salisbury, where its mechanism was examined with the help of 
Mr. Gregory, Inspector 

First of all I checked the possibility of a secondary dis- 
placement of the reading from 394 Kc/s (frequency of Ndola non 
directional beacon) to 499 Kc/s (actual reading) during the 
operations of clearing the wreckage-place. For this purpose the 
frame was opened and the smoke blackening of the gear examined, 
It was obvious that the smoke deposits were mo&concentrated on 

the actually outer surface and teeth of the gear. This fact 
proves that the frequency indicator came to a standstill in the 
actual reading position previous to its exposition to the fire. 

Thereforeany important change in the reading after the crash is 
excluded. 

Next, I checked how easily the gear could have beer). moved. 
In fact, the change in the reading of the hundreds from 3 to 4 

is;absolutely in the reach of a possible effect of impact, The 

more significant difference in the units from /4 to 9 can not be 
explained by a simple effect of impact because the most delicate 
mechanism of the gears would be blocked suddenly. But another 

explanation of the change in the reading ist most probable and 
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:/ ,,;.,! cannot be excluded: When the radio-compass in the first phase I/ ); !!i, 1 1 ,i ,!.I! / 
I of the crash was flung away from its original pla.ce, :!,,1: j!, ,:\ i it could 

/J:‘;’ ‘4 p ,,(/! i.- possibly glide along an. obstacle or such an obstrlcle could 
, ,‘,,I: ‘;.I/,, ,i,I possibly hurt the instrument, thus causing the reading to ch!lnge 
,I 2, 
/jl:,:‘, : before the final impact blocked it in the actual state. 

/I, ,!, / ,‘lli These considerations lea.ve enough space for the possibili.ty ,,I I;, ‘;l ) :m., ,’ ,,;,,*:’ that the radio compass was originally set on the frequency of 
,>I: ‘:‘; ~. ! 31 j ;. ;;,; 1 ,‘: )’ 394 Kc/s. This expla,nation seems the more probable a.s it is well )/, ‘, :!I;,‘, 8:: ‘,:!:: ,’ ,:’ Pnown that the aircraft reported abeam Ndola at 2147 G.E.T. It :/lV ,( f’,” ,!I,. !,,J,: ‘,’ is ascertained that this message corresponded to the actual ,‘; I:, 
i-1; .a! ,‘. position of the plane which afterwards coming from that direction, 
:‘;I, Ii4 tressed over the airfield. This jlLj, ;,,I i ,!’ Y correct message would not have 
8, ,’ ‘,” been possible if tile radio compass WB.S not in use or was not 
,_ *m,: : I I. oi II I +u.ned to the right fre,luency. 

:,’ I’,/. ” .I ,m ,: ‘:: 
” ” :j’ i j.6/ The sampling for the meltin;: process, ” :., ::,, :: i; !I: To-.,ether with the Rhodesian Authorities I selected for .!, 
/,: ,m :a : ;p, : 
;,::! melting down all those pieces of the wreckage which had been ,s. .I i 

., ,I, completely fused on the crash-site. They were loaded on a lorry 
_I and transported to the foundry well guartled by Mr. Madders and 

a. police-escort. 

4/ VISIT ON TPHE SITE OF ThZ CRASH, 

C’n March 8, 1962 I had t,he 
of the crash. Although the development of the vegetation had 
sensibly alterated the original state, it ~a.8 quite easy to 
distinguish between the zone damaged by fire and the nonburnt 

area. Even more than five months after the crash it was obvious 
that the aircraft had cut its way through the forest in a very 
slow angle of descent and a perfectly normal flight-position, 

:,‘, The cut tops of the trees were still visible and gave a good ;!!I. 
) .,.? ‘. iq-m?SsiOn Of the impacts of wings and propellers, Colonel Barber 
v,.: 
/,!‘I and P?r. Madders explained to me the detail& of the wreckage plan 

(a???. 1.1 to the main report of the Federal Dept.+ of Civil ,I 
Aviation). I was greatly impressed by the fact that the nacelle 
had notploughed itself deeply into the ground, and that all the 
engines were developing power in the moment of the impact, as I 



had already noticed in the hangar. Once more Colonel Barber and 
Mr, Madders confirmed the result of-the ground research executed 
in order to find blown off fragments of the aircraft which would 
have been a most important proof for an explosion in the air 
previous to the final crash. As no such evidence had been found 
on the ground, I looked out for corresponding wounds in the bark 
of the trees, as similar accidents had taught me that smaller 
blown off pieces in a forest do not always reach the ground. They 
may as well be kept back by branches of the trees and can easily 
be found in freshly healed wounds of the bark. My efforts to find 
such complementary evidence had no positive result. I left the 
crash-site fully convinced that the aircraft hit the first trees 
in an absolutely normal flight position while it was under full 
control of its pilots. This my opinion is based on the comparison 
of the runway cut into the forest with similar accidents pre- 
viously investigated. 

5/ THE SEARCH FOR FURTHER EVIDENCE IN THE FUSED PARTS OF 
THE WRECKAGE. 

The remaining and identifiable parts of the wreckage had 
been examined by several most qualified experts belonging to 
or giving their assistance to the. different Commissions of 
Investigation. No foreign bodies or suspect holes had been found 
which would confirm the suspicion of sabotage or hostile action 
either from the air or the ground. Bu+ the value of these negative 
results was sensibly reduced by the fact that a most important 
part of the wings and the fuselage had been burnt and the alu- 
minium had been melted, so that nobody could state whether foreign 
bodies or other evidence was hidden in the fused metal. Pro- 
positions had been made to melt down the fused blocks in order to 
extract eventually enclosed foreign bodies. To avoid the reproach 
of destroying evidence by t-his procedure, the melting down had 
been tiostponed until the U.N. had nominated a neutral expert 
who could assist the local authorities in this delicate and 
responsible task. 

/ . . . 
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5.1/ The choice of methods for.melting down the fused blocks. 

In order not to destroy any evidence, the melting down had 
to be done most carefully, avoiding any overheating. Colonel 
Barber had already made a few experiments before my arrival to 
Salisbury and found out that with the exception of lead all the 
other metals to be expected' (iron, steei, brass, copper etc.) 
could be extracted from the melted aluminium without losing their 
shape so that they could perfectly be recognized. I myself had 
made the same experience before my first meeting with the 
Commission at Geneva, melting down in a crucible & few pounds of 
a DC 6 B aircraft-wreckage (kindly put at my disposal by Swissair). 
Adding steel-bodies from shells, screws, nails, bolts and nuts, 
different bullets, a toothed wheel etc. f had studied the effect of 
different temperatures on the tested alloys. With the exception 
of lead and its alloys, all mentionned objects were easily re- 
cogniaable even after a prolongated stay in the melted aluminium 
(80 minutes) up to temperatures of 830' C, The coating effect of 
the aluminium did not at all destroy. the shape and other distinc- 
tive marks of the embeded objects so that they could easily be 
recognized. 

The metallurgists of the Raine Engineering Company at Ndola 
had prepared all the necessary equipment for the melting process, 
including 2 crucibles heated by coke-fire with regulated venti- 
lation and temperature-control by a radiation-pyrometer (650 - 
820' C! ., average temperature 700 - 720' C.), This first pyrometer 
had to be substituted by a dipping-in measuring-device of higher 
precision. The melted aluminium was poured out to form ingots and 
the scoria and the non melted bodies were cooled in a basin filled 
with water. After extraction from the water, we sorted them by 
hand on a big sorting table, using a strong,magnet for picking 
out iron metals. 

5.21 Directly recognizable recovered bodies, 

buring the sorting action, most of the bodies extracted from 
the fused blocks could be identified without any difficulty. We 
found hundreds of bolts and nuts, partly still connected by 

/ l .  .  



locking wire, screws, angled unions for pipes, rivnuts, coiled 
springs, panel fasteners, cables, wires, washers etc. From the 
very beginning of the melting process Colonel Barber, Mr. Xadders 
and the assisting engineers of the Raine Co. were most impressed 
by the fact that such a variety of iron and non iron objects 
could be extracted undamaged although they had been exposed to 
the heat of the melted aluminium twice (once on the site of the 
crash and finally during our operation in the foundry). Even 
pieces of fabrics from seat belts and fragments of twigs and bark 
could be recovered in more or less carbonized state. They had not 
been destroyed because the melted aluminium protected them from 
the contact with oxygen. 

Every single object was checked in order to make sure Whether 
it belonged to the normal outfit of the aircraft or whether it 
could be in connection with sabotage or malicious interference to 
the aircraft. In order to permit all the members of the 

Commission of the U.N, to have a personal impression of the 
multiplicity of extracted objects I prepared some exhibits (see 

photos 1-S). In the first of them I placed side by side one piece 
of evidence extracted from the fused blucks and the corresponding 
piece of comparison recovered directly from a non burnt part of 
the wreckage. The exhibit proves clearly that every single object 
is identifiable without any difficulty, Exhibit Number 2 contains 
57 different objects , all belonging to the aircraft including 2 
fragments of cartridge cases originating from the ammunition 
carried on board, and in exhibit Number 3 I assembled a few 
pieces of melted metal which for further identification had to 
be submitted to a chemical analysis. 

In the described manner we melted down all,the completly 
fused blocks which were susceptible to contain hidden evidence. 
f agreed with the Rhodesian Authorities that there was no reason 
for melting down flat pieces of the wreckage which could be 

examined from both sides and which showed no suspect holes or only 
partly embeded foreign bodies, so that their origin could be 
defined without extracting them. The total weight of the 143 
ingots resulting from our melting action was 3189 pounds. 

/ . . . 
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In all the treated blocks no suspect bodies could be found, 

in spite of our careful and repeated checking of the scoria, 

All the metallurgists -present gained the full conviction 
that by our procedure no metallic bodies with melting points 
higher than 800' C. could have been destroyed, TherefoE shells, 
infernal machines, rocket heads, timing devices for bombs , 
fragments of detonators etc. could not have escaped our attention, 
as even screws of nnt more than a quarter of an inch in length 
had been recovered. The fact that no suspect objects of this kind 
have been detected, will greatly influence th& discussion of 
the possible causes of the accident in chapter 6. 

5.3/ Objects which needed further examination in the experts 
laboratory. 

It is evident, that not all extracted objects could be 
identified at first view and by comparison with the non-burnt 
parts of the wreckage. A few bodies had to be examined closer. 
For example one of the four linkage pieces moving the door which 
closes after retracting the undercarriage (Exhibit 3, first row, 
i!umber 2) w-as identified only at Zurich airport by the help of 
engineer Knuchel from the maintenance base of Swissair to whom 

go my acknowledgments. He helped me too in recognizing different 
other+small pieces which all belonged to the normal outfit of a 
DC 6 3, so that all shaped bodies could be cancelled from the 
list of suspect objects. 

This result would not exclude the possibility that the fused 
blocks might contain residues of foreign bodies involved in the 
causes of trle crash but composed of metals or alloys which would 
have been melted completely because of their low point of fusion, 
losing therefore 'completely their shape so that they would not 
be recognizable any longer. From a theoretioal point of view, it 
would be possible to build up a whole infernal machine out of 

parts of aluminium and other low melting metals only. Such a 
&vice would not be found by sorting the scoria, but only by a 
chemical analysis of such pieces of alloy which 'by colour or 
gravity would differ from the rest of the fused metal. I therefore 
took care to sort out such suspect pieces before the melting 
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process in the foundry and to secure them for spectrographical 
analysis. In the laboratories of the Scientific Department of 
Zurich Police in the week from March 14 to 21, 1962 these 
investigations were accomplished by the help of a grating 
spectrograph designed by the F.B.I. Without going into details, 

I went to summarize the folbowing results: The normal metal from 
.the fused wings, flaps or the fusela&,e was easily distinguishable 
from such parts where an alloy containing a high rate of 
magnesium was built in. (see ex'hi?it 4, spectrographical records), 
Further we found three distinct zones of fused metal with a 
most significant proportion of lead, bismuth and antimony. 

(Exhibit 4). The >esult of this spectroqaphical analysis has 
convinced the expert that he is confronted withemelted bullets 
.i::douStedly derivin, from the ammunition-cases carried on board 
the aircraft. The expert is of the opinion that such lumps of 
lead mixed with copper-alloys cannot originate from single bullets 
05 .+.n fire (with impacts more or less distant from each other) 
but only from the melting of tightly packed ammunition. 

To conclude this chapter it can be stated that none of the 
chemical investigations carried out in our laboratories has 
shown evidence of the presence of bodies or metals in the fused 
blocks extraneous to the aircraft itself or to its loading, 

i;/ DISCUSSLO;S OF '32 POZJZ3LX CAGSES OF THE ACCIDENT. 

At the meeting when the expert was introduced to the 
members of the Investigation Commission they formulated the 

wish that the expert should g;ive his opinion on all the possible 
causes of the acdident, T>roceeding by elimination. 

As i.1 basis for my studies I considered the reports already 
issued and the newly gained evidence resulting from my mission 
in Rhodesia as well as from the laboratory analysis. In the light 

Of' my professional experience I tried to conrtect all the known 
established facts and to estimate the different conjectures 
expressed in previous reports, comparing the total weight of 
evidence with the results of similfir investigations. 

. . 



6.1/ Hostile action from the ground or another aircraft 
to bring the SE - BDY down. 

6.11/ General possibilities. 

It is well known to military experts that it is fairly 
difficult to shoot down a &engined aircraft, especially by 
night. There is not only the question of hitting the moving 
target but also that of concentrating the necessary means of 
attack in a suitable place. Ho testimonies have observed any 
hostile actions from the ground, nor have they heard any 
detonations or shooting. Despite the low probability of such 
an attack, we have studied carefully the different possibilities. 

.6.12/ Gunfire shooting. 

Such a shooting would only be effective if vital parts 
of the aircraft could be hit, in order to render it un- 

controlable or to cause the loss of part of the engines. It 
is absolutely impossible that such an intensive damage could 
be done without leaving any traces still visible in the 
wreckage. Not even the melting down of the fused parts of the 
wreckak;e disclosed the presence of any bullets. It is most im- 

probable that an aircraft would be shot at by lead bullets, 
and any other quality of projectiles would have been recovered. 
Lead-bullets or bullet-holes were missing in the non-burnt parts 
of the aircraft too. Therefore the idea of gunfire attack can 
be discarded. 

6*X3/ 3hooting of shells. 

The same arguments which speak against the possibility of 
gunfire exclude also the possibility of shell-explosions. No 
fragments of shells, no traces of explosions, no suspect holes 
could,be found. 1Jo part of the aircraft has been torn or blown 
off previous to the first impact with the trees. Not even in 

the fused blocks it was possible to detect any fragment of 
shells, and as it was shown in chapter 5,, the method used for 

extracting hidden metals was most effective. These negative 

results allow to exclude completely the possibility of any 
explosion of shells as a cause of the crash. 

, 
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itself. The design and application of such means of sabotage 
is not easy and a. skilful saboteur would not’ run the risk of 
premature detection of such a device if he had other, less 
complicated possibilities at hand. 

6,22/ Malicious interference in order to cause’ damage to 
vital parts of the aircraft. -.. 

The technical exarr.inn.tion of the cables opert; tu t-Z tr,e 
control surfaces, the win.,q -flaps or the linderca.rr Lc;..e ;:FIS:LIF-l,nism 
revealed no pre-crash darp*:.de as far as these per,t : 4 not ‘een 
destroyed by the impact or the fire. All four engine:. :; i‘ :pe 
deliverin;: power in the moment of the impact so that a c?rA-fecj, 
in the feeding system for fuel can be excluded. Furthermore ,tbe 
aircraft had been properly trimmed for its approach to the 
beacon and the crash path showed no abnormality in the control , 
as it would be exl:ected in the case of this kind of sabotage. 

6.23/ Infernal machines, ---* 

I have already mentionned the fact that a time bomb would 
probably Fi*lve been set to explode in a far earlier stage of 
the flight (delayed departure, prolongat ed flight-route) . 
Furthermore most timing devices require a set of metallic 
objects such as batteries, wires, clockworks, springs, receptaales 
with chemiTl= ULLls etc. which would not have disappeared complete&:, 
in the wreckage. The same remark is to be made concerning 

i infernal machines linked to the mechanism of the undercarriage 
_ 

or the wing flaps. Together with the fact that no explosion ha:-: 
been heard or seen and that the wreckage shows no sign of 
ut:~urmsr;lon aue co explosions, an Infernal machine as cause 
of the accident is most unlikely 

& 24/ Plastic bombs. 

This most modern instrument for sabotage and terrorism 
has the advanta’ge that the explosive material itself does not 

need to be enclosed in a compact shell in order to produce ite 
destroying power, Therefore after the explosion no splinters 
are found. But all plastic bombs need a primary detonator whia!;. 
would produce splinters. In other cases, residues of a timia- & 
device, a chemical corrosion unit or a wire-tearing device 
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would subsist. No such evidence and no traces of an explosion 
in the form of deposits of powdersmoke in non-burnt areas 
were found, so that the use of a plastic bomb can be excluded 

6.25/ Conclusions. - 

An act of sabotage which might have struck vi-&l parts 
of the ?!ircraft or incapacitated the pilots would have l&Y, 
significant traces (deformations, splinters of explod;ng !zjmt)'s 

or at least the detonator, timing mechanism). No suck evidence 
was found neither in the unburnt nor in the fused pzrts. The 
expert cannot imagine how an aircraft, after a normt.L flight 
of many hours and well arriving over the airport of destination 
could be made to lose some 1000 feet of height without any other 
irregularity in the descending phase and without giving the crew 
the time for a message to the tower and eventually for regaining 
height. The total weight of evidence that speaks against sabotage 
is so overwhelming that this possibility can be eliminated. 

6,26/ (Annex to the problem of sabotage), 

There is one kind of sabotage that would not leave any 
tre.ce : The wilful act of the pilot(s) to destroy the aircraft 
with all the persons on board, thus committing suicide in a 
"heroic" manner, in obedience to some secret orders. But this 
idea is so absurd that it is mentionned here only to show the 
limits of all investigations and why an absolute certainty to 
have found out the truth by studying the traces alone cannot 
be reached, 

6.3/ Other possible causes. 

The previous reports have already thoroughly discussed 
a great number of possibilities. My mission did not contribute 
to bring forth any new evidence in the following itema: 
Technical or structural defects, altimeter failure, internal 
fire or explosions on board during the flight, incapacitation 

:Of pilots etc. 

I therefore consider it unnecessary to deal again with 

these arguments well known to the Commission, 

i 



CONCLUSION, 

The reexamination of the wreckage in the hangar and the 
melting down of the fused parts of the wreckage allow to exclude 
the possibility of hostile actions from the air or from the ground 
and leave no room for the sug,gestion of sabotage. 

As no evidence of technical failure could be found and 
considering that the aircraft obviously made a perfectly normal 
approaching procedure turn and was normally trimmed in the moment 
of the first impact with the trees, the only abnormal fact wan 
the dangerous low altitude of the aircraft in relation to the 
airport elevation, probably due to human failure, 

. 

Zurich/Switzerland, 
March 27, 1962. (Dr. MC Prei-Sulzer) 
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RECOMMENDED MINIMUMS - - 
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Ndolo (Leopoldville) chart f9m.n United States Air Force - 
United States Navy Flight Information Manual* 

INSl’ APCH PRO COjjGO) 
NO LOCATOP 

NDOLO AERODROME 
LEDPOLDVILL~ REP OF THE CONGO 

I NO TOWER I NO RADAR 
@‘ROACH CONTROL 285 1 .-•* I I 

CAUTION: Relief &ta incomplete 

MISSED APPROACH 

Cfimb to 3000 on 262” 
within 10 NM 

;,;i’l: 

4000 I& 
Right 

procedure turn 

;:I:::;: 
::..,.;. ,:,,.: ! 

0~0~ 

I;:: 

2JOowithin 10 N.M. 

~@w- . 

. . . . . : ., . . . . 

C0ll1rd 

IL- 2436.ADF 
I 

04”19’S-15”19’E LEDPOLDVlLLE REP OF Tk !F  CONGO 
..- 
NDOLO AERODROME 

* Flight Information Publication Terminal (Low Altitude) Africa and Southwest Asia, 
15 July 1961. 
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Ndola chart superimposed on map of Mdola area 
showing crash site 
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ANNEXV 

WRECKAGE PLANS 

A. Wreckage plan (scale 1 inch to 30 fee%) 

B. Enlarged wreckage plan 
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ANNEX XVI 

PICTIJJRES OF CRASH SITE AND WRECKAPE 
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1. View of the orash site (centre foreground) fmm the air 
indicating shall.ow angle of approach and showing foreat 
tracks whbh faoilitated awe8s to the site. 

/  
.  .  .  
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2. View of wreckage and approach path from direction 
of approach. 
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3* Vim of oraeh site (after olearcmoe of wreakage) 
from ground leaking baok along lim of approach. 
Main wreokage lay limmediat ely behind the oaraera, 

/ *.. 
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4. View of wreckage. 


